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Then we consider subsemigroups of free products of semigroups and we study 
conditions that guarantee them to be automatic.
Finally we obtain a description of the subsemigroups of the bicyclic monoid 
that allow us to study some of their properties, which include finite generation, 
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The notion of an automatic group appears in the 1980’s, beginning with the 
paper [4] by G. Baumslag, S. M. Gersten, M. Shapiro and H. Short and the 
book [12] by J. W. Cannon, D. B. A. Epstein, D. F. Holt, S. V. F. Levy, M. 
S. Paterson and W. P. Thurston, and from then many results about automatic 
groups have been published; see for example [17, 18, 19, 36, 44, 47]. In the end 
of the 1990’s, the notion was generalized for semigroups and, in the paper [11] 
by C. M. Campbell, E. F. Robertson, N. Ruskuc and R. M. Thomas, the authors 
established the basic properties and obtained the first results about automatic 
semigroups. More work about automatic semigroups was done since then; see for 
example [9, 10, 13, 16, 23, 33, 34, 35, 48, 49].
Automatic groups are characterized by a geometric property of their Cayley 
graph, which is intuitively the following: ” there is a constant K  such that, if 
two fellows travel at the same speed by two paths ending at most one edge 
apart, then the distance between them is always less then This property, 
called the fellow traveller property, does not characterize automatic semigroups 
and therefore, the geometric theory that holds for automatic groups does not 
hold for automatic semigroups. Hence we have to work directly with regular 
languages instead of Cayley graphs when dealing with automatic semigroups. 
Nevertheless, the definition of ” automatic” for semigroups leads to an interesting
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class of semigroups, that contains many known semigroups, and where some 
properties of automatic groups naturally hold while others either require different 
proofs or do not hold. The idea of defining a class of semigroups using the concept 
of a regular language is quite natural and establishes an interesting connection 
between semigroups and formal languages that allows us in particular to use tools 
from formal languages to obtain results about semigroups; for example, in this 
thesis, we often use the concept of a generalized sequential machine to deal with 
semigroup constructions.
It is worth mentioning the work in [23] where four alternative definitions of 
’’automatic semigroup” have been considered, that are equivalent when applied 
to groups, but that determine four different classes of semigroups. In this context 
we can say that our work is about one of those four classes, the one considered 
in [11].
In this thesis we start by studying conditions under which some standard 
semigroup constructions preserve automaticity. Then we consider automaticity 
of subsemigroups of free products and finally we obtain a description of the sub­
semigroups of the bicyclic monoid and study their properties, in particular their 
automaticity.
We first have a short introduction, containing the essentials about regular 
languages, semigroups and automatic semigroups that we will need in the thesis. 
We start, in Chapter 2 , by considering an example of an automatic semigroup, 
the free group in n  generators, and by studying in detail its automatic structure. 
In Chapter 3 we establish some results regarding regular languages, that will be 
useful when constructing automatic structures from known automatic structures. 
In Chapter 4 we consider Rees matrix semigroups over a semigroup, which we 
call the base, and work on the following questions:
(i) If the base is automatic is the Rees matrix semigroup automatic?
(ii) If the Rees matrix semigroup is automatic must the base be automatic 
as well?
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In Chapter 5 we consider similar questions for Bruck-Reilly extensions of monoids 
and wreath products of semigroups. Subsemigroups of free products of semi­
groups are studied in Chapter 6 , where we start by considering subsemigroups of 
free semigroups. Finally in Chapters 7 and 8 we obtain a description of the sub­
semigroups of the bicyclic monoid and we study some of their properties which 
include finite generation, automaticity and finite presentability.
1 Regular languages and automata
In this section we present the more relevant definitions and known results about 
regular languages and automata we will require in this thesis and we establish our 
notation. Further results, that are only used in a single chapter, will be stated in 
that chapter.
Let A be a finite set. We define
j^+ „  , . .  cLj^  : d i , . . .  ,CLji G A, n E N},
where N is the set of the positive integers, to be the set of all finite sequences 
of elements of A  (with at least one element). We say that A  is an alphabet and 
the elements of A'^ are called words. Civen w E A+ we denote by |w| the length 
of w, which is the number of elements of A  that form the word w. We define 
A* =  A+ U {e}, where e is not an element of A'^, and we call language any subset 
of A*. We define the operation concatenation on A* by 
A* X A* A*]
d \ . . .  dfi * b\ . . .  bjji — d \ . . .  a.p^ b'i . . .  bjyi (?r, m  G N ) ,
. . .  dfi ' € =  6 ' Q i . . .  dji ~  d i  . . .  üfi (n E N), 
e • e =  e,
and we often write WiW2 instead of w\ • Wg for wi,W 2  E A*. It is convenient to see 
e as a sequence with no elements and so we call e the empty word and we have 
|e| =  0 , by convention. Hence we can write
A* =  . . .  ttfi ; d i , , dji E A,  n E No}.
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For w E A* v/e define = e and =  w - w"' (n G No). We observe that the 
operation • is an associative operation, i.e. we have {wi • wg) ■ 1^ 3 =  • (wg • w^)
for any Wi, Wg, Wg G A*.
Given two languages L ,K  C A* we define their concatenation L • K  hy
L ' K  ~  {wi ' W2  wi E L,v)2 E K }
and we often write L K  instead of L • A . Given a language L  we define
=  { 4 .
L -+1 =  L - U ‘ { n e  N o ) ,
L *  =  U ^ o  -ï:" =  {««1 • ^«2 • • ■ • • : « '1 , W 2 , . . . ,  t «„ €  L ,  n  6 N o }
and we call * the Kleene star operation.
We say that a language is regular if it can be obtained from finite subsets of 
A* by finitely many applications of U (union), • (concatenation) and * (Kleene’s 
star operation). For example, if we define A — {6, c}, then the language M  =  
{^n^m : 7^  ^772, Ç is regular because we have M  =  {c}* • {&}*.
A finite state automaton (or simply an automaton) is a quintuple
A  = (Q, A, p,, %,T)
where Q is a finite set called the set of states, A  is an alphabet called the input 
alphabet, /i is a function p : Q x A  P(Q) called the transition (we denote by 
V(Q) the set of all subsets oî Q), qo E Q is called the initial state and T  Ç Q is 
the set of terminal states. The situation q' E (q,a)p, for q,q' E Q, a E A, can 
be intuitively understood the following way: if A  is in state q and reads input a 
then it can move to state q'.
An automaton can also be seen as a directed graph with vertices Q and an 
edge {q,a,q') for each q,q^ E Q, a E A  such that q' E {q,a)p. We represent an 
edge {q, a, q') by ç A  q'. We define a path tv in the automaton to be a sequence 
of edges
(</i, Û1, gg), (gg, ag, ga),. . . ,  (gn, a.n, qn+i),
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Figure 1.1: An automaton recognizing {c^b^ : n ,m  G No} 
where q i , , Qn+i G Q, a i , . . . ,  G A, and we represent it by
^1, Û2. Ûn. / i  i \7T : Çl —> f?2 —  ^ Çn+lî (1.1)
or a single triple {q, e, g), with ç G Q, that we represent by
7T : q q.
We say that a path is a successful path if it starts in the initial state and ends in 
a terminal state. We say that the path tt above is labeled by a i . . .  a„ (or by e). 
We write simply
w. /TT : Ç Ç ,
with w G A*, to mean that tt is a path in A  from state q to state q' labeled by w.
We say that a word w G A* is recognized by the automaton A  if there exists a 
successful path tt in A labeled by w; we observe that the empty word e is recog­
nized if and only if the initial state is a terminal state. The language recognized 
by the automaton A  is the set of all words that are recognized by A; we denote it 
by vC(A). A language is recognizable if there exists an automaton that recognizes 
it. For example, the language M  defined above, is recognized by the automaton 
given by Figure 1.1; the figure also illustrates how an automaton can be defined 
by a picture: the incoming arrow marks the initial state % and the two outgoing 
arrows mark the two terminal states % and q\. It is well known that the classes 
of regular and recognizable languages coincide (see for example [28]) and we will 
use both terms as synonyms.
We say that an automaton is deterministic if the set {q,a)fi has at most 
one element for any q G Q, a G A, and non deterministic otherwise. For a
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deterministic automaton we can write q' = qw^ if there is a path from state q 
to state q’ labeled by the word w. We say that an automaton is complete if for 
any ç G Q, a G A the set (g, a)/i has at least one element. We note that if an 
automaton is deterministic and complete then the transition (j, can be seen as a 
function from Q x A to Q. It is known that if a language is regular then there 
exists a deterministic and complete automaton recognizing it; see [28]. Figure 1.1 
is an example of a deterministic and complete automaton; we can remove state 
Ç2 and the arrows arriving to it, to obtain an example of a non deterministic 
automaton recognizing the same language.
We say that a state q is accessible if there exists a path from the initial state 
to q and co-accessible if there exists a path from g to a terminal state. If q is 
a non co-accessible state and (ç, a),u Ç {g} for all a G A we say that g is a fail 
state. In Figure 1.1, the state g2 is a fail state.
For a word w — a i . .  .On with a i , . . . ,  G A, given t  G No, we define w{t) =
a i .. .at for t < n and w{t) = w otherwise. For a language L Ç A* we define
Pref(L) =  {w{t) : G L,^ G No} =  {w G A* : ww' G L  for some w' G A*},
Suff(L) = {w e  A* : w'w G L for some w' G A*},
Subw(T) =  {w G A* : w'ww” G L  for some words w \w '' G A*}.
We now present some known results about regular languages that we will need 
in the thesis. The proofs of these results can be found in [27], for example.
P ro p o sitio n  1.1 Let A be an alphabet. Then we have:
(i) 0, A+ and A* are regular;
(ii) Any finite subset of A* is regular;
(iii) I f  L ,K  Ç A* are regular, then L U  K , LC\ K , L — K , L K , L*, 
Pref(T), Suff(L) and Subw(T) are regular.
We will use this proposition without explicitly referring to it, and we will say 
that a language is regular as soon as we can write it, for example, as a finite 
union of languages that we know are regular.
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Lemma 1.2 (The Pum ping Lemma) Let L he an infinite recognizable lan­
guage in A*. Then there exists a positive integer N  such that every word z in L 
of length exceeding N  can be factorized as z ~  uvw in such a way that:
(i) u ,w  e A*, V G A+;
(ii) \uv\<  N;
(iii) uv'^w G L for every m > 0.
This lemma is normally useful to prove that a language is not regular. For 
example, the language L  =  {c^b^ : n G N} Ç {6, c}+ is not regular. Suppose it 
is regular and let N  by the constant given by the Pumping Lemma. If we take 
a word G L  with n > N  then, by the lemma, there exist numbers i , j  G No 
and ^ G N such that i j  -\- k = n  and the words of the form belong to
L for every m > 0. In particular we would have ^ with i -P j  < n which
is not true.
2 Semigroups
For an introduction about semigroup theory we refer the reader to [29]. In this 
section we introduce the more relevant definitions and results about semigroups 
for this thesis. In Appendix A we include the remaining semigroup theory we 
require.
Let 5  be a set and let • : S' x 5  5  be an operation on S. We say that (S', •)
is a semigroup if the operation is associative. If S' has an identity, i.e. there exists 
e G S' such that s • e =  e • s =  5 for all s G S', then we say that (S', - , e) is a monoid. 
We say simply that S' is a semigroup (monoid) when it is clear which operation 
on S' (and which identity) we are considering. We write simply instead of 
Si • S2 for si, S2 G S'. For example, A+ is a semigroup under concatenation and 
A* is a monoid with identity e.
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Let S ,T  be two semigroups. A function ijj : S  T  is à {semigroup) ho­
momorphism if it satisfies {siS2 )i(j — {sii})){s2 ip) for all si ,S2 G S. If S ,T  are 
monoids we say that : 5  -> T is a monoid homomorphism if it is a semigroup 
homomorphism and preserves the identity, i.e., the image of the identity of S  by 
ijj is the identity of T.
We say that a semigroup F  is free on a finite set A  if: (i) there is a function 
a  \ A  F\ (ii) for every semigroup S  and every function (j) : A  S  there 
exists a unique homomorphism ip : F  S  such that aip = (p (we observe that 
most of the times we write function symbols on the right and by aip we mean 
the function aip : A —> 5'; a t-)- {aa)^). The semigroup A+ satisfies this definition 
(taking a  to be the identity function A -> A+; a i-> a) and we often refer to A+ 
as the free semigroup on A. A free monoid can be defined similarly, just replacing 
’’semigroup” by ’’monoid” and ”homomorphism” by ’’monoid homomorphism” in 
the definition of free semigroup, and we refer to A* as the free monoid on A.
Let 5' be a semigroup, let A be a finite set and let ^ : A -4 5" be a function. 
If the unique extension of ^ to a homomorphism 'ip : A+ —> S  is surjective, we 
say that A is a {semigroup) generating set for S  {with respect to ip). If 5  is a 
monoid and the unique extension of 0 to a monoid homomorphism ?/; : A* —)• S' is 
surjective then we say that A is a {monoid) generating set for S' {with respect to 
Ip). When it is clear which homomorphism is associated with the generating set 
A we say simply that A is a generating set for S' and we write S  = (A).
We observe that, since we consider languages on A*, it is not convenient to 
see the generating set A as a subset of the semigroup S, and in fact we do not 
even require the function ^ : A —> S' to be injective. Nevertheless, whenever 
possible, we will not make explicit use of the homomorphisms associated with 
the generating sets, in order to simplify notation. For two words W\,W2  G A* we 
write Wi =  W2 to mean that Wiip = W2 '^ p and we write Wi =  W2  to mean that w\ 
and W2  are equal as words in A*. We also write w = s and s — w with w e A* 
and g G S' to mean that wip = s. Finally, a product of the form x i . .. Xn where
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Xi ^  A u  S  {i = 1 , . . .  ,n) is considered as a product in A* if all factors belong to 
A  and as a product in S  otherwise.
Given a semigroup S  and a generating set A  for S  with respect to the homo­
morphism Ip : A'^ -4 S' we say that L Ç A+ is a set of normal forms for S' if 
Lip = S'. If the restriction 'ip [i, is injective we say that L is a set of unique normal 
forms for S'. We observe that the multiplication in the semigroup is defined when 
we know how the normal forms multiply. A similar definition applies for monoids 
and monoid homomorphisms.
3 A u tom atic  sem igroups
In this section we give the definition of automatic semigroup and some examples, 
we give further results about regular languages and we list known results about 
automatic semigroups we will need in the thesis.
To be able to deal with automata that accept pairs of words and to define 
automatic semigroups, given an alphabet A, we need to define the set
A (2, $) =  ((A U {$}) X (A U {$}))\{($ , $)}
where $ is a  symbol no t in A (called the padding symbol) and the  function 6 ^ : 
A* X A* —> A(2, $)* defined by
( û i . . .  cijTx, b \ . , .  bn)dj  ^ — <
€ if 0 =  m =  n
(a i,b i) .. .{am,bm) if 0 < m =  n
(fli, 6i) . . . {chffi, ^m)(^3 ^m4 l) ■ • ' (^5 ^n) if 0 ^  TÏI TL
 ^ (ni ,6i ) . . .  (a„ ,6n)(an+i,$). . .  (a^,$) if m > n > 0 .
We often omit the subscript A and write Ô instead of Ôa -
D efin ition  1.3 Let S' be a semigroup and A a finite generating set for S  with 
respect to the homomorphism ip : A+ - 4  S. The pair (A, L) is an automatic 
structure for S  (with respect to ip) if:
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(i) L is a regular language on A+ and Lip =  S;
(ii) =  {{a,P)0A : a;,/3 G L, a  =  /?} is a regular language in 
A(2,$)+;
(iii) For each a G A, the language La =  {{a,fi)0A : a, e L ,a a  = p} 
is regular in A(2, $)+.
If a semigroup S  has an automatic structure {A, L) for some A and L  then we 
say that S  is automatic.
We observe that the definition of ” automatic” in [4] uses a set of monoid 
generators instead of a set of semigroup generators. This distinction does not 
make any difference as to whether a group (or monoid) is automatic (see [11]) and 
we will use the definition with monoid generators whenever it is more convenient, 
which is normally the case when we are working with monoids.
We should say however that, as shown in [16], if we consider the definition 
with semigroup generators, then an automatic monoid has an automatic structure 
(A, L) for any generating set A, and this is not true if we consider the definition 
with monoid generators. Hence, working with semigroup generators, the existence 
of an automatic structure for a monoid does not depend on the generating set, 
as it is well known to happen for automatic groups; see [4].
E xam ple  1.4 Let A be an alphabet. Then A+, the free semigroup on A, is 
automatic. We can consider the regular language L = A~^  and the pair (A, L) is 
an automatic structure for the semigroup A+. In fact we have
L= =  {(ui ,  t t i ) . . .  (ufc. Ok) : A: G N, a i , . . . ,  G A} 
which is a regular language and, for each generator a  G A, we have 
La = {((%!, Ui). . .  (aA,a&)($,a) ' k e N ,a i  . . .  ,ak £ A} 
which is a regular language as well.
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Our next example is the bicyclic monoid B, which is defined by the monoid 
presentation {b,c \ be = 1) (see Appendix A). A natural set of unique normal 
forms for B is : i , j  > 0} and we shall identify B with this set. The normal 
forms multiply according to the following rule:
E xam ple  1,5 Let A = {&, c} and L = {cV : i , j  > 0}. Since the regular 
language L — {c}*{6}* is a set of unique normal forms for B, we have
=  {{w , w )Sa : w e L},
which is a regular language, by Proposition 1.6. Since we have
^6 =  { (c ,c )r{ (6, 6)F { ($ ,6)}
and
i'c =  {(c, c) }• {(6, 6)}*{(6, $)} U {(c, c)}• {($, c)},
the languages Lb and Lc are regular and therefore (A, L) is an automatic structure 
for B.
We have the following further results about regular languages.
P ro p o sitio n  1.6  Let A and B  be two alphabets. We have the following:
(i) I f  L C A* and K  Ç B* are a regular languages and ip : A* B* is 
a monoid homomorphism, then Lip and Kip~~^  are regular languages;
(ii) I f  L ,K  Ç A* are regular languages, then {L x K)5a is a regular 
language;
(iii) I f  L is a regular language in A*, then {(w,u;)(5 /^i \ w £ L} is a 
regular language.
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P r o o f .  See for example [27] and [4]. H
We need the following result about finite semigroups:
T heorem  1.7 Let S  he a finite semigroup, X  be a finite set and ip : S  be
a surjective homomorphism. For any s £ S  the set sip~^ is a regular language.
P r o o f . For an arbitrary s £ S  we can define the automaton
~  (Q) -^ 3 b") %3 {^1)3
where Q =  5  U {go} is the set of states and the transition is defined by
(qo,x)p =  Si if xip — Si (si e S', a; G X)
{si,x)ia = S2 if si{xip) — 8 2  (si, S2 £ S ,x  £ X ).
As we will see, this automaton is in fact the Cayley graph of the semigroup S  with 
respect to X ,  with the added initial state go and with terminal state s. Given 
w £ X"*" there exists a successful path go ^  s if and only if wip = s. So we have 
C{As) — sijj~^ and therefore sip~^ is a regular language. S
We say that (A, L) is an automatic structure with uniqueness for a semigroup 
S  if (A, L) is an automatic structure for S  and L is a set of unique normal forms. 
The results from [11] we will need follow.
P ro p o sitio n  1.8  I f  (A, L) is an automatic structure for a semigroup S then 
there is an automatic structure (A, K) with uniqueness for S.
P r o o f . Let us choose an ordering on the finite set A. Then we can define the 
shortlex ordering on A* by:
a < p ÏÎ and only if either (i) |o:| < \p\ or else (ii) |a | =  \p\ and 
a  precedes p lexicographically (with respect to the ordering on A)
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and define
K  = {a £ L : (V^ £ L){a,P)ÔA £ Oi < p}.
The language K  is regular by [12, Theorem  2.5.1], and the  result follows from 
[11, Propostion  5.3]. M
P ro p o s itio n  1.9 Let S  be a semigroup and let A be a generating set for S  with 
respect to the homomorphism ip : A+ S. I f  there exists an automatic structure 
(A, L) for S  then for any 7  £ A~^  the language
Ly = =  {(a , P ) 0a : a, P £ L ,a ^  = P }
is regular.
P r o o f .  Let 7  =  a i . . .  a„. T he languages L a y , . . . ,  La^ are all regular. So the 
languages
^aia-2. =  { (a , «2) G L X L : there  exists a i  G L such th a t
( a , G  Lay, {<^1,0:2)ba G 
Taia2as — { («) %) G L X L : there  exists a 2  £ L  such th a t  
{ a , a 2) 6A G Laya2i (0:2, G Lafi\bA,
Laia2 ...an ={( « , / ? )  G L X L : there exists CK -^i G L  such th a t 
{ a , a n - i ) Ô A  G Lay. . . an~ iA^n - l ,  P)bA  G LafijÔA 
are regular by Proposition 1.13; in particu lar, Ly is regular as required. M
P ro p o sitio n  1.10 Let S  be a semigroup with an automatic structure (A, L) and 
let a  £ A"*". I f  K  = LU  {a}, then (A ,K ) is an automatic structure for S.
P ro p o sitio n  1.11  I f  S  is a semigroup with an automatic structure (A ,L), if 
B C A, and if  L n  maps onto S, then {B, L  n  B'^) is an automatic structure 
/o r 5'.
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P ro p o sitio n  1.12  Suppose that S  is a semigroup with an automatic structure 
(A ,L) and let B  = A U  {6} where b ^  A. For any word a  G A+, we have an 
automatic structure {B, K ) for S, where K  = L and b is mapped to the element 
of S  represented by a.
We have stated these results for semigroups and semigroup homomorphisms 
but we note that the same results apply for monoids and monoid homomorphisms.
P ro p o sitio n  1.13 Let A be an alphabet and let U and V  be subsets of A* x A* 
such that the languages U6 a and V5a ore regular. Let
W  =  { (a , 7) G A* X A* : there exists P £  A* such that 
{a,p} £ U and (P ,j)  £ V}.
Then W 5a is regular.
P ro p o sitio n  1.14 Let S  be a semigroup. Then is automatic if and only if S  
is automatic.
We also need the following more general result, from [24]:
P ro p o sitio n  1.15 Let S  be a semigroup and T  be a subsemigroup of S  such that 
the set S \T  is finite. Then S  is automatic if and only if T  is automatic.
We will now prove another useful result:
T heo rem  1.16 Let S  be an automatic semigroup such that = S. Then S has 
an automatic structure with uniqueness (A, K ) such that K  O A —
P r o o f .  Let (A, L) be an automatic structure with uniqueness for S, where 
L Ç A+. Suppose that there exists a word w £ LC\ A. Let s be the element of 
S  represented by w. Since =  S  there exist Si,S2 G S  such that s — S1S2. Let 
Wi,W2 £ L he words representing the elements Si and S2 , respectively. Defining 
w' — W\W2 we have w' = s and w ^  A. Letting L' = L u { w '}  we know by Propo­
sition 1.10 that (A, L') is an automatic structure for S. We can now consider the
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regular language L" =  U \{w }. Since L" =  L'^ D {L" x L")5 and, for any a £ A, 
L" — L'  ^n  {L" X D')ô, the pair (A, L") is also an automatic structure for S  (with 
uniqueness). We can repeat this process until there are no more elements of the 
finite set A in our language. H
The direct product of semigroups was considered in [10] where the authors 
have proved the following:
P ro p o sitio n  1.17 Let S  and T  he automatic semigroups.
(i) I f  S  and T  are infinite, then S  x T  is automatic if and only if 
=  5" ond =  T.
(ii) I f  S  is finite and T  is infinite, then S  x T  is automatic i f  and only
In [41], the authors have established necessary and sufficient conditions for 
the direct product of semigroups to be finitely generated:
P ro p o sitio n  1.18 Let S  and T  be two semigroups. I f  both S  and T  are infinite 
then S  x T  is finitely generated if and only if both S  and T  are finitely generated, 
— S and =  T. I f  S  is finite and T  is infinite then S x T  is finitely generated 
if and only if 3 “^ = S  and T  is finitely generated.
Using this proposition. Proposition 1.17 has the following equivalent formula­
tion:
P ro p o sitio n  1.19 The direct product of automatic semigroups is automatic if 
and only if it is finitely generated.
The answer to the following converse question is not known even for groups: 
If the direct product G\ x G2  is automatic are both factors Gi and G 2 necessarily 
automatic?
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We now present the generalization for semigroups, considered in [11], of the 
group concepts of the Cayley graph and the fellow traveller property. Let S  be 
a semigroup generated by a finite set A. The (right) Cayley graph F of S' with 
respect to A  is the directed graph with vertex set S  and an edge with label a from 
s to sa for every vertex s E S  and every a G A. If 5 and t are vertices of F, then 
an (undirected) path from s to t is just a sequence of edges from 5 to t (regardless 
of direction), and the length of the path is the number of edges it contains. We 
define the distance d{s, t) from s to i to be the smallest length of a path from s 
to t if such path exists, and to be infinite otherwise. Let L  C A~^  be a regular 
set of normal forms for S', then F is said to have the fellow traveller property 
with respect to L  if there exists a constant K  such that, whenever a,/3 e L 
with d{a,/3) < 1, we have d{a{t),p{t)) < K  for all t  > 1. The fellow traveller 
property characterizes automatic groups (see [4]) and for semigroups we still have 
the following:
Proposition 1.20 I f  S  is a semigroup with an automatic structure (A, L) and 
if F is the Cayley graph of S  with respect to A, then F has the fellow traveller 
property with respect to L.
P r o o f . See [11]. M
As observed in [11], any non automatic semigroup with a zero, for example, 
has the fellow traveller property, and so the converse of this proposition is not 
true.
Finally, we say that a semigroup is prefix-automatic or p-automatic if it has 
an automatic structure {A, L) such that the set
Lh =  {[wi,W 2 )dA : wi E L,W 2  E Pref(L), =  W2}
is also regular. It is known that the notions of ’’automatic” and ”p-automatic” 
coincide for groups and more generally for right cancellative monoids (see [49]) 
but it is an open question if they coincide for semigroups.
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For more details on automatic semigroups the reader is referred to [11] (intro­
duction), [49] (geometric aspects and p-automaticity), [33, 34, 35] (computational 
and decidability aspects), [9, 10] (semigroup constructions) and [16] (invariance 
under change of generators).
Chapter 2 
Syntactic monoids of an 
autom atic structure for the free 
group
We will consider the free group in n generators, as an example of an automatic 
semigroup. We start by defining a natural automatic structure for the free group. 
Then we study the syntactic monoids associated with the regular languages that 
constitute this automatic structure.
1 A u tom atic  structure
Let G be the free group in the n group generators &i,..., In order to define 
an automatic structure for G we consider the set of monoid generators A  =  
{ai, .. . ,a2n} and the monoid presentation
( c i i ,  .  .  .  ,  t t 2 n  I  ® i ^ 2 n + l — i  ~  ^ 2 7 i + l — ~  1  —  I j  •  ♦  •  )  ^ ) ) *
The language we consider to represent the elements of G is then formed by the 
sequences of generators from A  such that a generator does not precede its inverse
18
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which, according to our monoid presentation, can be simply written as
L = A* — { A* aia2 n+i-i A*).
We will prove that the pair (A, L) is an automatic structure for the free group 
G. This is a well known result (see [12]), but we include it for completeness. The 
language L is clearly regular and, since L is a set of unique normal forms for the 
free group, the language L -  is regular as well. Let us fix a generator in A  and 
prove that the language
=  { { W i , W 2 ) 0 a  : W i , W 2 e  L^WiÜh  =  W2 }
is regular. We take an arbitrary word W\ E  L  and find out which words W2  E  L 
we can obtain multiplying Wi by the generator ah on the right. If the last letter 
in the word wi is not the inverse, a2n+i-/*, of o,h then we have W2 =  WiO/*. But if 
the last letter in wi is G2m+i-A then we have Wi =  w[a2 n+i-h, where the prefix w[ 
of Wi is a word in L that does not end with letter a/i, and so W2 = Therefore 
we can write
U  {{w,w)ÔA-{^,ah) :w E {e}U{LnA*aj ) }U
l<j<2nJ7^ 2n4-l-/i
[ J  {(w, w ) 6a  • (a2n+i-/i, $) :w E  { e } U { L n  A*aj)}.
l<i<2n
To prove that La^ is regular it now suffices to prove that each set in this finite 
union is regular. The sets appearing in the union are obtained concatenating a 
set of the form {(w, w)hA : w E {e}U {LC[A*aj)}, which is regular by Proposition 
1.6, with a singleton set and therefore they are regular.
Instead of proving that the languages L  and La,^  are regular by building them 
using simpler languages that we know are regular we can define automata that 
recognize the languages. We will do that, to illustrate this alternative way of 
proving regularity but also because we will use the automata in the following 
section to obtain the syntactic monoids of our languages. Let
A =  {Q,A, fi ,qo,T)  (2.1)
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be an automaton, where Q =  {ço, • • • ,Ç2n+i} is the set of states, Qq is the initial 
state, the alphabet A  is our generating set, the transition /i : Q x A Q is 
defined by
(%, =  Q2 n+i if%G { 2 n +  1, 2?t, +  1 — j }
(qi, aj)jj, ~  Qj otherwise 
where i = 0 , . . . ,  2n +  1; j  — 1 , . . . ,  2n, and the set of terminal states is T  =  
Q \{ç2n+i}- We observe that the automaton has only one non terminal state, 
which is the fail state q2 n+i- This automaton, for M =  2 , is illustrated in Figure 
2.1 (note that, for clarity, we did not represent the arrows ending in the fail state). 
The only way to enter the fail state is by an arrow labeled by aj starting from a 
state q2 n+i-j, for some j ,  and the only way to enter state Ç2n+i~j is by an arrow 
labeled by a2 n+i~j^ Therefore, a word in w E A* will take us from the initial state 
go to the fail state q2 n+i if and only if w has the form w'a2 n+i~jdjw" for some 
words w'^w" E A*, which means that w ^  L. We conclude that C{JP) =  L.
We now define automata to recognize the languages La,  ^ {ah G A ) ,
-  (<Q', A(2,$) ,^/„çq,T0 ,
where Q' =  { g o , , g2n+2} is the set of states, go is the initial state, A  is again 
the monoid generating set for G, the transition jj,h is defined by
(g%, {aj, aj))fj,h = Qj if  ^ ^ +  1 -  j, 2n +  1, 2n +  2}
(g^ , ($, ah))lJ-h —q2 n+ 2  if î ^ { 2 n +  1 — /i, 2n +  1, 2 n  +  2}
(%, (a2n+i~/7, $))m/i =Q2 n+ 2  if i t  {h, 2n +  1 ,2n +  2}
(Qi)P)ldh ~Q2n+i in all other cases
for Ï =  0 , . . . ,  2n T 2; j  — 1 , . . . ,  2n and p E A(2, $), and the set of terminal states 
is V  = {g2u+2}.
Observing Figure 2.2 , where the automaton A i  is represented forn =  2 (again 
the arrows ending in the fail state g2n+i are not represented), we see that this 
automaton is very similar to A.  If w E L, then the word {w, w) 6 a will move us 
from the initial state to some state qj E (go,. • •, g2n}, from where we can move to
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wa4
a.3
Figure 2.1: The minimal automaton recognizing L
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^<9-,
Figure 2.2: The minimal automaton recognizing L,ai
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the terminal state following an arrow labeled by (tt2n+i-/i, $) if j  h or following 
an arrow labeled by ($, %) if j  ^  2n -F I ~  h. It is clear, from the definition 
of /U/i, that there is no other way to construct a successful path and so we have
~  ^cth'
2 Syntactic monoids
The characterization of regular languages in terms of their syntactic monoids, 
is described in Chapter 3 of [28], and this reference constitutes our motivation 
to study syntactic monoids. We start by reproducing the definitions and results 
from [28] we will need. Let A be a finite alphabet and let L Ç A*. The syntactic 
congruence gl on A* is defined by
<^L =  {(w, z) G A* X A* : (Vw, V G A*) uwv G T if and only if uzv  G L},
and the syntactic monoid of L, denoted by Syn(L), is A * / a We say that a 
language L is recognized by a monoid M  if there exists a morphism 'if) : A* M  
and a subset P  of M  such that ijj~^{P) = L. A  language is always recognized by 
its syntactic monoid and we have
P ro p o s itio n  2.1  Let A be a finite alphabet and let L Ç. A*. The following 
statements are equivalent:
(i) L is a rational subset of A*;
(a) Syn(L) is finite;
(Hi) L is recognized by a finite monoid M.
Given a deterministic automaton A  =  (Q, A, pL, T)  we define the congruence <7 
on A* by
waz  if and only if (Vg G Q) qw — qz.
The monoid A*/a  is finite and denoting by w the cr-class of w we can define an
action of A*/cr on Q by the rule that
qiD = qw {q e  Q,w e  A*).
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Since we have the implication
(Vg G Q, qw — qz) = >  w — z^
each element w G A*/a  can be seen as a different transformation in Tq and 
we call the submonoid A*/a  of Tq the transformation monoid of the automaton 
A  and denote it by TM(A). For each g G Q let us denote the subset {w G 
A* \ qw Ç. T}  of A* by and let us define the equivalence relation p on Q
by /) =  {(gi,g2) G Q x Q : qf^T  — q^^T},  We say that the automaton A  is 
reduced if p is the identical relation on Q, i.e., if qf^T — q^^T qi =  g2-
Given a regular language L  we call minimal automaton for L  the complete, 
deterministic, accessible, reduced automaton recognizing L, which is unique up 
to an isomorphism (see [28, Theorem 3.3.10]), and by [28, Theorem 3.5.1] we. have
P ro p o sitio n  2 .2  Let A he a finite alphabet and let L be a regular language on 
A*. The syntactic monoid of L coincides with the transformation monoid of the 
minimal automaton for L.
The automata A  and A h  (%& G A )  defined in the previous section are complete, 
deterministic and accessible. We need to prove that they are also reduced. To see 
that A  is reduced it sufiices to observe that 1"^ • T  =  L, q^n- i^ • T  =  0, and that 
for 2 G {1, . . . ,  2n} we have aj G q~^ - T  for j  ^  2n F 1 -  i and a2 n+i-i f  qfi  ^ • T, 
which implies that q f ^ 'T  ^  q^^ - T  for any states qi ^  q2 - Similarly, the automata 
La,  ^ are reduced because 1“  ^ • V  =  La, ,^ q2 n+i 'T '  = (Ù, g^+2  ' T' = {e}, and for 
2 G {1, . . . ,  2n} we have {qi{a2 n+i~i, a2 n+i-i))~^ • T' =  0 and for all j  2n +  1 -  2 
we have {qfiaj, aj))~^ • T' ^  0 which implies qf^ ‘ T' ^  • T' for any states
qi + Ç2-
We will now obtain the transformation monoid TM(A) which, by the previous 
proposition, is the syntactic monoid of the language L. We define the transfor­
mations in 7q,
f>jk : g g^  if g ^ {g2?H-l-A, 92n+l-t, <Z2»+1 ^  q2 n+l\
Z \ g 1-^  Ç2n-fl)
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for j, A: e  {1,..  •, 2n} and we will prove that
TM(A) =  {1, (j)jk, z : j , k  e  { I , . 2n}}.
By definition of TM(A) it is clear that this monoid is generated by the set
Y  =  {Q-1 , . . , Ci2n} ~  {^11} • • • 5 4^2n,2n} ;
which is contained in M =  {1, (/)jk, 2; : j, A; 6  { 1 , ,  2n}}. We have
(/>jk(fim = 4 >ik if i  7^  2n +  1 -  m,
because
Q2 n+l—k4 *jk^lm ~  Q2 n+l(fjk4 l^m ~  Q2n+l4^ lm ~  Q2 n+l
and for q ^  {q2 n+i~k, (?2n+i} w e  have
q^jk^lm ~  qj4 l^m — qi‘
Otherwise, if j  =  2n 4- 1 — m, we have (j)jk(j>im — 'S;. Since z acts as a zero in 
M, it follows that M  is a monoid and therefore TM(A) Q M.  To show that 
M  C TM(A) it suffices to prove the following identities
<l>jk =  (/>kk^ jj (A: 7^  2n +  1 -  j)
4^jPn+l—j  ~  4^2n+l—j ,2 n + l—j4*j,k ^  { j j  2 n  F  1 J?})
^ ~  4^ kk4^ jj ~  2n T 1 j) .
The first identity holds because: ^kk maps any state q ^ {g2n+i-A:j ^2n+i} to % 
and, since A; /  2n +  1 — j ,  the state g* is mapped by (j)jj to g^ ; all the other states 
are mapped by (p^ k, and therefore by (j>kk<Pjjy to the fail state g2n+i* To check the 
second identity we observe that both transformations (f)j^ 2 n+i-j and <f)2 n+i-jfin+i-j 
map the states qj and g2n+i to the fail state. All the other states are mapped 
by to qj and by 4)2 n+i-j,2 n+i-j to g2n+i-j and, since k ^  j ,  we have
2n +  1 — j  7  ^ 2n +  1 — A; and q2 n+i-j is mapped to qj by (pj^ k- The third identity 
holds because cpkk maps all states to either the fail state or to q2 n+i-j and so 
(pkk<Pjj maps all states to the fail state.
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We consider now the transformation monoid TM(A/i) and, defining the trans­
formations in Tq' ;
Ipjk : q  ^  Qj i f  q  ^  { g 2 n + l-fc j  ?2 n + l) ? 2n + 2 } j  
q2n+2-ky  q 2 n + l , q 2 n + 2  ^  q2n+l ]
7]j : g 1-4 g2n+ 2  i f  q ^  {q2n+l-j)q2n+l,q2n+2 },
Ç 2 n + l-j5  Ç 2n+lî ^2n+2 ^  <?2n+i;
2; : g M- g2n-M»
we will prove that
T M (A ) =  {1, 'ijjjk, Vj, z : j , k  e  { I , . . . ,  2n}}.
The transformation monoid TM(A/J is generated by T  — {p : p G A(2, $)} and, 
observing the definition of p h ,  w e  have
Y  ((%!, û i ) , . . . , (tt2n5 2^%%), (U/i, $), ($, Q.2n4-1—/i); (^1, <^2 )}
) '02n 2n? V2 n+l—h)
The generating set Y  is contained in the set TV =  {1, 'ipjk, z : j. A: G {1, . . . ,  2n}} 
and we will now show that AA is a monoid. The product of two transformations of
the form 'ipjk is either a transformation of this form or it is z, as is the case with
the analogous transformations ^jk in TM(A). A product of the form ipjkVi is in N  
because, if j  ^  2 n + l  —/ then ipjkPi = % and otherwise 'ipjkTji = z. Moreover, since 
multiplying an element from 7V\{1} on the left by a transformation rji we obtain 
z and since 2: acts as a zero in AA, we conclude that AA is closed for multiplication 
and therefore is a monoid, implying TM(A/i) =  (Y) Ç N.
In order to show that N  C TM(A/J we will prove that, for any j , k  G 
{ ! , . . . ,  2n}, we have the following identities
V 'jt =  V'&kV'jj (A; /  2yt - H  -  ;  ) ,
V'j,2n+l-j =  'd^2 n+l-j,2n+l-j'fpj,k {k ^ {j, 2n +  1 — j})>
^ (A: =  2?% 4 - 1  -  ;  ) ,
T]j — 'f k^jVh {.k 7^  2?t- 4" 1 h).
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The first three identities are similar to those obtained for the transformations 
(pjk G TM(A). To prove the fourth identity we observe that the transformation 
ipkj maps q to qk if q ^  92»+i, 92»+2} and, since k ^  2 n F I -  h, qk is
mapped to the terminal state g2n+2 by phy and the remaining states q2 n+i-j, q2 n+i 
and q2 n+ 2  are mapped by ipkj (and therefore by ipkjWi) to the fail state g2n+i-
3 Greenes relations
In this section we determine the Green’s relations of the monoids TM(A) and 
TM(A/i) obtained in the previous section.
We start with the monoid M  =  TM(A). In order to determine relation C we 
first show that
M(f)jk • • • J 4^j,2ni (j) k G {1,. • • ) ). (2.2)
For any m =  1, . . . ,  2n we can choose some I 7  ^2nT  1 — A: and write (pjm =  (pim^ Pjk 
and, with / =  2n + 1 — A; we obtain z, implying {(pji^. . . ,  (pjpn^  z} Ç Mcpjk. Since z 
acts as zero in the monoid, we also have the other inclusion. It is clear that Li — 
{!}, — {%} and so we have = {<56^ 1, . . . ,  4 >j,2 n} for any j. A; G {1, . . . ,  2n}.
A similar argument shows that
^jk^I  — • • • J (p2n,k') ^ ^ {!)■••} 2??.})
from which follows that Ri — {!}, Rz = {z}  and =  {(pik, • - • ■,(f>2 n,k} and 
relation R  is determined as well. We have then three D-classes, Di =  {!}, 
D 2 — {(pjk : Â A: G 2n}} and D 3 = {z} and the eggbox of class D 2  is
{4>2i }  • • •  { 0 2 n , l }
{(pu} {(P2 2 } . ' • {<^ 2»,2}
{(pl,2 n} {<p2 ,2 n} • • • {<p2 n,2 n}-
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Figure 2.3: D-classes of the monoid TM(X/i)
Observing that any permutation is idempotent for j  2n + l  — k and =  z 
otherwise, representing by 1 the trivial groups and z by 0 , the eggbox of D-class 
Dg is
1 1 . . .  1 0
1 1 . . .  0 1
1 0 . . .  1 1
0 1 . . .  1 1 .
We will now consider the monoid N  = Since multiplying an element
in 7V\{1} on the left by a transformations of the form rjj we obtain z it is clear
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that, as in M, we have Li = {!}, =  {z} and L .^f  ^ = We
will now prove that Nr]j =  {?^i,. . . ,  z}. We have already seen that the direct
inclusion holds and, since for any k G 2n}, we can write r]k =  '4 ’ikVj with
/ 7  ^ 2n +  1 — j ,  the converse inclusion holds as well. So Ljj. =  For
the relation 71 we have Ri = {!}, Rz — {z}  and R^. = { r j j } ,  and we will now 
show that 'i/jjkN = {tpik, . . . ,  'ijj2 n,k, Vk, z} for any j , k  E 2n}. We have, as
in M,
z  : j ,  A; e  { 1 , . . . ,  2?%}} =  . . . ,  z }
and a product of the form ipjkVt is either r]k if j  7  ^ 2 n + l —/ or z otherwise. We have 
the same 19-classes Di — {I}, D 2 = {i^j,h : j ,  A: E 2n}} and Dg =  {z} as in
M,  and the class £>4 =  { % , . . . ,%»}- The eggboxes of the D-classes of TM (^/i) 
are shown in Figure 2.3.
Although, the syntactic monoids for an automatic structure for the free group, 
are the only syntactic monoids studied in this thesis, observing their Green’s rela­
tions, it appears to be an interesting research subject, the study of the connection 
between automatic structures and their syntactic monoids in general. 
Anticipating further research in this area we ask:
Q uestion  2.3 What are the syntactic monoids of other (all) automatic struc­
tures for the free group?
Q uestion  2.4 Investigate the syntactic monoids for the free abelian group.
Chapter 3
Generalized sequential machines 
and regular languages
It is known that the fellow-traveller property, which characterizes automatic 
groups, does not characterize automatic semigroups. So we have to use directly 
the definition and work with regular languages instead of the Cayley graph to 
prove that a semigroup is automatic. When working with semigroup construc­
tions, we usually have to construct automatic structures from known automatic 
structures. For that purpose we use the concept of a generalized sequential ma­
chine.
1 In troduction
A generalized sequential machine {gsm for short) is a six-tuple
A  =  (Q,A ,B ,i i ,qo ,T)
where Q, A  and B  are finite sets (called the states, the input alphabet and the 
output alphabet respectively), ^  is a (partial) function from Q x  A to finite subsets 
oi Q X B*, qQ e Q is the initial state and T Ç Q is the set of terminal states. The 
inclusion (ÿ,u)  G (ç, a)/j, corresponds to the following situation: if A  is in state
30
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We can interpret X as a directed labelled graph with vertices Q, and an edge 
q q' for every pair {q\ u) G (ç, a)jjL. For a path
( a i , « i )  ( a 2 , W 2 )  ( a n , « n ) ,7T ; q i  -----------------------------  ^ (?3 • • •   ^ Çîi+1
we define
<h(7r) =  ttiGg . . .
For q,q' e  Q, u E A+ and u G we write q ÿ  to mean that there exists
a path 7T from q to q' such that 4>(7t) = u and S (7t) =  v, and we say that (u, v) is 
the label of the path. We say that a path is successful if it has the form qo t
with t e T.
The gsm A  induces a mapping : V{A'^) — > B(B+) from subsets of A+ 
into subsets of B+ defined by
Xr)A  =  {t) e  B +  : ( 3 «  £  X ) { 3 t  £  T ) ( %  - ^ +  ( ) } .
It is well known that if X  is regular then so is Xr}X'> s e e  [27, Theorem 11.1 and 
Example 11.1]. Similarly, A  induces a mapping : V{A'^ xA~^) — )■ V {B ^  x B ^ )  
defined by
y ^ A  =  {(w, z) G B + X B + : (3(w ,d) G y ) (w  G urjA & z G vr]A)}-
The next theorem asserts that, under certain conditions, the mapping Ça also 
preserves regularity.
Theorem  3.1 Let A  — (Q, A, B,  / i ,  %, T) be a gsm, and let tta : (A* x  A*)(5  ^ — > 
A* X A* be the inverse of Ôa - Suppose that there is a  constant C such that for 
any two paths ai,  ag in A, we have
| 0 ( a i ) |  =  | 0 ( a g ) |  = >  | | 2 ( m ) l  -  |i:(o^2)|| <  c .  (3 .1 )
If  M  Ç (A~^  X  A'*')5a is a regular language in A(2, S)'  ^ then N  =  MttaCa^b is a 
regular language in B (2 , $)" .^
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P r o o f .  To prove that N  is regular we will define a gsm 6  such that Mt]b ~  N.
First we define three functions with domain B* x B* that will be used in the
definition of B:
. . ftz+i • • • if k ^  I. . .  G/u, Oi . . .  bijA = ^ e otherwise,
bk+i. . . k i l l  > k(gj . . .  G^ j b \ . . .  bij p  ^ e otherwise,
(gi . . .  Gjt, 5 i . . .  bi)K, = (gi, b i ) . . .  (gs, bs), s — mm{k, I).
We now let B = {R, A(2, $), B(2, $),%/, Tq, Z), where
R  = Q x Q x W  x W ,  W  = (U h o ^* ’) U {$},
'•O =  (?o,5o,e.e), Z =  T  x T  X {($, $)}.
In order to define the transition u, we first extend the transition p  to allow input 
$:
{q, a)p if G G A 
{(ç,e)}if G =  $.( ç ,  a ) / i  — < 
Now the transition  v  is defined by
(k , g%w,w'),(G,G3)z/ =
U  {((Çlj (ww, w'u ' )X ,  {wu,  w ’u ' )p ) ,  {wu,  w 'u ' ) k) ,
(gi,tt)e(ç,a)/IWi
((çi, q[, $, $), {w u ,  w 'u ' )6b )}  for 
w ,  w '  G W \{$}  and
(g, a' E A  or (g =  $ and |w| >  \w'u' \)  or (g' =  $ and  \w^\ >  |w%|)) 
provided ||tüu| — <  C,
U  {((g, (Iv $, e), (w, w 'u ' )5b ), ((g, q[, $, $), {w, w 'u ')Ôb ) }  for
a! E A  and (w =  $ or |w| <  \w'u' \) ,
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{{q,q',w,w'), (a, $))%/ =
I J  {(ki ,  q', e, $), {wu, w')6 b), {{qi, q\ $, $), {wu, for
{qi,u)e{q,a)iJ.
a E A  and {w' =  $ or \w'\ < \wu\)
where g, ÿ  G Q.
Intuitively, the machine works the following way: when it receives a word from 
M, in each transition it outputs everything possible from the corresponding word 
in N,  and memorizes in its states the remaining suffix of the component which is 
longer at that moment. This can be done because condition 3.1 holds.
We now prove that N  Ç M %. Let {v,v')6 b G N.  By definition of N  there 
is {u,u')5a G M  such that {v,P) E {(w,w')}C.4- So f  G urjA and v' E u'rjA’ This 
means that in A  there are paths of the form
%-i ——\  % (% =  1, . . .  ,m, aiE A, wi E B*) 
gLi gj (% =  1 , . . . ,  71, G| G A, wj G B*),
with
V = W i. . .  Wm, u' = a' ,^ v' = w[ . . .  w' ,^ q'g = qm, q'n G T.
We now show that there is a successful path in B of the form
/ f f \  ■ i \(%—1 ) (?i—1 ) Zj—i, y (%; Zj, (% 1, . . . , pj,
where p = max(m, n) and
q-m =  qm+l =  =  9»+! =  • * • =
<^ m+l ~  — 0 ,p — = = . . . — Cbp =■ $,
such that the output . . .  Wp is equal to {v, v')Sb -
Let r = min(m, n). We begin in the initial state and follow a path visiting 
states from the set Q x Q x  (W\{$}) x (W\{$}) while i < r. The output w, in these 
transitions is the longest prefix of {zi-iWi, z[_iw 'Ç)Ôb that belongs to (B x B)*, z* 
is equal to the remaining letters in z%_iW^  if |z^_iw |^ > |zj_iu;-l (otherwise it is e)
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and zj is equal to the remaining letters of if > \zi-\Wi\ (otherwise it
is e). We note that |z |^, \z\\ < C  because of assumption (3.1). So after transition 
i, the complete output produced is the longest prefix of {w i .. .Wi,w[ . . .  w()(^g 
that belongs to {B x B)*.
If m  = n  then transition r is to the terminal state (ç?-, $, $) and produces
output cOr =  (Zj._i7ü,., z'_iu;j.)(^s, i.e., the output in this last transition is the 
remainder of {v,v')6 b- The machine ends in the terminal state (%-, $, $) and
the complete output is {v,v')6 b^
Let us now consider the case where n > m  (the other case is similar). In 
this case, transition m  is similar to the previous ones and the remaining input is 
($, G^+i) . . . ($,  a 'n ) .  If \zm\ > then, for i > m and while |z^_i| > |z-_iu;-|
{i < n), we can continue visiting the states from the set Q x Q x (IT\{$}) x 
(W\{$}), the output u>i in these transitions is the longest prefix of (z^ _%, z{_iu;()(^g 
that belongs to (B x B)*, z% is equal to the remaining letters in Zi_i and z{ — e. 
We observe that in these transitions we have |z%|, |zj| < \zr\ < C. Intuitively, in 
these transitions, the memory for the left hand side encoded in the states has 
more letters then those to be output on the right and so after producing the 
output there will still be letters memorized for the left. If for i = n we still have 
\zi^i\ > \Zi_iWi\ then last transition is to the terminal state ($, $, Çm? (?n) 
produces output {zn-i, z'^_iw ' )^Ôb being {v , v')Ôb the total output produced. If 
we have |zj_i| < |z'_^u;'-| for some j ,  this means intuitively that the memory for 
the left hand side can be now be emptied and it is safe to output $ symbols on 
the left since the following inputs are of the form ($, a). So the path will now visit 
states from the set {q^} x Q x {$} x {e} and each transition produces output 
(e,zl_iwl)ÔB‘ Last transition is to the terminal state (g^, (/L $) and the total
output produced is again {v ,P)Ôb -
We now show the converse inclusion Mt]b Ç N.  First we note that for a 
successful path a  in B, such that ^{a)  G (A* x A*)(^ i^ we have E(a) G (B* xB*)(^g. 
In fact, from the definition of z/, we see that a $ can only be output on one side if
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one of the two situations occurs: a $ has appeared as input on the same side and 
the corresponding ’’memory” is empty; in the last transition. So there is no way 
to output a letter after a $ on the same side, being the input from (A* x A*)ÔA‘ 
Hence, let {v , v')5b be an arbitrary element from M % . So there is a successful 
path in B with label {{u, u')Sa , {v ,P)5b ) with {u, u )^Ôa G M. We will prove that 
V G ut]a  and v' G u'tja to conclude that
{v , v')Ôb e  {{u,u')0A}7rACA^B Q M ttaCa ^b =  N,
as required. Let
w =  Gi . . .  am, u' = a [ . .. G^ , p = max(m, n).
By definition of z/ a successful path in B labeled by {{u, u )^Ôa , (v , v')Ôb ) has the 
form
/ / f \ / / /\ / ■ 1 \(qi,qi,Wi,wU (i = l , . . . , p ) ,
where Qq = %, Çp, Çp E T, am+i — . . .  — Gp =  ^n+i — • • • — qm — » - - — qp,
gjj =  . . .  =  gp, and coi.. .cOp = {v , v')Sb - This yields successful paths
% (7 =  l , . . . , m )
gLi gj (% =  1 ; . . . ,  Tt)
in A,  with v = z i . . .  Zm and v' = z [ . . .  zÇ. So v E up a  and v' E u’p a , completing 
the proof of the theorem. H
3 Concatenation of padded languages
In this section we fix an alphabet A, consider two regular languages M, N  in 
{A* X A*)^, and give a sufficient conditions for the padded prvduct of languages
M  E) N  = {{wiw[, W2 w'f) 6  : (w]_, 1 0 2 ) 6  E M, {w[, 1 0 2 ) 6  E N )
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to be regular, which we will prove by using a gsm. We start by observing that 
the set M  O AI is not regular in general, when M, N  are regular, as the following 
example shows.
E xam ple 3.2 Let A = {a, b}, M  = {(a, : n G N} and N  — {(6,6)” : n G N}.
Then M  O N  = {{a^b^,b^)ô : n ,m  E No} is not regular. To see that we can 
assume that M G AI is regular, and fix K  to be the number of states of an 
automaton accepting M 0  AI. If we take a word (a, 6)"(6, $)’^  E M  Q N  with 
n >  K  then, by using the Pumping Lemma, we know that there exist z, /c G Nq 
with A; > 0 and i ^  j  + k = n  such that the words (a, 6)*(a, bY^{a, b)^{b, $)” also 
belong to M  0  AI, for any I E Nq. In particular we have (a, 6)*(o, 6)^(6, $)” = 
E M q N  with z +A: < n which is impossible, and therefore M E )N
is not regular.
The following theorem gives a sufficient condition for M  0  W to be regular.
T heorem  3.3 Let A be an alphabet and let M, N  be regular languages on {A* x 
A*)^. I f  there exists a constant C such that, for any two words Wi,W2  G A* we 
have
{Wi,W2 ) 6  E M  \\wi\ -  \W2 \\ < C, 
then the language M  Q N  is regular.
P r o o f .  We assume, w ithout loss of generality, th a t the languages M  and N  
do not contain the em pty word e. Defining
Mk = {{wi,W2 ) 6  E M  : \ w i \ -  |wg| -  A;},
for each k =  —C , . . . ,  C, we can w rite M  =  [Jk=-c %  we observe th a t, each 
set
Mfc =  M n  ((A X A)+ • {(gi, $ ) . . .  (Gfc, $) : Gi,. . . ,  Gfc G A}) 
is regular. Therefore, defining
Ok = {{WiW[,W2 W2 )Ô : {Wi,W2 )Ô G il4 , {w[,W2 ) 6  E N }
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we can write c
N  E) M  = Ok
k=-C
and we only need to prove that, for each k — —C , . . . ,  C, the set Ok is regular. We 
have Oq =  Mq • N  and so Oq is regular, and the two cases where k is positive and 
negative are similar. We will then consider only the case where k is positive and, 
to prove tha t Ok is regular, we will define a gsm A  such tha t {Mk ' N ) pa = Ok- 
We will define a machine such tha t an input of the form
(gi, b f ) . .. bfi)(^C\, $ ) . . .  (c/j, $)( d j . . .  dp, e \ . . .  Gq) 0
will determine a unique successful path and produce output
■ ■. Ckd\ •. ■ dp, . . .  eq)ô,
where cl^ , . , , ,  clji, bi, . . , ,  b^n, C]^ , . . . ,  Ck, d\ , . . . ,  dp, e \ , . . . ,  Sq G A  and n,p, g G • 
Intuitively, our machine will receive input (ai, 61) . . .  (a^, &n) and reproduce it 
as the output, then it will receive input (ci, $) . . .  (c*, $), produce no output 
and memorize the word Ci . . .  c* encoded on its states, and finally the input 
( d i . . .  dp. Cl . . .  eq)5 will produce the remaining output (c i . . .  Ckdi. . .  dp, e i . . .  e,)6  
with only last transition being to the unique terminal state. Formally, let
Wk = {vj E A* : |w| < k}
and let
A  — {Q, A{ 2 , $), A(2 , $), A, go, {x})
be a gsm where
Q =  {Qo} U Wfc U {Wk X {I, r}) U {%}
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is the set of states, % is the unique terminal state and A is a partial function from 
Q X A(2, $) to finite subsets of Q x A(2, $)* defined by the following equations
(z) (%, W , G2))A =  {(go, (&!, Gg))} (a i,0 2 G A),
(zz) (go, (ai,$)A =  {(ai,e)} (gi G A),
(zzz) {w, {ai,$))X = {{wai,e)} (ai G A, w G % ,  \w\ < k),
{iv) {bw, (ai,G2))A =  {(znai, (6, Gg)), (%, (6zggi, Gg)^)}
(6, Gi, Gg G A, w G Wk, \bw\ =  k),
(v) {bw, (gi, $))A =  {((uzGi, r), {b, $)), (%, {bwai, e)d)}
{b, ai e  A ,w  E Wk, \bw\ — k),
( m )  ( 6w ,  ($ ,  G g ))A  =  { ( ( w ,  Z), ( 6 , G g ) ) ,  ( x ,  ( 6w ,  G g ) ^ ) }
{b, Gg G A, w G Wk, \bw\ ~  k),
{vii) {{bw,r), (gi, $))A =  {((zugi, r), (6,$)), (x, {bwai,e)6 )}
{b, ai E A ,w  E Wk, \bw\ = k),
(mzz) ((6w, /), ($, Gg))A =  {((w, f), (6, Gg)), (x, (6w, Gg)d)}
{b, Ü2  E A ,w  E Wk),
{ix) ((e, I), ($, Gg))A =  {((e, I), ($, G g )) ,  (x, ($, <^2))} («g G A),
(æ) (g, (a;i, a;g))A =  0 in all other cases.
To prove that {Mk ' N)pa  C: Ok let
(gi, b \ ) . . .  {oifi, 7^i)(cj, S ) . . .  (c/j, $)(d%. . .  dp, 6%... eq)0
be an arbitrary element of Mk • N.  We will first consider the case where p — g. 
The input (gi, 61) . . .  (g„, 6„) will leave us on the initial state, by using equation 
(z), and produces output (gi, 4 )  • • • (a», 4 ) .  Then, the input (ci, $ ) . . .  (c&, $)
will take us through the states Ci,CiCg,. . . ,  Ci. . .  c& G Wk, by using equation
(zz) once and equation (zzz) A; — 1 times, and produces no output. Now, the 
input (di,ei) • • • {dq,Cq) forces us to use equation (zz;) g times, but only the last 
transition is to state x for the path to be successful, and produces output
(cj . . . Ckd\ . . . dq, . . • Gq) 6
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noting the way the states in Wk are used as a queue to delay the output for the 
left hand side and that last transition outputs all the remaining pairs. Hence 
there is a unique successful path determined by the input and the total output 
produced is
(&!. • • ajiC\ • * • Ckd\ . . .  dq, . . .  bf^ C]^ . . .  eq)ô G Ok-
We will now consider the case where p > q. Again, the input
(g1 , b\) . . . (Gtîî bn)(Ci, $) . . . (Ck, $)
takes us to state Ci . .. c& and produces output (gi, 61) . . .  (o„, bn)- Then we must 
use equation (iv) q times without entering state %. Now, input (dq+i, $ ) . . .  (dp, $) 
will force us to use equation (f) once and equation (vii) p — g — 1 times, where 
again only the last transition can be to the terminal state %. The total output 
produced is again
(ci\ . . . CinC\ ■ ’ ■ Ckd\ . . . dq, b\ . . . bnG\ . . . Gq)0 G Ok-
Finally we have the case where p < g. As in the previous case, the input
(ci\ , 61) . . . (Oin, bn) (Ci , $ ) . . .  (Ck, $)
takes us to state c i . .. and produces output (ai, 61) . . .  (a^, bn). Then we must 
use equation (iv) p times and the input ($ ,6p+i) . . ,  ($, e^) will force us to use
equation (vi) once and, if g — p < /c we now must use equation (viii) g — p times
being last transition to %, otherwise we use (viii) k times and we enter state (e. I) 
(our queue is empty), what force us to use equation (ix) q — p ~ k times being 
last transition to the terminal state %. Again the total output is
(q>\ . . . QinC\ ' ■ ■ C/jdj . . . dq, b\ . . . bnC\ . . • Gq)0 G Ok-
To prove the other inclusion let (wi, wg)d G Ok- Then we have
VJ]_ — G']_ . . . Qin C| . . . Ckd\ . . . dp,
IÜ2  = bi . . . bn Cl . . . Gq
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where (gi . . .  a„Ci. . .  c ,^ 6 i . , .  bn)S G Mk and ( d i . . .  dp, e i . . .  G N. Hence we 
have
(gi,6i) . . .  (an,6n)(ci,$). . .  (Cfc,$)(di . . .dp ,e i .  ..eq ) 6  G M * - N
and so {wi, 1 0 2 ) 6  G (Mk • N)r7^ . H
Chapter 4
Rees m atrix semigroups
It is well known that completely simple semigroups are Rees matrix semigroups 
over groups (see [29]) and that is the origin of the Rees matrix construction. 
Nevertheless, it is natural to consider Rees matrix semigroups over semigroups. 
The fundamental four-spiral semigroup, is an example of a known semigroup that 
is useful to define as a Rees matrix semigroup over a semigroup, as we will see.
In this chapter we start with an automatic semigroup C/, and prove that a 
Rees matrix semigroup S  = M [U ;I ,J]P]  over U is automatic whenever it is 
finitely generated. This implies that if a semigroup is finitely generated and can 
be described as a Rees matrix semigroup over an automatic semigroup then it is 
automatic.
We also consider the converse problem: does the automaticity of S  imply that 
of U1 We prove that this is the case when S  is prefix-automatic or when there is 
an element p in the matrix P  such that pU^ = U. Finally, we prove the analogous 
results for Rees matrix semigroups with zero.
1 T he R ees m atrix  construction
The Rees matrix semigroup
S =  VW[[/; 7, J; P]
41
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over the semigroup C/, with P ~  {pji)j^j^i^j a matrix with entries in U, is the 
semigroup with the support set
7 x P x  J
and multiplication defined by
{h,Si,ri){l 2 ,S2 ,T2 ) =  ih,SiPrp^S2 , r 2 )
where (/i, si, ri), {I2 , 82, ^2) G /  x t/  x J. We say that U is the base semigroup of 
the Rees matrix semigroup S.
Necessary and sufficient conditions for the Rees matrix semigroup to be finitely 
generated are given in [3]:
P ro p o s itio n  4.1 Let S  — A4[U; C J] P] be a Rees matrix semigroup over a semi­
group U. Then S  is finitely generated if  and only if  both I  and J  are finite sets, U 
is finitely generated and the set U \ V  is finite, where V  is the ideal of U generated 
by the entries in the matrix P.
2 Autom aticity of a Rees matrix semigroup
We start this section by stating our first main result.
T h eo rem  4.2 Let S  = A4[U;I,J;P] be a Rees matrix semigroup. I f  U is an 
automatic semigroup and if S  is finitely generated then S  is automatic.
Let V  be the ideal of U generated by the entries of the matrix P  i.e. V  =  
{spjis' : s,s '  e  U^,i G I, j  G J},  where is the monoid obtained by adding 
an identity to U regardless of whether or not U already has an identity. From 
Proposition 4.1 we know that S  = M[U; I , J; P] is finitely generated if and only 
if U is finitely generated and / ,  J  and U \V  are finite. So the previous theorem 
has the following equivalent formulation:
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T h eo rem  4.3 Let S  — A4[t/;7, J ;P ]  be a Rees matrix semigroup, where 7, 7 
and U \V  are finite sets, where V  is the ideal of U generated by the entries of the 
matrix P. I f  U is an automatic semigroup then S  is automatic.
P r o o f .  Since U is automatic and U \ V  is finite, by Proposition 1.15, V  is 
an automatic semigroup. Let {B, K)  be an automatic structure with uniqueness 
for V, where B  =  {b i , . . . ,  bn} is a set of semigroup generators for V.  Since V  
is the ideal of U generated by the entries in the matrix P  we can write each 
b}i {h e N  = { 1 , . . . ,  n}) as bh =  ShPp^ x^ s'f,  ^ where Sk, 8% G U^,ph G J,Xh ^  7. Let 
5i = M[U^] I, J]P]. Given {I, s,r) G I  x  V  x J  we can write
8 =  6q.j 6c12 • • ' O^th
where ba^ba  ^ • • • is a word in K  and so we have
8 =  SaiPpa^Xai^ai^O’2Ppa2 >^a2 ^a<2 ’ ' '
Hence we can write
(/, Sqj , Pai ) J ) ^02) • * ■ ) ^a/i > )^*
We note that the elements in the above sequence are elements of S\ but some 
of them can be outside S. Since U^\V  is finite and non empty we can write 
U^\V = {%!,. . . ,  Xm} with m > 1. We define the set A  — C U D  where
C ~  {cii : I G I , i  G N }  U {dij : i , j  G N }  U {ejr : j  G N , r  G J},
D =  {fihr I G I , h  G { I , . . .  , m}, r  G J}
and the homomorphism
ijj : A '^  —> S \ ,  c ii  (-> [I , S i, P i ) ,  d i j  I—>■ { Xi ,  s 'iS j, p j ) ,
((,37/,, 7"),
and we will see that /I is a set of semigroup generators for Si with respect to
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We now define the language L = L iU  D where
L i  =  {Q ai<^aia2 • ' ■ • • • ^ct/i ^  H ,  h  ^  1 , 1  G I , T  G J}
and we will now show that L is a set of normal forms for S\ with respect to -0
(and in particular that A  generates Si). Let {I, s, r) be an arbitrary element of Si.
IÎ {I, s,r) G I  X V  X J  then there is a (unique) word bai . . .  6^  ^ G K  representing
s and therefore the word QaiCfaiog ■ - • G L  represents {I, s, r), since we
have
{I,  S, r )  =  {I,  SaiPpa^Xa i^a i^O‘'2Ppa2^<^2 '^cc2 * ’ ' ^OthP
(/, Scti ) Poii ) (■^ ai 5 O^L2 ; Pot2 ) • ’ • (-^ a/t ) o^th ’
— ^Iaidaia2 • • • dai,_iah^ai^r'
If we have {l,s,r) = {l,Xh^r) G I  x U^ \V  x J  then there is a unique word in L
representing [l,s,r),  which is fi^r G D.
We are now going to prove that {A, L) is an automatic structure for S i . First 
we need to prove that L is a regular language. To this end let
= L n  {{cu - . i e N j - A * -  {ejr : j  € N}).
Then we can write
L =  ( I J  Z,(‘'’'))U D
iei,reJ
and it is sufficient to prove that for each I G I , r  G J  the language Ld>U is regular. 
To do that we define a gsm A  such that KpA =  Let
XI =  {Q, P , A, (I, qq, {^})
with Q — N  U {qQ,^}, where qq is the initial state, ^ is the only accept state and 
^  is a partial function from Q x B to finite subsets of Q x A~^  defined by:
{Qo,bi)p,= {{i,Cu),{^,cueir)} {i G N),
{hbj)p= {{j, dij), {C dijGjr)} {i ,j G N).
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Given u = bai . ■. G K  it is clear that the only word v in such that (u, v)
corresponds to the label of a successful path in A  is the word
So KrjA = and L^A  ig a regular language.
If a word
u  =  ba^... ba^  G K  
represents the element s G F  then the word
U.77A ~  • • • dai,^_iaiAoih‘>' G ^
represents the element
{I, s,r) e  {1} x V  X {r}.
Given two different words ui,U2 G K,  they represent two different elements 
«51,82 G V  because we have assumed that {B ,K)  is an automatic structure with 
uniqueness for V. Since the words U\rjA and U2 r}A in L ^A  represent the elements 
(I, Si, r) and (/, S2 ^r) respectively, it follows that two different words in L^^A rep­
resent two different elements in {/} x F  x {r}, and hence that two different words 
in L represent two different elements in S \ . Therefore L is a regular set of unique 
normal forms for S\.
The language
L= ~  {(w, w  G L}
is regular, by Proposition 1.6. To conclude that {A,L)  is an automatic structure 
for Si (with uniqueness) it remains to show that, given a G A, the language La 
is regular. Let
aip =  {loySo.ro) G Si.
Let us fix Z G Z and r G J  and prove that the language
=  L„ n X A"‘)5a
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is regular. Let w be the only word in K  that represents the element PrioSo G V. 
We now define a gsm
^ =  ({%}, ^i(2, $), A(2, $), p, qq, {%}) 
where % is the unique state and the transition p is defined by:
(ço, (a, b))p =  {(go, (a, 6))} {{a, b) G A{2, $), 6 ^ {ejk : j  G N , k  G J}),
(go, («, Gjr))p = {(go, (<î, <3jro))} (tt G A U {$}, j  G N).
We know, from Proposition 1.9, that Kÿ, is a regular language and we will now 
show that
Xw'ïïBCAbA'nc =
where ttb : {B* x B * ) 6 b  B *  x B *  is the inverse of Jg. For ba^  . . .
G K  we have
(^ai • • • botj^ y bp,^  . . .  bpf^^B G Kÿjj
bai • • * ba/i'  ^ ~  bp^  . . .  bpi^
{ly bai • • • b(^ i^ W, To) — {ly bp^  . . . 6/3^ , 7"o)
{I y 8a 1, Pai ) (-^ai, 8^ ^^  Sq,^  , Pag) - • • ('^a/i-i, ^ah^i^cik ’ Pont ) , ^aj, , (^ 0, 8o, T'o)
“  (^ , 8^ 1, P/3i){Xpiy Sp^ Sp^ y PP2 ) . • • (Ay3^ _j^ , Sp^ _^ Spf ,^ PPk){Xgky ^0)
Qaidajag ' • ' ^ a / i _ i a / i — Clpidpyp^  ■ • • dp^ _^ pj e^pj r^o
{bai ' • ' ^a/i, bpi . . . bpjfjQjfi/iPc G -La
We note that in a path in A  each transition outputs a word of length 1 except 
possibly the last that can output a word of length 1 or 2 and so condition (3.1) 
in Theorem 3.1 holds with (7 =  1. Applying Theorem 3.1 we conclude that La’^  ^
is a regular language.
The language =  Lq fl {{fihr : h G {1, . . . ,  m}} x A*)0a is regular because 
it is finite. But then
-6,r)i a  =  ( U  4 ' ' ’) )U(  U  0 ,
iei,reJ Lei,reJ
and so L^ is regular.
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We conclude that Si is an automatic semigroup. Since 5  is a subsemigroup 
of Si such that S i \ S  is finite we can use Proposition 1.15 to conclude that S  is 
an automatic semigroup. H
Note that Theorem 4.3 generalizes one of the implications of the main result
of [9] where it is assumed that B is a group and also [48, Theorem 7.2], where it 
is assumed that (7 is a monoid and that P  contains the identity of U. Another 
interesting application of our theorem arises when B is a simple semigroup:
C oro llary  4.4 I f  U is an automatic simple semigroup then every Rees matrix
semigroup A4[U] I, J; P] (I and J  finite) is automatic. ■
E xam ple 4.5 The fundamental four spiral semigroup Sp^ (see Section 8.6 in 
[20]) can be represented as a 2 x 2 Rees matrix semigroup over the bicyclic 
monoid B; Sp^ =  A4[B; {1, 2}, {1,2}; P] with
P =
(see [29, Exercise 3.8.19] and [7]). Since B  is simple and automatic ([11, Example 
4.2]) it follows that Sp^ is also automatic.
3 On the autom aticity of the base semigroup
If the Rees matrix semigroup S  = M[U; I, J; P] is automatic then we know, by 
Proposition 4.1, that the base semigroup U must be finitely generated. It is an 
open question if U is automatic in general. We prove that U is automatic if we 
assume that there is an element p in the matrix such that the principal right ideal 
pU^ generated by p is equal to U.
T heo rem  4.6 Let S  =  A4[U; I, J; P] be a semigroup, and s'appose that there is
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an entry p in the matrix P  such that pU^ — U. I f  S  is automatic then U is 
automatic.
P r o o f .  Let S\ = M \U ^\I ,  J ; P]. Then S' is a subsemigroup of Si such that S i\S  
is finite. Since S  is automatic, by Proposition 1.15, Si is also automatic. Let 
{A, L) be an automatic structure for Si with uniqueness, where A =  {a i , . . . ,  a„} 
is a generating set for Si with respect to
ijj : A~^  -4- Si, I-4- {ifiy sjiOfi) {h — 1 , . . . ,  n).
We will now show that
B  =  {bi, . . . ,  bn} U {cji : j  G J,i  G 1}
is a generating set for U^ with respect to
: B+ ^  bh M" Shy Cji M- pji (h =  1 , . . . ,  n, j  G J,i  G /);
this was shown in [3] and we include our proof for completeness. Given s G U^ 
we can consider any element of the form (z, s , j )  G Si. Since A is a generating set 
for Si we have
(L 8, j)  =  Ua2 • • •
=  { i a i  y 8 q i  5 j a i  )  ( ^ « 2  5 8 o ! 2 , j a 2  )  • • • 5 5 j< X k  )
=  {iaiy SaiPjcciia2 ^o^ 2 ' ' ' Pja,._p<xi. o^ckOock)
and so we have
8 =  baiCj^^i^^ba2 • • • ^ '
Without loss of generality we can assume that pu  =  p. Let
Lii =  L n ( { l } x B ^ x { l } ) i / , - \
This language is regular because
({1} X X {l})i/,-^ G A : =  1} . A'' . {a/, G A : =  1}U
{ah G A : i h =  jh =  !}•
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Let
/  : A"*” —> G a i • • • CLai, a^a ' • • 3^a, _^pcxfb(Xh'
We define K  =  L u /  and prove that (B ,K )  is an automatic structure with 
uniqueness for U^ with respect to (f). We observe that /  : Lu -> JL is a bijection 
and LT is a set of unique normal forms for BL In fact, if a word w  G Lu 
represents the element (1, s, 1) G {1} x x {1} then the corresponding word w f  
in K  represents the element s G BL
Next we show that K  is a, regular language by defining a gsm A  such that 
Lii77^ =  LT. Let A  =  (Q, A, B, p, go, {%}) with Q = {go, %} U J , where go is the 
initial state, x  is the only accept state and the transition fj, is & partial function 
from Q X A to finite subsets of Q x B"  ^ defined by:
(%, ah)T^{{jh , bk)y (x, bh)} (h G { 1 , . . . ,  n}),
Ü ,  =  { ( j \ ,  ( x ,  ( ;  G J ,  G { 1 , . . . ,  7 t} ).
Given a word
U — Uai (^ 0:2 • • • <^Xh G L%1
there is a unique successful path a  in A such that 4>(a) =  u. This path is
(ûaj ,àai)% ------------- X
for h =  1 and
(aaj,6m) , (“«a “^2)Qo  ^Jai  ^Ja2  ^ ’ • ‘
' ‘ •  ^3och-l  ^X
for h > 1, and its output is
E(o') =  baiCj^^i^^ba^ • • • j^aj^_paiboLh — ^
We conclude that K  =  LuTjA is regular, as claimed.
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We now start proving that Kf, is regular for 6 G B . 1Î b(j) — 1  then Ki, =  K= 
and it follows from the uniqueness of K  that is regular, lî  b(j) ^  1 then 
b(f) G U — PiiU^ and we can write b(j) = p n s  for some s G U^. Since ( l,s , 1) 
is an element of S\ there is a word w G L  that represents the element ( l,s , 1). 
We know by Proposition 1.9 that is a regular language. Let us consider the 
regular language H  = Lyjf] {Ln x Lu)Ôa and prove that For
' ' ' ^otki . . .  a/3^  G L\\ w^e have
CLp,^ Clp2 • • • Cipf.)SA G H
'' C'aiC’a2 • • • aor/jTU =  (lp,^ CLp2 • • •
( f , 8q,| , Jai ) iio.2 5 O^L2 5 JcKg) • • • iioch ’ 8, 1)
“  ( i -5 8 /3 i 5 i /? l  ) ( 7;02 5 8 /3 2 5  J /Î2 ) * • • (V fc ’
(6aiCj^ Î^Q.2 /^5l^ iy37i®2^ 2^^ i/32^ /33 ' ' * ^Pk)^B G Kjj
• • • a^/i5 * • • Cip^ C^ A^ B G Kb’
Since in any path in A  only the first transition can output a word of length 1 and 
all the others output words of length 2 we can apply Theorem 3.1 with C — 1 
and conclude that Kb is a regular language. So U^ is an automatic semigroup 
and, by Proposition 1.14, U is automatic. H
Note that Theorem 4.6 generalizes [48, Theorem 7.4], where it is assumed that 
B is a monoid and that P  has a row and a column consisting entirely of ones.
We prove in this section that if S  is p-automatic then B is p-automatic. It is an 
open question if the definitions of p-automatic and automatic coincide for semi­
groups as they do for groups and, more generally, for right cancellative monoids 
(a monoid M  is right cancellative if (Vs,t,u G M) su = tu s =  t); see [49, 
Theorem 8.1].
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Theorem  4.7 Let S  ~  M[U; I, J; P] be a Rees matrix semigroup. I f  S  is prefix- 
automatic then U is prefix-automatic.
P r o o f .  By [49, Corollary 5.4] we can fix a prefix-automatic structure with 
uniqueness (A, L) for S. We define A, ip, B, (p, Ln , f ,  A  and K  as in the proof of 
the previous theorem just replacing U^ by U and 5i by S  in the definitions, and 
assume that ip \a is injective. We will prove that (B ,K )  is a prefix-automatic 
structure with uniqueness for U with respect to (p. We have proved that K  is 
regular, that /  is a bijection and that (p t/c is injective, without using the fact 
that U^ is a monoid. So we just have to prove that
Kb =  {{vi,V2 )Ôb : ui, U2 6 K, Vib =
is a regular language for b e B  to conclude that U is automatic. We start by 
writing Kb as a finite union of languages which we then prove are regular. We 
can write
Kb =  {{wif,W 2 f)ÔB : Wi,u) 2  G L n, {wif)b =  W2 f } .
Let Ai =  {a/i e A : jh = 1}. We define
K^  =  {{wif, W2 f)SB e  Kb'. ivi e  A+a}
for a G An We also define K^ = Kb H {B x B*)6 b ’ It is clear that
■fS^6 =  ( U  K ^ ) O K l
aEAi
The language Ky is regular because it is finite. Let us fix an element a G Ai, 
with aip = {I, s, 1), and prove that K^  is a regular language. Let w be the only 
word in L representing {I, sb,l). The language
LL =  {{ivi,W2 )Ôa : wi e  L,W 2  e  Pref(L), =  W2 }
is regular by hypothesis and the language L^  is regular by Proposition 1.9. So 
the language
D  = { (w n  W2)( /^i : (3 u;'/ G A' ' ){{w [ , w 'I)6a  G L L r  & { w " , 1x2)6a G Lÿf)}
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is regular by Proposition 1.13, where
T A(2 , $)* —^ A(2 , $)*', (d, 6) t—> (6, d)
is the homomorphism that swaps coordinates. The language
E  = {{w[a,W2 )ÔA : {w[,W2 )Ôa G D}
is also regular, since we can write
E  = {(wi, W2)(^ A : ( 3 ^  G A*){{wi,w[)Ôa G E  & {w[,W2 )ôa G D)},
where F  = {{wa,w)ÔA : tu G A*} is a regular language.
We now use the regular language
H  — E n  {Ln  X L ii) 6 a
to prove that Lg is regular by showing that HttaCa6 b = Kb- We note that we 
can write
H  — { { w i ,W 2 ) 6 a  : tui, tU2 G L n  & tui =  w [ a  & w[W  — W2} 
and so for d ^ i  • • • d ^ ^ , d^^  d/g^ - - - o.p^ G Ln we have 
(dg;^dg/g . . . Oja/^y Ojp^CLp^ • - • C>Pi^ )0a  G H
— CL Sc d a i  d o ;2 • • • tU — • • • ^P k
— CL Sc ( 1 ,  8q,j , Joji ) (^a2 ? • • • (^ a /i_ D  joi.k~\){'^och') 1 )
“  ( 1 ) ^ P i O p i ) { ' l p 2  ^ 8 /3 2 , J/32) • * ' 8 /3^ , 1 )
—  Cl Sc S a iP ja n a 2 ^ 0 c 2 P ja 2 ia 3  ' ' ' ~  ^ Pl Pj 0 1 ^ 0 2 ^ '  ' ' ^ ^ k  
Clah ~  CL Sc  ( ( d a ^ d ^ g  . . . Cla^f) f ) b  —  (d ^ ^  d/3g . . . CLgf) f
(d a ^ d a g  • • • ^ a/t) ^/3i^/92 • • • Clpf)C,A6B G K^ .
So we have H7TaCa 6b =  K^  and we can use Theorem 3.1 to conclude that K^  is 
regular. Therefore Kb is regular and U is an automatic semigroup.
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To prove that U is prefix-automatic we prove that K L r  is a regular language.
We begin by writing it as a union of languages which we then prove are regular:
KLr = {[ jX ii , i , ,c ) )U Y u Z ,
i,b,c
where
K(i,b,c) =  G K'^r  : (3a G . ,d})(wi G B^haCj^ihc)}
Y  — {{wi,W 2 )6 b G K L t  : (36 G { h , . . .  , 6„})(tui G B+6)}
Z  = {{wi,W2 )6 b G K '^t  : |tui| < 5}
for t G / ,  6 G {6i , . . . ,  bn}, c G {cji : j  G J ,i  G I} .  Let us fix i, b and c and let w
be the (unique) word in L representing {i,bc, 1). Defining
Z/L =  {{ui,U 2 )Sa : ui G Pref(L), «2 G L ,u iw  = U2 }
and observing that for Wi G Pref(ZG), tU2 G K  with Wi =  bc^Cj^^i^^ba2 • • • 
and W2  =  bp^ Cj^ i^p^bp2 ---bp^ we have
tui =  W2
^ ^  (1, Saiyjai) • • • ('^ a/i, jah){h bc, l) =  (1, . . . {jp^, 8/3^ , 1)
 ^CIq.^  . . . OifXj^ 'W — . . . d/3^
( d a i  . . .  o,a,,,o,pi • • • cipk)dA G Z/L f 1 (Pi’ef(Ln) x L ii) 6 a, 
we can write
= ( U a G { i  X B + ) 6g )  n  ( P r e f ( Z L )  x  Z r)< ^ g n
( P r e f ( L n )  x  L i i ) ^ ^ ^ } ) .
The languages
( P r e f ( L n )  x  L n ) , ^ ^ ,  ( B + { 6a 9 ,.^6c }  x  B + ) 6B , ( P r e f ( X )  x  H ) ( ^ g
are regular by Proposition 1.6. The language LU is regular because we can write 
L ~ =  {{ui,U2 )ÔA : (3^3 G A+)(('di,%)5yi G L ^ r  & (^3,^ 2)5a G Z,^)}
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and use Proposition 1.9. The language
N  =  (LL n (Pref(Lii) x Lu)0a)'JCaCa6b 
is regular by Theorem 3.1 and so for a fixed a  G { 1 ,.. . ,  n} the language 
{{wiCj^ibc, 1x2 )6 B : {ixu 1X2 )6 b G N }
=  {{{uif)cj^ibc,U2 f ) 6 B : {ui,U2 ) 6 a G L L n (Pref(Ln) x L u ) 6 a} 
is also regular. Hence X(^ i^ b,c) is regular. We note that
y  =  (LLT n  (P ref(L ii) x  Ln)5A)7rACÆ
and by Theorem 3.1 it is regular. Since Z  is finite it is proved that KL. is regular 
and so U is prefix-automatic. H
5 Rees matrix semigroups with zero
In this section we show that the previous results are still valid if we consider 
Rees matrix semigroups with zero. The Rees matrix semigroup with zero S  =  
M^[U; I, J] P] over the semigroup U, where P  =  is a matrix with
entries in (B with a zero adjoined to it), is the semigroup with the support 
set ( /  x B X J) U {0} and multiplication defined by
„  w, . I (^i,5iPni2S2,r2)ifPni2 /  0,
I 0 otherwise,
(L ,81, r i )0 =  0%, 82, 7*2) =  0 • 0 =  0.
Alternatively, S  can be viewed as the Rees quotient S '/M  (see Appendix A), 
where S' = M[U^;I, J;P] (a Rees matrix semigroup without zero), and M  = 
I X {0} X J  (an ideal). With this in mind, the following result from [23] will prove 
useful:
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Proposition  4.8 I f  S  is an automatic semigroup and if I  is a finite ideal of S  
then S / I  is automatic as well.
In general the converse does not hold; see [23]. However, in our context it 
does:
Proposition 4.9 I f  S  = A4^[U; I, J-, P] is automatic (resp. prefix-automatic) 
then so is T  = A4[B®; I, J; P].
P r o o f . First we note that S  has an automatic (resp. prefix-automatic) structure 
with uniqueness of the form (Au{i}, Lu{t}), where l represents 0 , and no element 
of A or L represents 0. Indeed, let (B, K )  be any automatic structure with 
uniqueness for S, and let w be the only element of K  representing 0. Define A = 
{b E B  : b ^  0} and L  =  K \{w } .  That (AU{t}, Lu{t}) is an automatic structure 
with uniqueness for S  follows from Propositions 1.10, 1.11 and 1.12. Moreover, if 
(B, K)  is a prefix-automatic structure for S, then so is (AU {^}, LU {/.}), because
(LU {t})L =  {K L\{{u ,v) 6 a e KL :v  e  Pref(w)}) U {(t, t)},
and the set {(w, u)5a € KL : v G Pref(w)} is finite.
If A =  { d i,. . . ,  dn}, and if ah is mapped onto {ih, Sh,jh)i then obviously T  is 
generated by the set C =  A U \ i e  I , j  G J}  under the mapping
0 / 1 (%/n8/,,;\), M- (%,0,y).
Let also
M  = L O {lij ’. i G I , j  G J}.
Clearly, M is a set of unique normal forms for T.
Denoting for a moment the multiplication in T by + we see that
/, \ X . (L ,S i,r i)(/2,S2, r 2)if (L ,s i ,r i) ( /2,S2, r 2) 0 ,(L, 8i ,r i )  * (62, 82,^2) =  < (L, 0 , 7*2) otherwise.
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Therefore, using the regular languages
= L n {oft e A : =  1}A* {I e I),
i M )  =  g )^Sa e { L u  {ah e A).
we see that
Ma, =  ((L U {0)„, n (A+ X A+)Sa) U (U ,e/(d ' n £(-'•■'») x U j,J)Sc)U
{(bij, iijf/) i G I, j  G J},
~  (U/e/(-^ ^ U {{blr, bij) ' I G I ,T  G J}
are all regular, and so (C, M) is an automatic structure for T. Moreover, if
(A U {i}, L U {t}) is a prefix-automatic structure for S  then
M i = ((L U {/,})i n (A+ X A+)5A) U : % G 7,^ ' e  J}
is also regular, so that (C, M) is a prefix-automatic structure for T. IB
Combining the above two propositions with Theorems 4.3, 4.6 and 4.7, we 
obtain the following result:
Theorem  4.10 Let S  =  7, J; P] be a Rees matrix semigroup with zero.
(i) I f  U is automatic and if S  is finitely generated then S  is automatic as well.
(ii) I f  S  is automatic and there is an entry p in the matrix P  such thatpU^ =  U 
then U is automatic.
(iii) I f  S  is prefix-automatic then U is prefix-automatic. #
We end this chapter with the following question:
Q uestion 4.11 Let A4[U] I, J; P] be an automatic semigroup. Is the base semi­
group U necessarily automatic?
The results contained in this chapter are also contained in [15].
Chapter 5
O ther sem igroup constructions
We consider in this chapter further two standard semigroup constructions: the 
Bruck-Reilly extensions and the wreath products. We will prove that, in some 
particular situations, the automaticity of the base semigroups implies the auto­
maticity of the construction.
1 Briick—Reilly extensions
Let T  be a monoid and 51 : T  T  be a monoid homomorphism. The set
No X T X No
with the operation defined by
(m, ti,n )(p , 2^,g) =  (m -  n +  Z, -  p +  A:) {k = max{n,p}),
where 0  ^ denotes the identity map on M, is called the Bruck-Reilly extension 
of T  determined by 9 and is denoted by BR(T, 9). The semigroup BR(T, 9) is 
a monoid with identity (0 ,lr ,0 ) , denoting by I t  the identity of T. This is a 
generalization of the constructions from [5, 32, 37], also considered in [2].
We consider some particular situations where the automaticity of the monoid 
T  implies the automaticity of its Bruck-Reilly extensions BR(T, 0).
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Theorem  5.1 I f T  is a finite monoid, then any Bruck-Reilly extension of T is 
automatic.
P r o o f .  Let T  =  { L ,. . . ,  L} and let T  = {U , . . . ,  L} be an alphabet in bijection 
with T. We define the alphabet A =  {6, c} U T and the regular language
L ~  : m ,n  > 0,t G T}
on A. Defining the homomorphism
A+-4BR(T,6'); 7 (0,^0), c i-4 (l,lT ,0 ) ,
it is clear that A is a generating set for BR(T, 9) with respect to ip and, in fact, 
given an element (m, t,n)  G No x T x Nq , the unique word in L representing it is
In order to prove that (A, L) is an automatic structure with uniqueness for 
BR{T, 9) we only have to prove that, for each generator a G A, the language La 
is regular. To prove that Lj, is regular we observe that
(c”^ L5")6 =  (m, L, n)(0. I t ,  1) =  {m, L, n +  1) =
and so we can write
I
=  : n ,T O  €  N o }
i=l
which is a finite union of regular languages and so is regular. W ith respect to Lc 
we have
[c^t)c =  (m, t, 0)(1, I t ,  0) =  (m +  1, t9 ,0) =  c^^H9,
=  (m, t ,n  +  1)(1,1t, 0) =  {m,t,n) = c^tlP (n ,m  G Nq;Z G T)
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and so we can write
I
=  : m e Mo}U
i= lI
U{(c™i}&"+Sc™ï}6’‘)dA : m ,«  6  No}
i= lI
=  c)}* • {(L,c)($,L6’)})U
and we conclude that Lc is a regular language as well.
We now fix an arbitrary t  G T  and prove that Lj is regular. For any words 
d^talP, cHpW G L we have
if and only if m =  p, n =  g, and ta(td^) — tp, because
c^tocbH— (m, ta ,n )(0 ,LO) =  {m,ta{t9''''),n).
Since T is finite the set {t9'^ : n G No } is finite as well. Talcing j  to be minimum 
such that the set Cj = {k > j  : t9^ — is non empty and k to be the
minimum element of Cj, we will now show that
: 71 G No} =
Given n >  j  we have n = j p h  with h > 0 and, dividing h by A: + 1 — i ,  we obtain 
n = j  + q[k +  1 — j)  +  r  with g > 0 and 0 < r < A ;  +  l - j .  We now prove, by 
induction on g, that for g > 0. For g =  0 it holds trivially
and for g > 0 we have
^^j+r+(/(fc+l~j) „  0^ j+r+k+\-j+[q-l){k+l-j) _
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We can then write
j —1
A =  : m € No,ta € T}U
n=0k
: m,ç e N o ,  t a  E  T }
ri=j
1 ______|J({k G T} ' {(6,6)}*)u
a=0k
U  ( { ( c ,  c ) } *  • £ W ) )  : ia e  T }  • { ( 6 , 6 ) " }  • { ( 6 ,
n=j
and since all sets in this union are regular we conclude that Lj is regular as well. H
From now on we assume that T is an automatic monoid and we fix an auto­
matic structure {X ,K )  with uniqueness for T, where X  = {a;i,. , .  ,Xn} is a set 
of semigroup generators for T with respect to the homomorphism
: X+ -4 T.
We define the alphabet
A =  { 6 , c } U X  (5.1)
to be a set of semigroup generators for BR(T, 9) with respect to the homomor­
phism
Ip : A'^ -4- BR(T, 9),Xi f-4- (0, Xij), 0), c M- (1, I t ,  0), b i-4- (0, I t ,  1), 
and the regular language
L =  { c W  : w G X; 2 ,;  G No} (5.2)
on A+, which is a set of unique normal forms for BR(T, 9), since we have {d"wbl)ip ~ 
{i,W(p,j) for w G K , i , j  G N q . As usual, to simplify notation, we will avoid ex­
plicit use of the homomorphisms ijj and (p, associated with the generating sets, 
and it will be clear from the context whenever a word w G X"*" is being identified
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with an element of T, with an element of BR(T, 9) or considered as a word. In 
particular, for a word w G X'^ we write w9 instead of {w(f))9, seeing 9 also as a 
homomorphism 9 : X+ —>■ T, and we will often write instead of {i,w(j),j)
for i , j  G No-
For {A, L) to be an automatic structure for BR(T, 9) the languages
Lb =  {{dwiA, U w IA'^^)Ôa  : w G K \ i , j  G Nq},
Lc =  ,U w I P ) 5a  : w  G K ; i , j  G No}U
{ { U w i ,U '^^W 2) 0a : Wi,W2 G K-,i G'No',W2 = Wi9},
: (Wi,lU2)5x G G No} (a7r G X ),
must be regular. The language Lb is regular, since we have
Z/6 =  {(C,c)}*. {(tu,u/)5x : 78 G X} . {(6,6)}* - {($,6)},
but there is no obvious reason why the languages Lc and Lx,, should also be 
regular. We will consider particular situations where (A, L) is an automatic 
structure for BR(T, 9).
T h eo rem  5.2 I f T  is an automatic monoid and ^ : T —> T; 6 t-> I t  then 
BR(T, 9) is automatic.
P r o o f . To show that the pair (A, L) defined by (5.1) and (5.2) is an automatic 
structure for BR(T, 61) we just have to prove that the languages Lc and Lx,. (æ,. G 
X) are regular. But now, denoting by wi. .^ the unique word in K  representing I t ,  
we have
Lc =  , U w U ) 5a  : w G K \ i , j  G No} U {{Uw,U'^^Wi .j .)0a '. w  G K \ i  G Nq}
=  ({(c, c)}* • { (w ,w )5x  : 78 G X} • {(6,6)}* • {(6,$)})U 
( ( { ( C , C )}* - { ( $ ,  C )} ) 0  (X  X { 7 8 i J ) 5 x ) ,
where 0  denotes the padded product of languages defined in Chapter 3, which is
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a regular language by Theorem 3.3. We have
I/ r^ =  { { U w l A ,  P w I A ) Ô a  : tu G X,  7 G No,  j  G N } U  
{ { à w i , d w 2 ) Ô A  : { w i , W 2 ) Ô x  G K x / , i  G No }
=  ({(c,c)}* • {(tu,7u)5x : 7U G X} • {(6, 6)}+)U 
({(c ,c)}* .X ,J  
because, for any UwJA G L with j  > 1, we have
(âwF)xr = ( /tu , j)(0, a;,.,0) =  {i,w{xr9^),j) =  ( i ,w ,j)  = dwIT
and for dw  G L we have
{ d w ) x r  —  { i , w , 0 ) { 0 , X r , 0 )  =  ( i , W X r , 0 ) .
Therefore is also a regular language and so BR(T, 9) is automatic. M
T heo rem  5.3 I f  T  is an automatic monoid and 9 is the identity in T  then 
BR(T, 9) is automatic.
P r o o f .  We use the generating set A  defined by equation (5.1) but we now define 
L =  {dUw  : tu G X} observing that, since 9 is the identity, for any x^ G X ,  we 
have
XrC =  (0, rcr,0)(l, I t ,  0) =  (1,3:^^, 0) =  (l,æ ,.,0) =  (1, I t ,  0)(0 , 0) =  ex,.,
Xrb =  (0, ojr, 0)(0 , I t ,  1) =  (0 ,a;,., 1) =  (0 , 2:^ ,^ 1) =  (0 , I t ,  l ) (0 ,ær, 0) =  bxr- 
The language L  is regular and it is a set of unique normal forms for BR(T, 0). 
Also the languages
Lb — {{dd>w,dL>^^w)ÔA : tu G K ] i , j  G N q }
= ({(c, c)}* • {(6, 6)}* • {($,6)}) © {(tu,tu)5x : w G X},
Lc = {{dU'^'^w, dU w ) 6a  : tu G X ; t , j  G No}U 
{(c*tu, c*+Ru)5a : t G No, tu G X}
= (({(c, c)}* ' {(6,6)}* ' {(6, $)}) © {(tu, w)5x : tu G X})U 
(({(c, c)}* ' {($,c)}) © {{w,w)ôx  : tu G X }),
Lx,. =  {{dlPwi,dl>>W2)SA : (tui,tU2)5% G X^,,.}
= ({(c,c)}*.{(6,6)}*).X,^
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are regular, by Theorem 3.3, and so (A, L) is an automatic structure for BR(T, 0).
We say that a semigroup T  is of f i n i t e  geom et r ic al  type  (fgt) (see [49]) if for 
every t \  G T, there exists k  g N  such that the equation
xti = t 2
has at most k  solutions for every t2 G M.
We start by presenting some examples of fgt and non-fgt semigroups. A group 
is fgt because the equations have always one solution. Free semigroups and free 
commutative semigroups are fgt because the equations have at most one solution. 
To see that the bicyclic monoid is fgt we will show that given an arbitrary dl f i  G B 
the equation
as at most i +  1 solutions for any G B. In the case where j  ^  I we must have 
u = k, V > i and v = I T  i — j  which is only possible if  ^ > j.  Hence we have at 
most one solution. In the case where j  — I we must have v < i and u — k + v — i, 
and so we have at most 7 +  1 solutions (precisely 7 +  1 solutions if A: > i).
Any infinite semigroup with a zero, for example, is not fgt because the equa­
tion o;0 =  0 has infinitely many solutions. In [25] the authors give an example 
of a commutative semigroup that is not automatic. This semigroup is defined by 
the presentation
(a, b ,x ,y  I aax =  bx, bby =  ay, ab = ba, ax ~  xa, 
ay = ya, bx =  xb, by =  yb, xy  = yx)
(for an introduction and notation about semigroup presentations see Section 3 
in Chapter 8). This semigroup is not fgt because, for example, the equation 
X x y  =  bxy has infinitely many solutions of the form X  — with n  odd (see 
[23] and [25]). In the above examples the semigroups are not fgt because there 
exists an equation with infinitely many solutions. We give a further example
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of non-fgt semigroup without such equations. The semigroup defined by the 
presentation
(a, b,c \ a c ~  d ,  ca — (?, be = (?, cb = c^)
is not fgt, because any x  G {a, b}'^ with |a:| =  7 — 1 is a solution of the equation 
æc =  for 7 > 1. Different words in {a, 6}"^  correspond to different elements in 
the semigroup since no relations can be applied to them. Therefore given /c G N 
we can always choose d  G S  such that the equation xc = d  has more than k 
solutions. Since all relations have both sides with length 2 there are no equations 
with infinitely many solutions.
We will need the following result:
Lemma 5.4 Let T  be a fgt monoid with an automatic structure with uniqueness 
[X, K). Then for every w G there is a constant C such that {wi,W2 )ôx G
implies ||7Ui| — IwgH < C.
P r o o f . Since the language is regular by Proposition 1.9, we can take C 
to be the number of states of an automaton recognizing K w  Suppose we have 
{wi,W2 )ôx G Kw with Itugl — \wi\ > C. Then we have W2  =  with |tU3| =  
ItUil and I7U4I > C. By the Pumping Lemma we have =  w^wqw-j with 
ItugI > 0 and [wi,WzW^W’j)5x G K^.  But then we have W2  — and
^ 2, W3W5W7 G K  are different words, which contradicts the uniqueness of K.
Suppose now that |tui| -  |tu2| > C. Using the Pumping Lemma again we can 
write Wi = w^w^w^Wq with |w3| =  |w2|, jtusl > 1 and we obtain infinitely many 
words {w3 W4 wiw 6 ,W2 )Sx G Xy, and therefore infinitely many solutions of the 
equation xw =  TUg, which is not possible since T  is fgt. ®
Theorem  5.5 Let T  be a fgt automatic monoid and let 6  : T  —4 T  be a monoid
homomorphism. I f  TO is finite then BR(T, 0) is automatic.
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P ro of . We will prove that the pair (A, L) defined by (5.1) and (5.2) is an 
automatic structure for BR(T, ^). We have
Lc — ,dwlP)6 A : w e K ] i , j  € No}U
{{àwi,d'^^W 2 )ÔA : Wi,W2  G K \ i  E %  ; W2 =  wi$}
and, since the language
, dwlP)ÔA : w G K ; i , j  g Nq} —
{(c, c)*}* • {(w, w) 6 x  :w g K } -  {(6,6)}* • {(6, $)}
is regular, we just have to prove that the language
M  — {(dwi, d'^^W2 )6 A - uJi,W2 G K ]i G No] W2  = Wi6 }
is also regular. For any t G T9 let Wt be the unique word in K  representing t. 
Let
N  = {(tui, W2 )6 x  : Wi, W2  G K \W 2 = Wi9} =
[ J  {(tui, W2 )6 x  : Wi, W2  G K\W 2  — WiB =  t} =
teTOIJ {(wi,wt)5x : wy G K \w i  G (t6>” )^<^ “ }^ =  
teroU O K )  X {w j)5x .
taro
We can define ijj : X+ -+ T9] w h4 w<j)9 and, since T9 is finite, for any t G T9, we 
can apply Theorem 1.7 and conclude that (£0“ ^)/~^ is regular. Therefore
X  is a regular language and, since we have
M  ={{dwi,cU-^u)2 )SA : {wi,W2 )ôx G N ]i G Nq} =
({(c, c)}* '{($ ,c)})G W ,
by Theorem 3.3, M  is a regular language as well. We will now prove that the 
language
La;, =  {(c*wiE,c'w2E)5A : (wi,W2)5x G G No}
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is regular. Since T9 is finite we can, as in the proof of Lemma 5.1, take j, k to be 
minimum with XrO^  — and j  < k, and we have =  XrO^ ' ’^^
for j  < j  +  r  < A; +  1 and q > 0.  Therefore we can write
Lxr =  U  {{àwib^,dw2b^)ÔA : {'Wi,W2)ôx G KxrO '^Û G Nq}U
Tl—0k
y  { :  { w u W 2 ) ô x  G K^,0 r^;i,qe No }
n —jJ-1
n~0
U  ({(c,c)}*. o  m b r }  ■ { (6 ,6 )"+ ^}.))).
n—j
Since T  is fgt^ by Lemma 5.4 there is a constant C such that
{'Wi^W2)àx G Kxrô^ ll'^il ~  I'^sll <  G
for any n =  0 , . . . ,  A:, and therefore we can apply Theorem 3.3 and we conclude 
that La;,, is a regular language. M
Since automatic groups are characterized by the fellow traveller property and 
Bruck-Reilly extensions of groups are somehow "almost groups” the following is 
a natural question:
Q ues tion  5,6 Is a Bruck-Reilly extension of a group automatic if and only if it 
has the fellow traveller property?
2 W reath products
We consider the automaticity of the wreath product of semigroups, L w rT , in 
the case where T  is a finite semigroup. We start by giving the necessary and 
sufficient conditions, obtained in [39], for the wreath product in this case to be 
finitely generated. Finite generation of the wreath product is related to finite
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generation of the diagonal 5-act. We use the conditions obtained for the case 
where the diagonal 5-act is not finitely generated to prove that, in this case, the 
wreath product 5  wr T  is automatic whenever it is finitely generated and 5  is an 
automatic semigroup.
We start by giving the definitions we require. If 5  is a semigroup and X  is a 
set, then the set of all mappings X  S  forms a semigroup under component­
wise multiplication of mappings: for f , g  e  5 ^ , / ^  : X  -> 5; a; i-> {xf){xg); 
this semigroup is called the Cartesian power of 5  by X. If 5  has a distinguished 
idempotent e, then the support of /  G 5 ^  relative to e is defined by
suppe(/) = {x e  X  \ x f  ^  e}.
The set
g{X)e = y  Ç. ; I suppg(/)| < oo}
is a subsemigroup of 5^ ; it is called the direct power of 5  relative to e. When 
there is no danger of confusion the subscript e is usually omitted. If X  is finite of 
size n then and 5^^)^ coincide, and they are isomorphic to the semigroup 5^") 
consisting of n-tuples of elements of 5  under the component-wise multiplication. 
In this context, we write 5^^)^ even if 5  has no idempotents; we can think of this 
as computing supports with respect to an identity adjoined to 5.
The unrestricted wreath product 5  Wr T  of two semigroups is the set x T  
under multiplication
where g^ G 5^  is defined by
Let e G 5  be a distinguished idempotent. The (restricted) wreath product 5g w rT 
(with respect to e) is the subsemigroup of 5  W rT generated by the set { ( / , i) G 
5 W rT : |suppg(/)| < oo}. Again the subscript e is often omitted.
The wreath product 5 w rT  coincides with the unrestricted wreath product 
5 W rT  in the case where T is finite, as observed in [50, Chapter 3].
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An action of a semigroup 5  on a set X  is a mapping X  x 5  —)■ X , (re, s) M- res, 
satisfying {xsi)s2  =  re(siS2)- The set X , together with an action, is called an S- 
act It is said to be generated by a set t /  Ç X  if C/5  ^ =  X, and finitely generated 
if there exists a finite such U.
The diagonal act of a semigroup S  is the set 5  x 5  with the action (si, S2 )s =  
{sis,S 2 s). For example, the diagonal acts of infinite groups, free semigroups, 
free commutative semigroups and completely simple semigroups are not finitely 
generated. The diagonal act of the full transformation monoid %  on positive 
integers can be generated by a single element; see [6]. In [40] the authors give 
an example of an infinite, finitely presented monoid with a finitely generated 
diagonal act.
We will only state the conditions obtained in [39] for the case where T  is finite 
and S  is infinite.
P ro p o s itio n  5.7 Let S  he an infinite semigroup and let T  be a finite non-trivial 
semigroup. I f  the diagonal S-act is finitely generated then 5  w rT  is finitely gen­
erated if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) 5^ =  5  oytd T^ =  T;
(ii) S  is finitely generated.
I f  the diagonal S-act is not finitely generated then 5 w rT  is finitely generated if 
and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) =  S;
(ii) S  is finitely generated;
(iii) every element of T  is contained in the principal right ideal gener­
ated by a right identity.
We will now consider the automaticity of the wreath product S  wr T in the 
case where T is finite. In the case where S  is also finite, 5 w rT  is finite as well.
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and, in particular, it is automatic. We will consider the case where S  is infinite 
and the diagonal 5-act is not finitely generated.
T h eo rem  5.8 I f  5  and T  are semigroups satisfying the following conditions:
(i) T  is finite;
(ii) 5  is automatic;
(iii) the diagonal S-act is not finitely generated;
(iv) the wreath product 5  wr T  is finitely generated; 
then 5  wr T is automatic.
P r o o f .  We assume that T  is non-trivial and write T  =  { L , . . . ,  t m }  with m > 1. 
By using Proposition 5 .7  we know that 5  is finitely generated and 5^ =  5. So, 
by Proposition 1 .1 7 ,  we conclude that the direct product 5l^l is automatic. Let 
(F, K)  be an automatic structure for 5l^l with uniqueness with F  =  {/i, • • •, A}- 
Since 5^ =  5, we can use Theorem 1 .1 6 ,  and assume that K  does not have words 
of length 1. Given t  e  T, using again Proposition 5 .7 ,  there is a right identity 
e G T such that t  = eq for some q e T .  So we can define a generating set
T  =  {ci, . . . , 6771} u  {çi, • • • 5 qm\
for T  such that L =  6%#% for i =  1 , . . . ,  m and represent (not necessarily
distinct) right identities in T. We define a new alphabet A  by
A =  {(A g ) : /  G F ,z =  1 ,.. .  ,m} U {(/,%) : /  6 F,z =  1 , . . . , m}
and a language L on A by
L =  y  { (A l) G) - ' ' (A,1-1 ) G)(Afi) %) ' A l ' ' ' A,I G X}.
We will prove that the pair (A, L) is an automatic structure for 5 w rT (with 
uniqueness). To see that A generates 5 w rT  and that L is a set of unique rep­
resentatives for 5 w rT  we observe that, given ( / , L) G 5 w rT  there is only one
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word A i • • ■ An ^  such that /  — A i • • • An • So there is only one word in L 
representing (/, U) which is
(Al Î G) ■ • • {An-l Î (An 5 %)'
To prove that L is a regular language we now define a gsm A  such that K t)a  =  L. 
Let
A  = (Q, F,A,jj,,qo, {%})
with Q — {ço, • • • Î qm} U {%}, where % is the initial state, % is the only accept 
state and jLt is a partial function from Q x F  to finite subsets of Q x A+ defined 
by:
(% ,/)F  =  {(% ,(A ei)),(x,(A % )))} (% =
We will now prove that L(/^ e,.) is a regular language, for ( /, e,.) G A. If we define
A e , 0  =  • { ( / . f t )  : /  e  F }  X A + ) S a  =
then we can write
^ ( / ,e r )  =  U
and it suffices to prove that, for each i G the language \ is
regular. To achieve that, we will use Theorem 3.1, and we start by showing that
AL) = n • {(/, ft) : /  e F} X ■ {(/, ft) : /  e F})6yi
where w is the word in K  that represents G 5'^L Let
(Al ) G) • • • (An-1 5 G) (An 5 %); (Al ) . . . ( As-1 ) ®j) (As 3 (Zj) G L.
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Then
( { A n  G )  •  •  •  ( A n - U  6 7 )  ( A n  )  ( A n  ^ j )  • ' •  ( A s - 1  3  ^ j ) ( A s 3  ^  ' ^ ( / , e r )
^  A l  '  '  •  A n  ~  A l  *  *  •  A s  ^  ^ i Q i ^ r  —
 ^A l • • • An “  Al • • • As ^  ^jQj
A l ' -. An =  A l ' ' As &: =  A
( A l . ' An, A l ' "  As)(^F G %  & 2 =  ;
( ( A l  3  ^ i )  '  •  •  ( A n - 1  3  ^ i )  ( A n  3  % ) )  ( A l  3  ^ j )  •  •  •  ( A s - 1  3  ^ j ) { f Q a  3  9 j ) )  A l  G  
n  ( A +  . { ( A  % ) : /  G F }  X A +  . { ( / ,  % ) : /  G F } ) 6 ^
We conclude, by Theorem 3.1, that \ is a regular language. For a generator 
(/, qr) £ A  will we prove that L(y,g,.) is regular in a similar way. We can write
hi,nr) -  U ^UAv)
where
C (A+ . {(A : /  G F }  X (% =  1 , . . . ,  m).
We let z G {1, . . . ,  m} arbitrary and we will prove that \ is a regular language.
Let j  the unique element in {1, . . . ,  m} such that =  Cjqj and let w be the 
word in K  that represents G Let
(  A l  3  G )  *  •  •  ( A n - 1  5  ^ i )  ( A n  3  % ) ,  { . f f i l l  ^ k )  *  •  ■  ( / 0 a _ l  7 ^ / s )  ( / f i s  3  % )  G  L .
Then
( ( A l  3  '  •  •  (  A n - 1  3  G) ( A n  3  % )  3  (  A l  3  '  •  ‘  ( / 0 s - l  3  /^c) ( A s  3  Çfc))^ A G
 ^A l • " ' An ~  Al • • • As ^  ^iqiqr — ^kqk
( A l  • • • A n ,  Al • • • A s)^f g =  ekqk k  k = j
^  ( ( A l  3  * ^ i )  •  •  •  ( A n - 1 3  G ) ( A n  3  % ) ,  (Al 3  ^ A î )  •  •  •  (As-1 3  ^ k ) { f f i s i  G
n (A+ . {(A %) : /  G F }  X A+ . {(A : /  G F})c^yi
We can use again Theorem 3.1 to conclude that, for each z, the language
AL) = n (/l+ • {(/,ft) : /  € F} X A+ • {(/,%) : /  € F})5x
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is regular. S
In the case where the semigroups S  and T  are monoids, necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the wreath product 5 w rT to be finitely generated, given in [38], 
are the following:
P ro p o s itio n  5.9 Let S  and T  he monoids, and let G he the group of units o fT ,  
Then the wreath product S  wr T is finitely generated i f  and only i f  hoth S  and T  
are finitely generated, and either S  is trivial, or T  ~  V G  for some finite subset
y  o /T .
By using this result, our theorem has the following consequence:
C o ro lla ry  5.10 Let S  he an automatic monoid and T  he a finite monoid. Then 
the wreath product 5 wrT is automatic.
P r o o f .  We assume that S  is not trivial. We can apply Proposition 5.9, with 
V  = T , and so 5 w rT  is finitely generated. Moreover, the three conditions in 
Proposition 5.7, for the case where the diagonal 5-act is not finitely generated, 
hold trivially since 5 and T are monoids. The proof of our theorem is based on 
these conditions and therefore the wreath product 5  wr T  is automatic. #
It is still an open question whether or not the wreath product 5  wr T is always 
automatic when it is finitely generated. Of course, because of the above result, it 
only remains to consider the case where the diagonal 5-act is finitely generated. 
In [38] and [50] we can find some examples of wreath products with finitely 
generated diagonal 5-act which, as the authors observe, is in some way the less 
common case. Another interesting problem is that of the automaticity of the 
wreath product in the case where the semigroup T is also infinite. A natural 
starting point here is to use Proposition 5.9 and investigate the case where 5  and 
T  are monoids.
Chapter 6
Subsemigroups
We will consider the automaticity of subsemigroups of free semigroups and free 
products of semigroups. In Section 1 we will prove that a subsemigroup of a 
free semigroup is automatic (a known result) and in Section 2 we will consider 
subsemigroups of free products, proving in particular that subsemigroups of free 
products, with all generators having length greater than one in the free product, 
are automatic.
1 Subsemigroups of a free semigroup
The following result was proved in [11] but, since we will use the idea of that 
proof in the following section, we include it here with some additional detail.
T heo rem  6.1 If F  is a free semigroup and S  is a finitely generated subsemigroup 
of F, then S  is automatic.
P r o o f .  Since we are going to consider finitely generated subsemigroups of F  
we may assume, without loss of generality, that F  is a free semigroup on a finite 
set X .  We will show that is automatic, which is sufficient by Proposition 1.14. 
Suppose that S  is generated by { a i , . . . ,  «n,} where each « j is an element of F . Let 
m-i be the length of when considered as a word in Let A — {a i , . . . ,  o^, 1}
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be an alphabet, and let
L =  U {!},
be a regular language on A"*'. We have a natural homomorphism 
p : (A U {$})^ —^ X*; 1, $ i—^ e; i—>• olî (z =  1 , . . , ,  tz)
satisfying the property
\wp\ = |w| for any w G L \{ 1}.
We will prove that (A, L) is an automatic structure for 5 h  Let K  — L\{1}, so 
that
L= =  Li =  X= U {(1,1)},
Lai =  U {(1, zn)(5^  : w e  L ,w p  = a j  
for each i. The set {(1, 1)} is finite and the sets {{1,w)6a : w E L ,w p = a%}
are finite as well since there are finitely many words w e L with length and
wp =  ai implies |w| =  \wp\ — |aA  Hence it is enough to show that K= is regular 
and that Xg. is regular for each i. We will define automata that recognize these 
languages but before that we need to prove the following:
Claim 1 There is a finite set W  Ç X* such that fo r any word
{^. 7)5.4 e x = u (  ( J
%  X ) * • • yTt
given an arbitrary integer t, the prefixes fi{t)p ,'j{t)p  o f the words fip ,^p  G K p  
are such that, one of them is a prefix of the other and the remainder suffix of the 
longer word belongs to the finite set W . Formally,
(Vf G N)(j9(f)p G (7 (f)p)W or 'y(f)p G (,8 (f)p)W).
P r o o f .  To prove this claim we define N  =  max{m* : z — 1, . . .  ,n} and W  — 
{w G X* : |w| < N}.  We note that for any w E K  we have
\w\ = \wp\, \w{t)p\ < \w{t +  l)p| (Vf G N).
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For {/3,j )ôa G K= we have j3p = 'yp and so \j3\ =  |7 |. We can write P{t) =
b i .. .bt with 61, . . . ,  G A for any t < \/3\ = \j3p\. We have
|A • • • bt\ < |(6i • ' ■ W)p\ ^  |A • • • AI +  N
by definition of p and so t < |(^(f))p| < t + N.  Similarly t < |(7 (f))p| < t N  
and we can write
\\(P{i))p\ -  l(7 W )p|| < N  for t < \P\. (6 .1)
For G Xq. we have {fip)ai = 7 p and clearly, equation (6.1) still holds
in this case. For |/3| < f < jqj we have \j3p\ < |(7 (f))p| < \fip\ +  N  since 
I7 I =  1^ 1 +  \ai\. Hence, for any {I3,^)Ôa G X= U (U%=i,...,n^aJ3 we have
l|(/?(f))p| — |(7 (f))p|| < N  for any positive integer t. (6.2)
For (/?, 'y)ÔA G X= we have fip = 'yp and so given a positive integer f , either 
{'y{t))p is a prefix of {l3{t))p or {fi{t))p is a prefix of (q(f))p. For {ffi^)ÔA G X^. 
we have {fip)di =  7 p and so given t either (q(f))p is a prefix of {fi{t))p or {fi[t))p 
is a prefix of (7 (f))p or f > \fi\ and then
(7 (f))p G (/9p)(Pref(o!^)) Ç (,0p)W =  ((/)(f))p)W.
In any case, using equation (6.2), we obtain {fi{t))p G {p({t)p)W or (7 (f))p G
{fi{t)p)W for any positive integer t and the claim is proved. H
In what follows we fix a set W  in the conditions of Claim 1. We now construct 
an automaton M. such that X= C C{Ai) and automata Adi such that Xq. Ç 
C{Adi). Let
Ad = (Q, (A U {$}) X (A U {$}), (e, e),p, (e, e)) 
where Q = {W  x {e}) U ({e} x VF) and the transition p  is defined by
(a;, fi) (e, 7 ) if a{xp)'y = ffiyp) and 7  G VF
(a, fi) (7 , e) if a{xp) =  fi{yp)'y and 7  G VF.
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With the same notation we let:
Mi = (Q, {A U {$}) X (A U {$}), (e, e), p, (e, a^)).
To prove the inclusions above we will use the following:
C laim  2 For any u ,v  E (A U {$})'*', with |"u| =  |t’|, we have
(6,7) /9 M 7  =  (6.3)
()0,6) (7 ,e) ;g(zzp) =  (i;p)7 , (6.4)
(e, /3) (7 , e) zzp =  /)(^p)7 , (6.5)
(e, j8) (e,7 ) (%ip)7  =  ^(z;p). (6 .6)
P r o o f .  We will prove this claim by induction in m — |«| =  |t>|. For m  =  1 the 
implications follow from the definition of p. Suppose the claim holds for words 
n, V of length m. Let u, v be words of length m +  1. Then we can write u =  u'x  
and V = v'y  where u' and v' are words of length m  and x ,y  E A O  {$}. To prove 
implication (6.3) suppose that (/?, e) ^"-4  ^ (6, 7 ). We have either {ffie) ■■- ■4  ^
(e, 7 7) or (/3, e) 4  ^ (7 7 , e) for some word 7 7 . We first consider the case where 
(/5, e) 4 ju (6 , 7 7). In this case fi{u'p)r] = v'p by induction hypothesis and, since 
(e, 7 7) (e, 7 ), we have (a;p)7  =  ffiyp) by definition of p. So we have
;g(7zp)7 =  /)(7zA)(a;,o)7 =  7^ (7zA)77(2//)) =  (Ap)(?/p) =  77p.
In the case where (/3,e) - ■ - 4^ (77, 6) we have ffiu'p) = {Fp)p by induction 
hypothesis and, since (77, e) (e, 7 ), we have 77(37^)7 =  yp, by definition of p.
Hence,
jg(7/p)7 =  ;9(7zA)(a;)o)7 =  (^A)??(:cp)7 =  (A/))(7/p) =  "Up.
We conclude the proof of the claim by observing that implications (6.4), (6.5) and 
(6 .6) for words w, v of length ?n +  1 can be verified similarly, using the induction 
hypothesis. S
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To prove that X= Ç C { M )  let (u, u)(^a be an arbitrary element of K~. We 
have up =  vp and so \u\ = \up\ =  \vp\ =  |t;|. Hence we can write u = u i .. .Uk and 
V = Vi .. .Vk with u i , . . .  ,Uk,Vi . . .  ,Vk E A.  By Claims 1 and 2 and by definition 
of p there is a path
(ft e) (7:,7l) (72,70 ^ (7.,70
with 7i =  e and 7  ^ G W or 7  ^ E W and 7  ^ =  e for z — 1, . . .  ,k.  We now show, 
using Claim 2, that 7* =  7}. =  e. If 7)t =  e then, by implications (6.3) and (6 .6), 
we have (zzp)7{ =  vp and so 7j[. =  e. If 7  ^ =  e then, by implications (6.4) and 
(6.5), we have up = {vp)^k and so 7  ^ =  e. In any case (jk,7k) = (e, e) which 
means that the path is successful and so ( u , v ) S a  G £(A4).
We now prove that Ç £(A4j). Let ( u , v ) S a  G X». arbitrary with u = 
Ui .. .Uk,v = Vi .. .Vr and u i , . . .  ,Uk,vi , . . .  ,Vr G A, so that we have (zzp)a  ^=  vp. 
By Claims 1 and 2 and by definition of p, there is a path
(e, e) (7 1 , 7 O 4 ,^  (7 2 , 7 2 ) "
(7A-n,7k+i) (7r,7r)
with 7j =  e and 7} G VF or 7  ^ G VF and 7} =  e for each j  = 1, . . ,  , r.  Using 
Claim 2 we will prove that 7,. =  e and 7 ' =  %. In fact, if it was 7J. =  e then 
implications (6.4) and (6.5) would give up = (z7p)7r what is not possible since 
{up)ai = vp. So we have 7,. =  e and, using implications (6.3) and (6 .6), we obtain 
(zzp)7{ =  vp which implies that 7 ' ^  Hence the path is successful in M i  and 
so (w, v )Ôa G C{ Mi ) .
Finally, we will show that
r ( M )  n  (X X x)JA  G x = , L(A/(,) n  (X X x)(^A ç  x = .
Let be an arbitrary element of C { M )  Pi (X x X)^a- Then we have a
successful path
(e, e) (e, e)
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in A4 and, by Claim 2, we have fip =  7 p which means that G
Analogously, given an arbitrary element G C{A4i) f1 (X  x X)<^ Aj there is
a successful path
(e, e) (e,
in A ii  and, by Claim 2, we have [fip)oLi =  7p which means that {P,j)ô  G Xg.. 
To conclude the proof of the theorem we observe that
x= =  jC (v w )  n  (X X x)^A 3 n  (x x  x)<^A
and so X= and Xq^  are regular languages. M
2 Subsem igroups o f free products
If 5 i , . . . ,  5n are semigroups with presentations (Ai | R i ) , . . . ,  (A„ | Rn) then 
their free product, S  =  5% * . . .  * 5^, is the semigroup defined by the presentation 
(Al U .. .  U A,i I Xi U ...  U Rn) (for an introduction and notation about semigroup 
presentations see Section 3 in Chapter 8). Any element s E S  can be identified 
with a sequence
S i.. .Sm  (m > 1) 
of elements of (Jfc=i such that.
Si E Sk - z' ^ Sk {i — 15 • • • ) I, k — 1 , . . . ,  n ) ;
such a sequence we call a reduced sequence (of elements o/ UZ=i ^k)^ Civen two 
elements s — s i . . .  Sm, s' — s \ . . .  s'j, E 5, their product ss' is the following: if the 
elements Sm, A do not belong to a common factor Sk then the product ss' is the 
concatenation of sequences and in this case we say simply that the product ss' is 
the concatenation] otherwise we have s^, s'l G Sk for some k and the product ss' 
is the reduced sequence Si . . .  ■ sj, where s'q =  Sms'i in 5&.
Our main result is the following:
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Theorem  6.2 Let S  be a free product of finitely many semigroups. Let H  be a 
subsemigroup of S  generated by a finite set X  such that no element of X  belongs 
to a non free factor of S. Then H  is automatic.
This result has the following equivalent formulation:
Theorem  6.3 Let S  be a free product of finitely many semigroups
5 =  5i * . . .  * 5n * Ti * . . .  * Tm
where T i , . . .,Tm are free semigroups on finite sets Y i , . . . ,Y m  respectively. Let 
H  =< t i , . . . , t i >  be a subsemigroup of S  where
ti, . . .  ,ti G S \{S i  U . . . U Sn)‘
Then H  is an autom.atic semigroup.
P r o o f .  Let us denote T* by Sn+i for z =  1 , . . . ,  m and let T  =  Fi U . . .  U 
Each generator ti such that L ^ T i U . . .UT^ can be written as a reduced sequence 
of elements of IJ^ i^
ti — 5^ ,1 Sj,2 • • •
with p{i) > 2. We observe that, in these sequences, we may have an element 
from Uib=i appearing several times, i.e., we may have Sij = Sk,i with i ^  k oi 
j  ^  I, and to deal with that we are going to define alphabets that are essentially 
in bijection with all different elements from Ufc=i that either appear in these 
sequences or by multiplying them. For each A: G {1, . . . ,  zz} we define
■^ k “  { , . . . , Urfc }
to be an alphabet in bijection with the following finite subset of Sk’-
I
Fk ~  G Sk - j  1, . . .  ; P ( z ) } )  U G Sk • i i j  G {1, . . .
2=1
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and let fk : A^ -> Fk be that bijection (we assume that the alphabets are disjoint). 
We observe that, although the semigroups S i , . . . ,  Sn are arbitrary and may be 
infinite, an arbitrary element h E H  can be written as a product of the generators 
t i , . .. ,ti and the essential idea for our proof is that the only elements from (Jfc=i 
that may appear when we write an element of LT as a reduced sequence of elements 
of Ufcir are the elements of the finite set U&=i Afc- Moreover, for each k, an 
element from Fk can now be represented by an element of the alphabet A*.
We now define the alphabet
A =  Al U . . .  U Aji U Y
and the language L Ç A'^ by
L — {2/1 . . .  2/fc : 2/i G Al U . . .  U An U ^ 1"'’ U . . .  U ,
2/i G Aj V 2/i+i ^ Aj (z =  1 , . . . ,  A: 1;  ^ — 1 , . . . ,  ?z),
iji G y A 2/m ^ Y A  (z =  1,..  .,A: -  1; j  =  1,..  . ,m)}.
The bijections fk induce a homomorphism
/  : A+ m  5
and we will now show that any element in H  has a unique representative in 
L. Given an element h E H  it can be written as a product of the generators 
t i , . .  . ,ti.  Hence, when we write h as a reduced sequence of elements of |J j= r  
h — Ui.. .Ur, each element Ui is either some Sk,i or a product Sk,p{k)Si,i or belongs 
to a free semigroup Tj. We note that here we need the fact that no generator 
may belong to a semigroup Sj {j =  1 , . . .  ,n), because otherwise there could be
an element ui E Sj, for some j  E zz}, that could only be obtained as a
product of more that two elements Sk,i G Sj. It follows from the definition of the 
alphabets A i , . . . ,  A„ and from the definition of L  that there is a unique word 
w E L  such that w f  — h.
Let 7 i , . . . ,  7i be the unique words in L  such that 7i /  — L, z =  1 ,. . .  ,1. Let 
X  = {x i , . . . ,  Xi, 1} be a new alphabet and p be the homomorphism defined by
p : (X  U {$})^ —^ A*; Xi m  7 ;^ 1, $ m  e.
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X'
Figure 6.1: Diagram with p, / ,  and A.
We define the partial function
A : A* —)■ L U Ê I—^ e,
u; ÜJ e L if there i s w & L  such that w = w in S,
which maps each word in A"** to the corresponding unique ’’reduced word” in L  
if such word exists. The domain of this partial function is not A* because there 
may for example exist a^b e  A^ for some k, such that {af){bf) ^ Fk and in this 
case there is no word w E L  such that w ab in S. Nevertheless, since we have
X'^p\{e} = : /c € N; a i , . . . ,  ftfc € {1, . . . ,  0}>
the partial function A is defined on X+p, and more generally, it is easy to see 
that it is also defined on
8ubw((%+pU%+p)+).
We will now show that the set X+p\{e} Ç L Ç A+ is in bijection with H. Given 
an arbitrary h E H  we have h ~  . . .  1 ^^ if and only if h = {xa^ . . .  and
we have already seen that there is a unique word in L  representing h. We can
now identify the subsemigroup H  with the set X+/?\{e} which is a semigroup,
defining the product of two words wi, wg G A7+p\{c}, representing two elements
Si,S2 G H, to be the word W1 W2  G X+p\{e}, which represents the element 
S1S2 G H. This semigroup is generated by the words 7 1 , . . .  ,7/. We observe that
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this product may be simply the concatenation or not, depending on the words 
Wi^W2 : but if it is not the concatenation we have =  |wiW2 | — 1. Figure
6.1 illustrates the use of our functions by showing a diagram with the relevant 
subsets of their domains and ranges. The proof will now follow the lines of the 
proof of Theorem 6.1, keeping in mind that a product of the generators 71, . . . ,  7 ; 
is not precisely the concatenation but it is not far from it.
Let us consider the language K  C %+ defined by
t > l , a i  G { 1 , . . .  , l} , i  = 1 , . . .  , t}
where
/. .X J hj\ “ 1 if \ïâj\ = haj\r(2, j)  =  <( l 7 i | - 2  if |7i7jl =  |7i7j| -  1.
We observe that \w\ = \wp\ for any word w E K .  We can easily define a finite 
deterministic automaton that recognizes the language K  and so K  is a regular 
language. We will show that (X ,IG )  is an automatic structure for H^, where 
is the regular language ÜT U {1} Ç %+ and is the monoid obtained by 
adjoining an identity 1h to H. We have
Æ l =  Æi =  /{ = U { (l,l)} ,
K^. = K^. U {(1, w)5x : w E K ,w p  = 7J .
Since {(1,1)} and {{1,w)0a : w E K^Wp = 7J  are finite sets we just have to 
prove that K= and for each i, are regular languages.
Denoting by h, %, . . .  generic elements in for Wi^W2  E A* we write W\ x  W2  
if one of the following situations occur:
{wi E Pref(w2) Sz Wi E A*Y) or
(w2 E Pref(wi) Sz W2 E A*V) or
(wi = w h  and W2  = w %vj')  for some i or
{wi =  w "^ aw' and W2  = w %) for some i.
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For Wi txi W2  we define
Rem(wi, wg) =  <
(e, w) (w2 =  wiw, wi e A*Y)
(w, e) {wi = W2 W, W2 E A*Y)
( \  %w') (wi = w \ w 2  = w IE  k})
 ^ %) (u»i =  w W2 ^  E { I , . . . ,  k}).
Intuitively, for two words wi^W2 G L we have Wi txi W2 if one of the words is 
almost a prefix of the other, in the sense that it may be possible to multiply the 
shorter word by a word from L  in order to obtain the longer word. The function 
Rem (which stands for remainder) gives us the remainders of the two words: the 
two suffixes not belonging to the common prefix.
The following result tells us that there is a finite set where we can store the 
remainders, if we are dealing with words from our languages.
C laim  1 There is a finite set W  C A* such that {wi,W2 )Sx G K= U (ULi 
implies that, for all t E N, we have Wi{t)p 1x3 W2 {t)p and Rem{w\{t)p,W 2 {t)p) E 
W  x W .
P r o o f . We take
N  =  m ax{ |7 i| : z =  1, . . . ,  /} 
and we will prove that the result holds with
W  = {w E  SiiE{X+p) : |w| < +  1}.
Let w i , W 2 E  K  and t  < |wi|, |w2|. By the definition of K ,  we can write t  <
l|wi(^)p| -  \w2 {t)p\\ < N. 
If (wi, W2 )dx G then wïp ~  and therefore
wi{t)p txi W2 {t)p.
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Let Kem{wi{t)p,W2 {t)p) — (771, 772) where 771,772 G A*. Since Wi,W2  G /< C we
have 7ni(t)p, n;2(t)/3 G X ' ^ p  and so wi{t)p,W 2 {t)p G AT+p. Therefore, by definition
of Rem, 771,772 G Suff(X+p). Since ||wi(t)p| — |w2(^)p|| < N, again by definition 
of Rem, we have |77i |,  I772I < N  p  l  and we conclude that (771, 772) G VL x W ,  
Suppose now that {wi,W2 )0 a G Then it is {wip)'ji = vjpp and so
wi{t)p txi W2 {t)p
for any t G N. Since we have |ü7fp| =  |wi| and \w2 p\ ~  \w2 \ it may be |w2| — 
|wi| +  |7i| or \w2 \ — |u7i| +  |7i| — 1 according to whether wïpji = ( ^ 1^)72 or 
not. For t < |uii| we have as above t < \wj{t)p\ < t P N  {j =  1,2) and so 
\\wi{t)p\ — \w2 {t)p\\ < N. For |tui| < t <  \w2 \ we have
|w i ( ^ ) p |  =  | w i p |  =  | w i | ,  t  < \ w 2 ( t ) p \  < | w i |  +  17^1 < |wi| +  N
and so \\w2 {t)p\ -  \wi{t)p\\ < N. Again Wi{t)p,W2 {t)p G X+p, since Wi,W2 G 
K  Ç  and we have Kem{wi{t)p,W2 {t)p) e W  x W .  H
From now on we assume that a set W  satisfying the conditions of Claim 1 is 
fixed and we will use this set to construct automata that allow us to prove the 
regularity of our languages. We will prove that there is an automaton M  such that 
RT= =  >C(Af)n(/Cx K ) 8 x  and automata A4* such that RTa,, =  C { M i)0 { K x K ) 0 x ’ 
Let
VW =  ( Q ,  ( X  U  { $ } )  X (%  U { $ } ) ,  (6, e ) ,  jiz,T)  
where Q — W  x W , T  — {{a, a) : a G A i  U  . . . U U { e } }  and p. is defined by
(a,/?) Rem{a{xp),fi{yp)) if a[xp) 1x1 fi{yp) and
Kem{a(xp), fi{yp)) e W  x W
for a, /3 G W and x ,y  E  X \J  {$}. For z G {1, . . . , / }  we define
=  ( Q ,  (%  U  { $ } )  X ( X  U  { $ } ) ,  (e,  e ) ,  /2,T^)
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where Ti is defined as follows. If 7  ^ =  %7j for some word 7  ^ G A+ then we define
Ti =  {( %, in 5j} U {( %' i^) : k ^  j } \J  {(e, 7 )^}.
If 7i G y  A* then we define
Ti =  { ( \  ^07i)}u{(e,7i)}.
The following result, relates a transition in the automata with the remainders 
of the pair of words involved in the transition.
C laim  2 For any Wi,W2  G (X U {$})+, with |wi| -- IW2I, we have
(WI,W2 )(a,/3) — :— >ii{0 u 6 2 ) Rem{a{wip), fi{w2 p)) =  (6^1, ^2). (6.7)
P r o o f .  We will prove this claim by induction on m =  |u;i| =  |w2|. For m ~  1  
the implication follows from the definition of p. Suppose the claim holds for words 
of length m  and let w\, W2  be words of length m +  1 with (a, fi) (^1, 6 2 ).
Then we can write Wi =  w[x and W2  =  where w[ and w '2 are words of 
length m. We have (a,/?) — (pi,%) and (771, 772) (^1,^2) for some
words 771,772 G W. By the induction hypothesis and by definition of p  it is
(771, 772) =  Rem(ck(wip), jg(Wgp)) and (^1,^2) =  Rem(77i(a;p), ?72(7/p)). We can then 
write
a{w[p) = 771 (æp) =  w'6 i,
/)(w^p) =  772(2//)) =  W'^2,
for some words w',w” G A*.
We will now show that
w''w'0 \ ~  w"w’Oi.
The equation holds trivially for 9i =  e. lî  w' ^  t the equation holds as well, 
since w'Oi G L. We will now consider the case where 0\ ^  e and w' = e. If 
w” G A*Y  U {e} then the equation clearly holds. Otherwise we have w" = w'" *a 
for some z, it must be 771 7  ^ e by the definition of Rem and, since w”pi G L, we
have either 771 G Y  A* or 771 =  %r][ with i ^  j .  Since 771 (a;p) =  $i we have 9i G Y  A*
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or 9i G AjA* w ith i ^  j  as well and, in either case, w”9i =  w"9i yielding again
w"w'9i =  w"w'9i. A similar argument shows tha t w"w'92 =  w"w'92- 
Therefore we have
a{wip)  =  a{w[p){xp) ~  a{w[p)[xp)  =
{w”r]i){xp) =  w"rii{xp) =  w"w'9i =  w"w'9i
and
{w"r]2){yp) =  'U)”r)2{yp) =  w"w '92 =  w"w'92.
Hence Rem(a(wip),/9(tU2p)) =  (^1,^2) which concludes the proof of the claim. B 
We will now use the two claims to prove that
=  r(vw ) n  (H X
K x i  =  C { M i )  n  { K  X K)0a (7 =  1,.. • ,0>
by showing each of the four inclusions separately.
To prove that K= C C { M )  let {wi,W2 )ôx G K= arbitrary. We have üJfp =  
|rui| =  |üJÏp| =  \w2 p\ =  \w2 \ and we can write Wi =  z/i...?/* and W2  =  
Z i . . .  Zk with y i , . . .  ,yk, z i . . . ,  Zk E X .  Using the two claims and by definition of 
p  we can construct a unique path labeled by (wi, W2),
( ., .)  M . )
with all r}i,rii E W. By Claim 2 it must be {pk^Vk) ~  Bem(üqp, Since
upp = W2 p) we have (%, 77}) =  (a, a) with a G Ai U . . .  U U {e}, which means 
that [wi,W2 )8 a G C{M).
To prove that C{M)  Pi {K  x K)5x  Ç X== let Wi,W2 be arbitrary words in K  
such that {wi,W2 )ôx G C{M). We can write wi = y \ . . .yq and W2  =  z i . .  .Zr 
where 7/ 1 , . . . ,  yq, Z i , . . . ,  z,. E X .  So there is a path
(e, e) ----------------- (a, a)
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in A4 where k = m ax{q,r},  =  . . .  = yk =  Zr+i = . . .  — Zk ~  $ and 
a G Al U . . .  U  A„ U {e}. By Claim 2 it is (a, a) = Rem (w ïp ,w ^)  which implies 
that wi =  W2  as elements of H  and so (wi,W 2 )Sx G RT=.
To prove that K^i Ç C{A4i) let {wi,W2 ) 8 a G be arbitrary. We have
{wip)')i =  wtT and we write Wi = y i .. .yk,W 2  ^  z i . . .  Zr with y i , . . .  ,yk ,Z \ , . . . ,  Zr 
G X .  Using the previous claims and by definition of p we can construct a unique 
path in A4i labeled by (wi$''"^, W2),
(e ,e )  iVuV'i) ( % , ■ ■ ■
(% ,rt'i.) ( % + i , ( », rj',.),
with all rjj,r)j G W. By Claim 2, {rjr,r)[) =  Rem(üqp, Wgp). If 7  ^ G FA* then, 
it can be WPp G A*F  and so {r]r,v'r) ~  ( ,^ 7*) G Tj, or üqp = w and then 
iVr^v'r) = ( ^ 7t) G Ti as well. Otherwise we have 7* =  and, since
(wip)7i =  there are three possibilities: it may be W[p =  w' % and =  
with %% =  Ic in Sj, and so Rem{WTp,w^) — {%, C^'yf) G Tp, it can also be 
wfp = w' % {k 7  ^ j )  and wpp = w' %7i and then Rem(üqp, üJip) — ( &^7i) G Tp,
finally it can be wfp G A*Y  and then Rem(üJIp,üJ^) =  (e, 7i) G T{. In any case 
(^r,7?r) “  Rem(ü7 p,ülip) G Ti and so {wi,W2 )ôx G C(A4i).
To prove that C[A4i) n  [K  x K)5x  G /G, let Wi,W2  G /C arbitrary such 
that (wi, W2 )8 x  G C{A4i). We can write Wi = y i . . .yq and W2 = Zi.. .Zr  where 
yi, -  • ^yq,z\,. . .  ,Zr G X .  There is a successful path
(e,e)
in A4i where k =  m ax{q,r}, y^+i = . . .  = yk — z^+i =  . . .  =  %/. =  $ and 
(77, 77') G Ti. By Claim 2 we have (77, 77') =  Rem(üqp,7ü ^ ). If 7i — •)a7j then, 
by definition of Tî, we have either (77, 77') =  (%, ^cy[) with % % =  t  in 5^, or 
(77, 77') =  ( 6^, %7i) with k /  j ,  or (77, 77') =  (e,7i). In the first case we have 
WÏP = w% and üTip =  w^c'yl for some word w G A* and so we can write (wip)7i =
=  w h j i  = W2 P which means that w^Xi — W2  in FI. In the second case 
we have wFp =  w% and wTp =  w %7 i for some word w  G A* and so we can write
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(wip)'Yi = w %7i =  wTp and again wiXi = W2  in H. In the third case we have 
W[p G A*Y  and so w^p =  wTp'yi =  {wip)^i which implies W2  ~  WiXi in H. If we 
have 7 i G A*Y  then, by definition of Ti, it may be Rem{wfp,wFp) =  ( 4a, ^a'yi) or 
Rem{wFp, w^p) =  (e, 7$). In the first case we have wfp = w^a and so w^p s  w^aji
which implies that {wip)^i = w %7i — w %7i =  wFp and therefore WiXi =  W2  in
H. In the second case we have wïp G A* Y  and w^p =  wîpji =  {wip)ji which 
implies again W2 = WiXi in H. So in any case {wi,W2 )ôx G and the inclusion 
is proved.
To conclude the proof of the theorem we observe that, since K= = C{A4) fl 
{K  X K)5a and RTg, =  C ( M i )  n  {K  x  K ) 6 a, K= and K^i are regular languages 
and so H^ is automatic which implies that H  is automatic. M
C o ro lla ry  QA I f  S  is a free product of semigroups that are either finite or free 
then any finitely generated subsemigroup of S  is automatic.
P r o o f .  Let S  =  S i ^ .. .^ S n ^ T i ^ .. .^Tm  where S i , .. . ,Sn  are finite semigroups 
and T i , . . .  are free semigroups. Let H  be an (infinite) subsemigroup of 
S. Suppose that H  is generated by A =  { t i , . . . , t i }  Ç S  and, without loss 
of generality, that A fl =  { t i , . . - , t k }  { 0  < k < I) . Since the semigroup
U =< t i , . . .  ,tk > is a subsemigroup of 5i it is finite. Let H' be the semigroup 
generated by the finite set
A '  =  { U \ + i U \ U % + 2 U \ U H , U ^ } .
We observe that
A n { S i U  . . . u S n )  ^  A '  n { S i U  . . . u  S n ) ,  A' n  5i =  0
and H \H ' — U is finite. If A '  contains elements from S 2  we can remove them the 
same way obtaining a semigroup H" generated by a set A ” that does not contain 
elements from U B2 and such that H \H "  is finite. Repeating this process for
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every Si that contains generators we will obtain a semigroup V  generated by a 
set B  such that B C\ {Si U . . .  U Sn) =  0 and H \ V  is finite. Since V  is in the 
conditions of the previous theorem it is automatic. Since H \ V  is finite we can 
use Proposition 1.15 and conclude the H  is automatic. M
C o ro lla ry  6.5 Any finitely generated subsemigroup of a free product of finite 
semigroups is automatic.
P roof. This is a particular case of the previous corollary, worth stating sep­
arately. H
We say that a semigroup is monogenic if it is generated by a single element 
and we have the following result:
C o ro lla ry  6.6 Any finitely generated subsemigroup of a free product of mono­
genic semigroups is automatic.
P roof. A monogenic semigroup is either free or finite and so we can use 
Corollary 6.4. M
Defining a semigroup to be strongly automatic if all its finitely generated 
subsemigroups are automatic we may ask the following question:
Q ues tion  6.7 Is the free product of strongly automatic semigroups always strongly 
automatic?
The answer to the same question for groups is "yes" because we can use the 
Kurosh Subgroup Theorem: If H  is a subgroup of * Gg then H  is isomorphic 
to E  * Hi * II 2  where F  is a free group, Hi is isomorphic to a subgroup of Gi 
and H 2  is isomorphic to a subgroup of Gg. For semigroups it is still an open 
question. As we will see, the bicyclic monoid is strongly automatic. So we may 
also consider the following question:
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Q ues tion  6.8 Does Theorem 6.2 still hold if we allow generators to belong to 
factors isomorphic to the bicyclic monoid?
Chapter 7
Subsemigroups of the bicyclic
monoid B
The bicyclic monoid is one of the most fundamental semigroups. It is one of the 
main ingredients in the Bruck-Reilly extensions (see [29]), and also the basis of 
several generalizations; see [1, 8, 21, 26]. In [30, Sec 3.4] references are given to a 
number of applications of the bicyclic monoid to topics outside semigroup theory. 
The bicyclic monoid is known to have several remarkable properties, one of which 
is that it is completely determined by its lattice of subsemigroups; see [45] and 
[46]. Also, in [31] the authors study properties of a specific subsemigroup of B. 
Slightly surprisingly, there seems to be little other work in literature regarding 
the subsemigroups of B.
In this chapter we give a description of all subsemigroups of B. We show that 
there are essentially five different types of subsemigroups. One of them is the 
degenerate case of subsets of : i > 0}, and the remaining four split in two 
groups of two, linked by the obvious anti-isomorphism : cW of B. Each
subsemigroup is characterized by a certain collection of parameters. We describe 
algorithms for obtaining these parameters from the generating set.
In Section 1 we define a series of distinguished subsets of B, which are then 
used as a kind of building blocks, and then we state our main theorem in Section
91
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c? c ? b (A 7 c f b ' . . .
Figure 7.1: The bicyclic monoid
2. Section 3 contains the auxiliary results needed to prove the main theorem. 
In Sections 4 and 5 we respectively consider the two non-degenerate types of 
subsemigroups. Finally, Section 6 contains the algorithms for the computation of 
parameters.
1 Distinguished subsets
In this section we introduce the notation we will need. In order to define subsets 
of the bicyclic monoid we find it convenient to represent B as an infinite square 
grid, as shown in Figure 7.1. We start by defining the functions <I>, A : B -4- No 
by 0(cW ) =  2, T(cW ) — j  and A(PlA) — \j — i\ and by introducing some basic 
subsets of B:
D  =  {UP : 2 > 0} — the diagonal,
U =  {àlA : j  > i > 0} — the upper half,
Rp = {cW : j  > p, 2 >  0} — the right half plane (determined by p),
Lp — {c^N : 0 < j  < p, 2 >  0} — the left strip (determined by p),
M(i =  {UP : d \ j  ~  i ',i,j  > 0 } — the X-multiples of d,
for p > 0 and d > 0 .
We now define the function'll B B by cW UN — Nb\  Geometrically
is the reflection with respect to the main diagonal. So, for example, U is the
lower half. Algebraically this function is an anti-isomorphism (æp =  ^ ) ,  as is
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Figure 7.2: The upper and lower halves U, U, the triangle Ti 4^ and the strips 
<^ 1,4, 'S'i 4
easy to check.
By using the above basic sets and functions we now define some further subsets 
of B that will be used in our description. For 0 < ç < p < m w e  define the triangle
=  Tp n  Bg n  ([/ U D) =  {cW \ q < i < 3  <V) ,
and the strips
Sq,p =  Rp n  n  Tp =  {UN ■ q < i  < P , j  >p} ,
^  : 9 <  % < P ,; >  0 ,
~  Slq^ p n  Rm — {c 6^  ' Ç ^  2 <C p, J ^  ?Tl}.
Note that for g =  p the above sets are empty. For i ,m  > 0 and d > 0 we define 
the lines
Ai = RiC\ Li+i = {éJP : j  > 0},
Ai,m,d =  Ai n  Rm n  Md = {UN : d \ j ~ i j >  m}  
and in general for /  Ç {0, . . . ,  m — 1},
Rl^m,d ~  Uiç/ ^i,m,d — {c N : 2 G 7, d \ j  2, j  ^  77l}.
For p > 0, d > 0, r  G [d] =  {0, . . . ,  d — 1} and P  Ç [d] we define the squares
Ep =  Rp n  Rp =  {élÀ : 2, j  > p},
OO 03
=  Sp n  ( U  n  ( U  > o>,
u=0 u=0
Sp.d,p =  U.6P = {c?+>'+’“'6!>+’'+’"' : r  e P; «, t) > 0}.
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Figure 7.3: The A-multiples of 3, Ms, and the square Ei,3,{o,i}
Some of our subsetes are illustrated in Figures 7.2 and 7.3.
Finally, for AT Ç B, we define i{X) = min(0(% f1 U)) (if X  fl C/ 0) and 
k(X) =  m in(^(X  fl U)) (if X  D f/ 0). Geometrically , i(X) is the topmost 
line having an element in X  above the diagonal and K(X) is the leftmost column 
having an element in X  below the diagonal.
2 The m ain theorem
We now state our main theorem, that will be proved in the following sections.
T h eo rem  7.1 Let S  be a subsemigroup of the bicyclic monoid. Then one of the 
following conditions holds:
1 . The subsemigroup is a subset of the diagonal; S  Ç. D.
2. The subsemigroup is a union of a subset of a triangle, a subset of the diago­
nal above the triangle, a square below the triangle and some lines belonging 
to a strip determined by the square and the triangle, or it is the reflection 
of such a union with respect to the diagonal. Formally, there exist g, p G No 
with q < p, d G N, /  Ç {g, . . . ,  p — 1} with ç G / ,  P C { 0 , . . . , d —1} with 
0 E P, Fd Ç: D n  Lq, F  Ç Tq^ p sucJi that S  is of one of the following forms:
(i) S' =  Pd U P  U U ; or
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(ii) S  — FjdG F \J  Ar,p,d U Ep,d,p.
3. There exist d G N, 0 7 C % , Po G PnPm m (/) a?%d sets Si Ç Ai^ i^ d [i G 7)
5wcd that S  is o f one of the following forms:
(i) 5  =  Fd U IJSi;
i e i
(ii) S  = F o U  IJSi,-
i € l
where each S i  has the form
S i  ~  F i  U
for some m* G No and some finite set F i ,  and
I  — IqU {r Y  ud : r e  R ,u  e  No, r P ud > N }
for some (possibly empty) RÇ. {0, . . . ,  d — I}, some TV G No and some finite
set Iq Ç {Q,. . . ,  N  — 1}.
We start by observing that if 5  C P  then there is nothing to describe because 
any idempotent UP is an identity for the square E* below it.
Condition 2. corresponds to subsemigroups having elements both above and 
below the diagonal; we call them two-sided subsemigroups. We observe that 
a subsemigroup defined by condition 2 .(ii) is symmetric to the corresponding 
subsemigroup given by condition 2 .(i) with respect to the diagonal, and so we 
can use the anti-isomorphism to obtain one from the other. Therefore we 
only need to consider subsemigroups that fall in one of these two categories. The 
description of two-sided subsemigroups is obtained in Section 4.
We call upper subsemigroups those having all elements above the diagonal and 
lower subsemigroups those having all elements below the diagonal. Condition 3. 
corresponds to upper and lower subsemigroups. Again conditions 3.(i) and 3.(ii) 
give subsemigroups symmetric with respect to the diagonal and so only one of 
them will have to be considered. Upper subsemigroups are dealt with in Section 
5.
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3 Auxiliary results
In this section we will prove some useful properties of the subsets defined in 
Section 1. In particular, we prove that a number of the distinguished subsets are 
in fact subsemigroups. We start with three basic ones.
Lem m a 7.2 For any d e N  the X-multiples of d, Md, is a subsemigroup.
P roof. Let d P , G % .  Then d \ i — j  and d \ k — I. l î  j  >  k then
otherwise dPc^P = In any case c^Pc^P G Md be­
cause d \ i —j p k  — I. H
L em m a 7.3 For any p G N the right half plane Rp and the strip Rg.p <^ 6^ sub­
semigroups.
P roof. Let x =  é P , y  =  c' P^ G Rp [ j , l  > p).  l i  j  > k  then xy — G Rp
since j  — k p l > l > p .  lî j  < k then xy  — c^~H^p g Rp since I > p. Therefore 
Rp is a subsemigroup. Let x ~  d P , y  =  c'^P G (i , k < p , j  > i j  > k). If 
j  > k then xy  = G since i < p and j  — k - \ - l > j > i .  If j  < k then
xy  =  Ç  ^ since i — j - { - k < k < p  and l > k > i  — j F k .  Therefore S'o^ p
is also a subsemigroup. ®
Now we use these basic subsemigroups and the fact that the image of a sub­
semigroup under an anti-isomorphism is also a subsemigroup, to establish some 
further subsemigroups:
Lem m a 7.4 For any q ,p ,m  G No with q < p < m  the following sets are sub­
semigroups:
("V "S'?,pi ^pi
(iv) Sq^ p U Epl (v) Sq^ p^ rri) (' i^) S^ p U Ep.
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P roof. To prove (i) -  (v) we will just write the sets as intersections of subsemi­
groups given by the previous lemma and their images by the anti-isomorphism' .^ 
We have
Sq,p = S'o p n Rq n Rp, Sq p =  pQ p fl Rq, Ep = Rp (1 Rp,
Bq,p U Ep =  Rp n  Rq, Sq^ p^ ffi — S^ ^p H Rm d  Rq'
To prove that S  — % U Ep is a subsemigroup, it is sufficient to show that, for 
X = d P  G Sq^ p {q < i < p j  > i) and y =  c’^ P G Ep {k, I > p), we have xy, yx  G S. 
If j  > k then xy  =  dP^^~^^ G S, because i >  q and j  — k - \ - l > l > p .  If j  < k 
then xy = ç  5  ^ because i — j  + k > i > q  and I > p. Since I > p > i we
have yx — c^P~‘^'^  ^ G Ep, because k > p and I — i -\- j  > I > P- B
The following lemma establishes some inclusions that will also be useful. 
Lem m a 7.5 For any p,q g Nq with q < p the following inclusions hold:
(i) ' q^>p^ q,p Q ^q,py (^ '^ ) ^q,p'^q,p G ^q,p\
(Hi) Tq^ pJjp Ç Sq^ p U Epj (iv) TipTq^ p Ç Ep.
Proof. Let
CK =  cW G 7^ ,p (g <  % < J < p),
/5 =  é P  G Sq^ p { q < k < p , l > p ) ,
J  = c^lf G Ep (u, v > p ) .
If j  > k then — dP~^~^^ and, since j  — k - \ - l > l > p ,  a ^ G  Sq^ p. If j  < k 
then a/3 =  d~Hkjf and, since I > p and S'^p is a subsemigroup, G Sq^ p. So
(i) is proved. We have ^ a  =  c^P~^^^ because i < p < I. Since I — i - \ - j > l > p  
we have G Sq^ p and so (ii) is proved as well. We have a j  =  because
j  < p < u and, since v > p and 5 '  ^U Ep is a subsemigroup, a y  G Sq^ p U Ep and 
(Hi) is proved. Finally, 7 a  =  c^pD -i  because i < p < v. We have 7 a  G E p , 
because v + j  — i > v > p ,  and (iv) is proved as well. H
Next we prove that every square is a subsemigroup:
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L em m a 7.6 For any p G No, d g N and P C  {0, . . . ,  d — 1}; the square T,p.d,p is 
a subsemigroup.
P r o of. Let
Q, — ^p+ri+uidj^-\-ri+vid jg  _  ^■\-r2 +U2 dyp+r2 +V2 d Yip d P
where r i , r 2 G P; ui,v i,U 2 ,V2  G Nq. If p +  +  vid > p +  rg +  ugd then
_  ^p+ri+uidi^+ri+{vi-U2 +V2 )d
Since we have p +  r i +  Uid > p +  rg +  Ugd, it follows that r i + v i d ~  U2 d > rg > 0, 
which implies ri +  [vi — ug +  Ug)d > 0. So we have (ui — Ug +  t»g)d > —r i > —d 
and hence V1 — U2  + V2  > 0. Therefore afd G 'Lp^ d,p- If p +  ri +  Uid < p +  rg +  ugd 
then
_  ^p+r2 +Ui~' i^+' 2^ )djgp+r2 +V2 d
Analogously p+rg+ugd > p+ri+U id implies wi—îii+wg > 0 and so a/3 G Ep^ d,p> H
Also, a square ’extended’ by adjoining all the A-multiples of d in a strip above 
it is a subsemigroup:
L em m a 7.7 For any g,p G No with q < p, d G N and P C  {0, . . . ,  d — 1}, the 
set
is a subsemigroup.
P r o of. Let
i î  =  Sp,rf,pU{M in5;,p).
We know from the previous lemma that Ep^d,p is a subsemigroup. From Lemmas
7.2 and 7.4 we know that Md H P '^  is a subsemigroup as well. Let
a  =  e  Ep,d,p. 13 =  c’6‘+‘“' e  Md n  g ;  , .
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We just have to prove that a p ,  p a  G H. Since p +  r  +  ud > p > 2,
a/3 =  G 2p,d,p.
We have
/3a =
We note that H  Ç U  = (Ep U S^ p) (1 Md and, using the same two lemmas, P  is a 
subsemigroup. Therefore, if 2 +  sd > p +  r  +  nd then Pa ^ Ep and, since P  is a 
subsemigroup,
G n  Md Ç R.
If 2 +  5d < p +  r  +  wd and u -  s < 0 we have again
Pa G S'q^ p O M d Q H .
Finally, if 2 +  sd < p +  r  +  ud and u — s > 0 then
E Ep,d,p
which concludes the proof. H
Another important type of subsemigroups are the lines:
L em m a 7.8 For any p G No, d G N and I  Ç {0, . . .  ,p — 1}, the set Ai,p,d is a 
suh semigroup.
P r o o f .  Let a  =  p  — G Ai,p,d (L j  <  p;? +  u d ,j  + v d >  p).  Then
aP = c^d+(u+y)d because 2 4"ud > p > j .  Since 2 +  (w +  v)d > i-\-ud>  p we have 
CK;0 G Af,p,d. B
The following lemma describes the subsemigroups that are obtained ’extend­
ing’ a square by adjoining lines above it:
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Lem m a 7.9 Let p G No, d G N, 0 /  Ç {0, . . .  ,p — 1}, 0 /  P  Ç {0, . . . ,  d ~ 1},
and q =  min( J ) . The set H  =  Ep,d,p U Ai,p,d is a subsemigroup if and only if
I ' = {p + r ~ ud : r G P,u  G No,p -\r r — ud > q} Ç I .
P r o o f .  We will first assume that id is a subsemigroup and prove that P  Ç J. 
Let  ^gp+r+d^p+r Ç pp where r G P  and d% > 0 is a multiple of d. For any
n , m  g N such that p +  r +  md — nd\  > g we have
_  ^4-r+md-ndi ^ p+r ^  pp
and so p +  r  — tid G /  for any r  G P  and 22 G N such that p Yr ~~u d > q. Therefore 
r  Ç. I. Let us assume now that P C /  and prove that i /  is a subsemigroup. We 
know that is a subsemigroup. Let
a  =  c^+ ^ -^ '^% v + r+ v d  Ç  Y p ^ d ,p  [ r  G P ' , u , v  G  N o )
/3 =  G A/,p,d(2 G / ,  di G N, d I di).
We have
If 2 +  di > p  + r Y  ud then
Pa  =  € A/,p,d,
because 2 +  di +  (u -  u)d > p 4- r  +  ud > p. If 2 +  di < p +  r +  ud then
— ^^-r+ud-di ^ Pr+vd
In this case, if ud — di > 0 then /3a G Ep,d,p and if nd — di < 0 then p +  r  +  
nd — di > g because i /  Ç Sq^ p U Ep and Sq^ p U Ep is a subsemigroup. Therefore 
p Y r  Y u d  -  di G I' ç  I, implying /3a G Ai^ p^ d- H
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4 Two-sided subsemigroups
In this section we describe subsemigroups that have elements both above and 
below the diagonal. Let P be a subsemigroup of B with PflC/ /  0 and SO U  0. 
Without loss of generality we can assume that q = t(^S) < «(P) =  p observing 
that the other case is dual to this by using the anti-isomorphism 
We now state our main result of this section:
T heo rem  7.10 Let S  be a subsemigroup o /B  such that 5 ' f l f /y^0 ,  S 'nC/y^0 
and q = l{S) < k{S) = p. There exist d G N, Fd C D n  Lq, F  Ç Tq^ p, 
I  Ç {q, . . .  ,p — I}, P C  {0, . . . ,  d — 1} with 0 G P such that
S  = Fd U F U  Ai,p,d U
To prove this theorem we need the following elementary result from number 
theory, the proof of which we include for completeness:
Lem m a 7.11 Let o i , . . . ,  &i,. . . ,  7;, ro G No be arbitrary with ai > 0, 6i > 0
and let
d — gcd((%4,. . .  5 u/j, b\ , , . . ,  b[),
Then there exist numbers Oi , . . . ,  —/3i,. . . ,  ~Pi G Nq such that:
(i) aiüi -b . . .  4- 4- P\bi 4- . . .  4- Pibi =  d;
(ii) O'!,. . . ,  Ofc, —/3i,. . . ,  —Pz > Tq.
P ro of . We start by assuming, without loss of generality, that
, . . . ,  ajç , ^ 4 , * .  ' J bi 0 .
Since d =  gcd(ai , . . . ,  a^, 6i , . . . ,  6^ ), we can write
k I
d = Y  + E
j - i
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for some integers « i , . . .  , A- Let H  be any positive integer and let
P — H k la i . . . akbi.. .bi, Q ~  P/k,  R  = P/l.
We can then write
d = j 2  =  E  + p - p + Y P ' f i i
i=l j —i  i= l
k I k I= Y  + 0) + E - ^ ) = E (“f + + E
i = l  j = l  4=1 i= l
k I
=  ^   ^ T ^  y
i = l  j = l
It is clear that when H  increases all numbers a i, —/3i, • . . ,  — A increase as
well and so the result holds. N
P r o o f  o f  T h eo rem  7.10. Let Fo = S n D n L g  and S' ~  S \F d ' We have 
S' = S  n  (Md n  (Rgp U Ep)) where d = gcd(A(5')) and so S' is a subsemigroup. 
We observe that the elements dP  G Fd act as identities in S ' . Let x G S' C U
and G S' OU  such that 0(æ) =  i{S) — q and 4/(y) =  k,{S) = p. Let Y  Ç S' he
a finite set such that:
(i) 37, p G y  ;
(ii) Ai n  5 ' n  5 'p 0 = >  A^  n  E  y^  0 for z G {g. . . ,  p -  1} {Y contains at least 
one representative for each line in the strip with elements in 5");
(iii) {(z — p) mod d : A* Pi E  0  Ep y^  0} =  {(z -  p) mod d : A,; (1 6" H Ep y^  0} 
(E contains at least one representative for each class of lines in the square 
having a representative in S');
(iv) gcd(A(E)) =  d.
Such E  can be obtained by choosing a finite set Ei (with at most p —g+d elements) 
satisfying (z) — (m), and a finite set Eg such that gcd(A(Eg)) — gcd(A(5')), and
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q
P
p + d
P  P+d
Figure 7.4: Moving using and
letting Y  =  U Eg- Let
E  n  (D U Z7) =  . . . ,
where x = d^hi\ g =  4  < 2g < . . .  < 4 , 4  > 4 , 4  > 4 , • • • , 4  > 4  and let
y  n R  =
where y — p =  4  < 4  < • • • < 4  and ki > l i , . . .  ,ks > 4 -  
We are going to show that
Before proving this we will make an observation showing the importance of these 
two elements. This observation is illustrated in Figure 7.4.
Let d P  be an element in Md fl {Sq^ p U Ep). We have d P d l f ^ ^  — dN'^^ which 
means intuitively that we can move d positions to the right in the grid using the 
element If z > p then we also have d’'^^PdN =  d~^^d which means that
we can move d positions down. If 7 > p + d  then we have dPc^'^^c^ = dP~^  which 
means that we can move left. Finally, if z > p + d  then we have dP~^^dN — d~^N 
and so we can move up.
In order to prove that , (f 6^ +  ^ G S' we first note that
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by (ivj. Since 4  — 4  < 0 and ki — k  > 0, Lemma 7.11 can be applied and we 
can write
d =  a i ( 4  “  4 )  "b ' • ■ +  Ckr(4 “  jr) +  — 4) +  • • • +  “  4) (7.1)
with the constants
, . . . ,  0 !j-, /3x J. . . ,  /3g ^  max "(4 , . . . ,2^,4j-**5 4}- 
We can now consider the product which is equal to
( ^ n Û ^ Û + a i O ' l “ Û ) ) ( g î 2 ^ i 2 + a ; 2 L 2 “ î 2 ) ^  .  ,  ,  ( c b ^ i r + U r O V - i r )  j
Since a i > max{4 , . . . ,  4} and 4  ~ 4  > 1 we have
4  +  « 1(4  “  4 ) > 4, t =  1 , . . . ,  r
and therefore, we can compute the above product working from the left hand side 
to obtain
^iifjii+ai{ji-ii)+a2 ij2 - i 2 )+..>+ar{jr-ir) Çj 2)
We now consider the product (c^'6^')'^' . . .  which is equal to
g^is+/3s(fcs —ls)iJ's ^  +p2 (k‘i—l2 )  ^ {ki —li) y,i ^
Since A  > max{4, • • •, 4} and — 4 > 1 we have
4 +  A(^i  “  4) > 4, t =  1 , . . . ,  s
and we can compute this product from the right to obtain
^l+Pl{kl—ll)-\-g2 {k2 — l2 )-\'.--+gs{ks—la)y-l
Multiplying the elements (7.2) and (7.3) of S' we obtain
g U  y i ’l + O c i i j l  — u ) + 0 ! 2 ( i 2  — t 2 )  +  . . . + C > : j ’ ( j ' r — n ) + / 3 2 ( / î 2 “ ‘ Î 2 )  +  ” . + ^ a ( f c a ~ ^ s ) ^ n
— Qli+dy.1 _
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since q — A < l i ~ p  and using equation (7.1). So G S ' .
Since d | (4  -  4 ) we can write 4  -  i\ = td for some t G N. Since p > 4  we 
have p +  M > 4  and therefore
=  cû-ji+P+M()P ^
We conclude that d P  G S' as well. We now take the constants
Q!i, . . . ,  a^j /?!J •. •, Ps ^  max'(4J ■ • •, 4’, 4, • • •, 4}
to be such that
d =  a i ( 4  — 4 ) +  • • • +  0 )r{jr ~  4 ) +  Pi{h — ^i) +  . . .  +  A (4 ~  Ls) (7.4)
and we consider the following element of S':
ii)+a2(j2—■i2)+...+Q;r(>—ïr)gO+/3l(Aîl—6)+^ 2(fc2—^2) + ...+/3s(fca— ^
Since 4  =  g < P =  4 this element can be written as
P^JjP+<^ l(jl—il)+a2 {j2 —i2 ) +—+<Xr {jr—ir) QP+Pl{kl—h)+g2 {k2 ~l2 ) + —+Ps{ks~l3 )yP
and it is equal to by equation (7.4). Therefore we have G S'
as we wanted to show.
We are now going to prove that
S' n  Ep =  Ep,d,p
where
P  =  {(z — p) mod d : Li n  E  n  Ep /  0}.
We will first show that Ep,d,p Ç S'. Let cP+r+«d^+r+w ^ By definition
of E  there is d P  G E  n  Ep such that (z — p) mod d — r. Therefore, since
Y  Ç S' C Md, w e  have d P  = c^ ' r^+u'djjp+r+v'd^  As we have seen we can move
from d V  to using the elements and which means
that cP+r+ud^ v+r+vd belongs to S', because it can be written as a product of the
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elements d '^ ^ d ,d P  G S'. We will now show that S' D Ep Ç Ep,d,p- Let
d P  G S' n Ep. By definition of P  and by (iii) in the definition of Y  we have 
(z -  p) mod d =  r  G P . Since S ' Ç Mj we have cW =  for some
UyV > 0  and so d P  G Ep^d+- We conclude that S' fl Ep — Ep^ d.p- 
We now prove that
s  n  Sq^p =  A l , p , d
where
I  = {i : q < i < p — 1\dP  G S' for some j} .
In fact, from any element d P  G S' 11 S ,^p we can move left and right using the 
elements dd"^^ and d'^'^d in order to obtain the whole line Ai,p,d. Since S' Ç Mj 
it follows that S' D Sg,p =  A/,p,d- We conclude that
S — F  U  Ep^ djP O  A i , p , d
where F  =  S (1 T^ p^ is a finite set, and this implies
S  =  F d U  F U  E p ,d ,p  U  A i , p , d
as required. H
5 Upper subsemigroups
In this section we consider subsemigroups whose elements are above (and on) the 
diagonal. The case where all elements are below the diagonal is again obtained 
by using the anti-isomorphism
The following lemma shows that given a finite subset X  of a strip, for each 
line that intersects X , the subsemigroup generated by X contains all A-multiples 
of d in that line after some column.
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Lem m a 7.12 Let q,p,d  G No with q < p and d >  0, and let X  Ç 5 '  ^ be a finite 
set with l{X) =  q and gcd(A(X)) =  d. For any x e X  there exists m G Nq such 
that
R^(x),m,d Ç (X).
P r o of. Let
B =  (X>, y  =  X  n  U =  . . . ,
with
q — %\ E 4  ^  . . .  E 2ti ) dx J • • • 5 dfi G N^.
For each j  G { 1 ,. . . ,  n} choose aj G N such that
ij +  ajdj > p,
d = gcd(dx,. . . ,  d„) =  gcd(o!xdx,. . . ,  a^dn).
We can take ax, . . . ,  a% to be large enough distinct primes not appearing in 
the decomposition of d in prime factors. It is well known that given numbers 
x i , . . . ,  G N, such that gcd{a;x, . . . ,  Xn} — d, there is a constant k such that all 
multiples of d greater than k can be obtained as combinations of X i , . . .  ,Xn with 
coefficients in N. Let /c G N be such that
{td : td >  k , t  e N }  Ç {7x(axdx) +  . . .  +  Jniandn) : . ,7» G N}.
Let m  = p Y  k. We are going to prove that A^x),m,d Q S  for any x G X .  
Let 37 G X , z =  0 (37) G {g,. . .  ,p — 1} and t G N with i Y  td > m. Then 
t d > m ~ i —p Y k ~ i >  k. Therefore we can write
td — 7x(axdx) +  . . .  +  7»W d») 
with 7x, • • •, 7n G N. If rr =  g Y  then we have
^  _  (^ç,ijyij+ocjdjyj . TT Ml
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If 37 ^ y  then X — dP  and so we have
which concludes the proof. @
T h eo rem  7.13 Let S  be a subsemigroup o /B  such that SC\U — 0 and SOU  0. 
There exist d G N, I  Ç Nq, Fd Ç D n  Lmin(/), o>nd sets Si C Aig^ d {i G /)  such 
that
S  = F o U [ J S i
iei
where each Si has the form
Si ~  Fi (J Ai^ rfii,d 
for some mi G No and some finite set Fi, and
I  = Iq U {r Y  ud : r G R, u G Nq, r Y  ud > N }
for some (possibly empty) R  C. ( 0 , . . . ,  d — 1 } ,  some N  G Nq and some finite set 
Lq Ç -(0,. . . ,  N  — 1 j-.
P roof. Let q =  t{S), Fd =  S n D n L q ,  S' — S \F d , so that we have S  — Fd US', 
and let d =  gcd(A(5")). Since S' C [U U D) C\ Md, letting I  =  ^{S ') ,  we have
5  =  F d  U  [ J  A  
iei
where Si = S' C\ for i G I. For any i G I  we can consider a finite set 
Xi Ç S' with i G ‘L(Xj) and gcd(Xi) =  d and conclude, by using Lemma 7.12, 
that Ai^ rrii4  ^  ^  for some m* E No. If I  is finite then we can take R  — Iq — I  
and N  — max(/) +  1. We will now consider the case where I  is infinite. Let 
X  = {d^P^'^^Y . . . ,  j  c  S' such that d =  gcd(A(X)), 4  > 4  > • • • > 4-
By Lemma 7.12, there is a constant M  such that td > M  implies G S'.
Define a set R Ç { 0 ,.. . ,  d — 1 }  by
r G R  |{z E N : Ai n  5" y^  0 & 2 mod d = r}\ = oo.
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Then there exists a constant K  such that
UN G S' h  i >  K  (i mod d) G R.
Let N  = m ax{4,X } and
We claim that
I  =  I q U  {r Y  ud : r G R ,u  G N o ,r  Y  ud >  N}.
The direct inclusion is obvious, as is Jo Ç / .  Now consider an arbitrary r Y u d  > N, 
r  G R. Choose an arbitrary
r^+vdj r^+vd+wd ^
such that t  ~  V — u  > M / d .  From t d  > M  it follows that E S' and so
^ii ^ ii+td^r+vdgr+yd+wd _  r^+udjgi'+vd+wd ^
because r  Y v d  = r  Y u d Y t d  > N  Y t d  >  i i Y t d .  We conclude that r Y u d  G I. #
Observation 7.14 In the case where I  is finite (R =  0), the subsemigroup can 
be written as a union of two finite sets and finitely many lines all starting from
the same column. Formally there exist q,p ,m  G  Nq with q < p < m, finite sets
Fd Ç D n  Lq, F  Ç and a set /  Ç {g,. . .  -  1} such that
S  = Fd C F  U AT,m,d- 
6 C om putation  o f param eters
In this section we will show how to compute the parameters that appear in 
Theorem 7.1, given a finite generating set for the subsemigroup. We will first
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consider two-sided subsemigroups defined by condition 2.(i) in Theorem 7.1 and 
then we will consider finitely generated upper subsemigroups defined by condition 
3.(i), observing again that subsemigroups defined by 2.(ii) and 3.(ii) can be 
obtained from these two by using the anti-isomorphism We observe that, 
given a finite set X ,  we can determine which kind of subsemigroup it generates:
1 ) (X)  C D  if and only if X  Ç D;
2) (X) is a two-sided subsemigroup if and only if X  fl U 0 and X  n  U y^  0;
3) (X) is an upper (respectively lower) subsem igroup if and only if X fl U ^ 0
and X  n  C/ =  0 (respectively X  H U =  0 and X  n U  y^  0).
Theorem  7.15 Let S  — FdG  F  U Ar,pp U Ep p^ p  be a two-sided subsemigroup of 
B defined by condition 2.(i) in Theorem 7.1. Let X  be a finite generating set for 
S. Then we have:
(i) q = i{X), p = K.{X), d = gcd(X);
(ii) Fd =  X  n  D n  Lq;
(iii) P  =  {{i — p) mod d : 2 E No, D X  n  Ep y^  0};
M
(iv) F  =  1J(X n Tq^pf n  Tq^ p where M  = (p -  q Y  l){p -  q ) / 2 ;
i = l
(v) Defining
Jo =  { p Y r —ud :r  ë  P,u  e  N o ,p Y r -u d  > g}U { 2  : A *n(FU (X nRg,p)) y^  0} 
and the left action . : B x No No by
\ i  — j  Y  k otherwise
we have p - q
/ =
n = 0
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P roof. Let g' =  p' =  k(X), d! =  gcd(A(X)), F'^  ^ =  X  O D C\ Lq> and
X '  =  X\F ' j^ . Then we have S' =  U (X') and the elements of 1% act as 
identities in (X'). If g' < p' then X ’ C Md fl (S''/y  U Ey) and, by Lemmas 7.2 
and 7.4, this last set is a subsemigroiip and so
(X')ÇM ,n(R% /UEp/),
implying g =  g', p =  p'. If g' > p' then analogous reasoning gives (X') C 
Md n  (S''/p/ U Ep,) from which it follows that p — q' < p' — q which contradicts 
our assumption on the shape of S'. So we have q — q', P = p' and then it 
immediately follows that
FD =  F^ = X n D n Lg, =  X n D n Lg.
Finally, from S  =  (X) C Md> (since Md> is a subsemigroup) it follows that d — d'. 
This proves (i) and (ii).
We know that P  — {(z — p) mod d ; z G No, A* R S' 0  Ep 0}. Let
F ' =  {(z — p) mod d : z G No, A^- n  X ' n  Ep y^  0}.
It is clear that P' C P. We also have
r  CEp,j,DU(MdRR;,p)=T.
But T  is a subsemigroup by Lemma 7.7, and so (X') — S'\Fd Ç T. Therefore 
S' R Ep C T R Ep which is equivalent to Ep^d,p Ç Ep^d,p' and so in fact P  = P', 
proving (iii).
To prove (iv) we observe that the inclusions in Lemma 7.5 imply that A;,p j^ U 
Ep,d,p is an ideal of S. It then follows that the elements of F  can be obtained by 
forming the appropriate products of the generators of X  that belong to T^ ,p. Since 
Tq^ p has (p — g +  l)(p — g)/2 elements the desired formula follows. In practice we 
do not need to form all these products. Again using the fact that Ai,p,dCEp^d,p is 
an ideal we see that F  can be computed by the following simple orbit algorithm:
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Xo := X  n  Tq^ p
F : = X o
while not {FXq fl Tq^ p Ç F) do 
F : = F U ( F X o n J ^ , p )  
od.
To prove (v) we will first show that Jo Ç J. Since
S  n  {Sq^ p U Ep) — Al,p,d U Ep^ d,P
is a subsemigroup, it follows from Lemma 7.9 that
{p Y  r — ud : r G P ,u  G Nq,p  + r — ud > q} Ç I.
Given UN E F U  (Xfl  Sq^ p) we can multiply this element on the right by a power 
of an element of the form with d% > 0 (such an element must exist by
definition of q) in order to obtain an element in S' fl H Sq^ p. From this element 
we can obtain the whole line Ai,p,d by using the elements d'^'^d G T  and
so Jo Ç I,
We will now show that
T  =  Aio,p,d U Ep^d,p
is a right ideal {TS  Ç T). We know that T  is a subsemigroup, by Lemma 7.9. 
By the way we have defined I q we have
We also have
X  n  Ep C T
because S' n  Ep =  Ep,j,f =  T  n  Ep. It remains to show that
T ( ( x n r , ,p ) u F o )  Ç T .
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Let G T , G (X nTq^p)UFd ' Since / > i, we have G
T. Therefore T  is a right ideal. Clearly if /o Ç / '  C /  then T' =  Ar,p,d U Ep,d,p is 
a right ideal as well.
Finally we observe that, although multiplying two elements in F  we can obtain 
an element in a line belonging to I\Iq, we do not have to consider these products 
in order to obtain I. If d N , d P  G F  and dPc^P = d~H'^p where i —j  + k G I\Iq, 
then Iq contains line k and so line i ~  j  Y  k can also be obtained from F.Iq. We 
conclude that I  can be obtained by running the orbit algorithm, starting from 
/o:
J :=  Jo
while not (F.J Ç J) do 
J := J  U FT
od.
This algorithm must stop in no more then p — q iterations because it generates 
a strictly ascending chain of sets contained in (g , . . .  ,p — 1} (normally far fewer 
iterations are necessary), concluding the proof of (v). H
We will now consider finitely generated upper subsemigroups. Let X  C UUD 
be a finite set such that X  n  U ^  0 and let S  — (X). As already remarked after 
Theorem 7.13, we are in the case where J  is finite {R — 0) in condition 3,(i) of 
Theorem 7.1, and our subsemigroup has the form
S  — Fd U F  U ApmY  
Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 7.15 we can see that
g — z(X), p =  max(<E>(X)) +  1, J Ç {g,. . .  ,p -  1},
Fc =  X  n  D n  L„ d =  gcd(A(X)).
We need to obtain the parameters F , J, and m  from the generating set. Since 
the elements in FJ» act as identities in (X'), where X '  =  X \F d , we will assume.
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without loss of generality, that F q =  0 and so X  =  X ' C F'p. We will define an 
algorithm to obtain these parameters; it consists in forming a sequence of unions 
of powers of the generating set, X, X  U X^ ,X U X^ U X ^ , . . until we have a 
subsemigroup of the form F  U For that we need a sufficient condition,
that can be checked by an algorithm, for a finite subset of a strip L 'p to give us 
a subsemigroup of this form.
L em m a 7.16 Let Y  C 5 '  ^ be a finite set with gcd(y) =  d and G Y  for
some di G N. Suppose that for any i G I  — <&(y) there is G No such that
0*6""% . . . ,  G y, ^ y
L etm  — max{mi : i G 1} and F  — yn(R'_p\Rg,p,m). //FFn(S''p\5g,p,m ) Ç F  and 
FT  Ç I  then (Y) = FuAi^rn 4 - Moreover rn is minimum such that A[^ rn,d Ç (y).
P r o o f .  We start by showing that F U A ; Ç (Y) = S. For any z G J, we have
because any element in Ai^mi,d can be written in the form
for some A; G No, and u G No such that
z +  {mi — i) — mi < u  < 2m* — z — d =  z +  2 (m* — z) — d.
We conclude that Ai r^ni,d C S  for any i G I  and therefore F  U A/,rn,d Ç S  with 
m = max{m* : z G /} . It is clear that y  Ç F  U Ai^m,d  ^ because Y  Ç Md and 
I  =  <D(y), and so to prove the other inclusion we just have to show that FUAf,^,^ 
is a subsemigroup. We have
FF  n (5;,A5,,p.m) Ç F, F.I Ç I
by hypothesis and, since # (F ) ç  / ,  we also have
(I) (FF) Ç F.I C I
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and we conclude that F F  Ç F  U It is also clear that
Ai^m,d{Rl,m,d U F) Ç Aj f^n,d'
Finally, we have
EAjpyi^d Ç A[^m,di
because F.I C L  S
Clearly, it can be checked by an algorithm whether a finite set Y  Ç S'  ^^  sat­
isfies the conditions of Lemma 7.16; let us call such a procedure is complete (Y). 
Also, provided that Y  does satisfy these conditions, there is a straightforward 
procedure parameters(Y) returning the triple (F, J, m ). Given these two proce­
dures, an algorithm to compute the parameters F, / ,  m  given any finite generating 
set X  is:
y  : = X
while not iscomplete(Y) do
y := y u yx
od
(F, I ,m )  '.= parametersiY).
Note that if we are simply interested in the index set I  of lines occurring in 5, 
we can use a much more efficient orbit algorithm;
J  := 0(X )
while not X .I  Ç /  do 
/ : = / U X . /  
od.
We conclude this chapter by presenting some examples.
E xam p le 7.17 Let S  be the subsemigroup of B generated by the set
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Figure 7.5; Two-sided subsemigroup generated by
Then S  is clearly a two-sided subsemigroup of the form S  = Ejy U F  U U 
Ep^ d.p- From the generating set we see that Fd — {cb}, g =  4, p =  17, d =  
3 and P  = {0,1}. The remaining parameters have been obtained using our 
implementation of the above algorithms in the system GAP (see [22]), and they 
are I  =  (4, 5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,14,15} and
F  =
This subsemigroup is shown in Figure 7.5.
E xam p le 7.18 Let S  to be the subsemigroup of B generated by the set
Then S  is clearly an upper subsemigroup of the form S  = Fo 0  F  U &nd
from the generating set we see that Fd =  {c6} and d = 2 . Using again our 
implementation in GAP we have obtained m =  20, /  =  {3, 5 ,6 ,10} and
F  =
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Figure 7.6: Upper subsemigroup generated by {cb,c^E^,c^b^
This subsemigroup is shown in Figure 7.6.
We observe that, from these two examples we can obtain other two examples 
just by replacing the generating set X  by X .  The corresponding pictures for these 
two subsemigroups are obtained reflecting the given pictures with respect to the 
diagonal. The four examples together illustrate the all four non-degenerated 
cases of subsemigroups of the bicyclic monoid that, as we will see in the following 
chapter, are finitely generated.
The GAP program (and the session in GAP) used to obtain these examples 
and several others is included in Appendix B.
We will end with an example of an upper semigroup with elements in infinitely 
many lines.
E xam ple 7.19 Let
5"i =  A;,i2,3 (7  =  { 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 5 , 6 , 7 } )  
% =  {c6+3^ 66+3; : % > ! , ; >  2%}.
We will show that the set
S  = S iU  6*2,
shown in Figure 7.7, is a subsemigroup. We know that 5*1 is a subsemigroup, by 
Lemma 7.8. To show that S 2 is a subsemigroup let
a
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Figure 7.7: An upper semigroup with elements in infinitely many lines.
If 6 +  3A: > 6 4- then we have
=  c6+3(A+(-j)^ 64-3Z ^
because i — j  < 0  which implies I > 2 k > 2 {k Y  i — j).  Otherwise we still have
a j3  =  ^  S 2
since I — k > 0  implies j  + l — k > j > 2 i. We will show that S 1 S 2  Ç S  and 
S 2 S 1 Ç S. Let
CK =  0*6'+^ :'' E (% E 7 , 2  +  3; >  12)
^  e  6"2 (A; >  1, f >  2A).
We will first consider the product a{5. If 2 +  3j > 6 +  3/c then we have
Ofjg =  E S'!
since 2 +  3j — 3A; +  3/ > 2 +  3j  > 12. Otherwise we have
a/) =  c6+3(A:-j)66+3(
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In this case there are two possibilities: iî 6  + 3{k ~ j)  < 9  then ap  G S\ because 
6 +  3/ > 12 and 6 4- 3{k ~ j)  is a multiply of 3; otherwise k — j  > I and, since 
 ^ > 2/c > 2 {k — j) ,  we have G
Again we can apply the anti-isomorphism'" to obtain an example of lower 
semigroup with infinitely many columns and these two examples together illus­
trate, as we will see in the following chapter, the only two different kinds of 
non-degenerated subsemigroups of B that are not finitely generated.
The results contained in this chapter are also contained in [14].
Chapter 8 
Properties of the subsemigroups 
of the bicyclic monoid
In this chapter, we use the description of the subsemigroups of the bicyclic monoid 
obtained in the last chapter, and we consider the finite generation, automaticity 
and finite presentability of the subsemigroups.
1 F in ite generation
In this section we will establish necessary and sufficient conditions for a subsemi­
group of the bicyclic monoid to be finitely generated proving the following:
T heo rem  8.1 Let S  be a subsemigroup of the bicyclic monoid. Then S  is finitely 
generated if and only if one of the following conditions holds:
(i) S  is a finite diagonal subsemigroup;
(a) S  is a two-sided subsemigroup;
(Hi) S  is an upper subsemigroup and the set {i H 5  0} is finite;
(iv) S is a lower subsemigroup and the set {z G No : A^  n  5  0} is finite.
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P r o o f , fij A  subsemigroup of the bicyclic monoid contained in the diagonal only 
admits itself as a generating set and so it is finitely generated if and only if it is 
finite.
fti) Let t(5) =  q and k,{S) = p and let d — gcd(A(X)). We can assume 
that q < p, and the other case can be obtained from this by using the anti­
isomorphism By Theorem 7.1 we have
S  — Fd C F U U Aj^p^ d
where F  and Fd are finite sets and I  Ç {ç, ç +  1, . . .  — 1} for some q,p G Nq.
For every z G /  let z +  uid — min{z ud \ i u d  > p}. We will prove that the 
finite set
y  =  : z G 7 }  U  { ( f  U  : r  G P }
generates the set Ep^d,p U Aj^ p^ d^  which is a semigroup by Lemma 7.4 since
Ep^d,p G Af p^^ d = S  C\ {Sq^ p U Ep).
In fact, if G then
_  ^i^i+uid^^p^+d-^u-Ui
and if e  Sp,d,p then
^p+r+udjjp+r+vd _
Therefore S  is generated by the finite set Fq C F  U Y .
(Hi) We will prove that an upper semigroup S  is finitely generated if and only 
if the set
7 f  =  {z G N o : n  S  0 }
is finite. We first assume that K  is infinite and prove that S  is not finitely 
generated. Suppose that there exists a finite set X  such that S  — {X). Since 
X  C S  Ç U U D and X  is finite, this implies X  Ç S^p for some p G No. Hence
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S  = {X) Ç  Sq p because, by Lemma 7.4, S^ p is a subsemigroup, and therefore 
X  Q {0, . . .  ,p} is finite, which contradicts our assumption. We conclude that S  
is not finitely generated.
We now assume that K  is finite and prove that S  is finitely generated. By 
Theorem 7.1 and by Observation 7.14 we have
S = Fd U F U  Ai r^n,d
for some finite sets Fd Q DnLq, F  Ç and I  C {ç, ç + l , . . . , p —l} with
ç,p, m, d G Nq. Let X  Ç 5  be a finite set such that =  I  and gcd(A) =  d.
Using again Theorem 7.1 we have
< X  >= F' U Ai^rn' 4
where F' Ç  Sq p\Sq^p^m' and m' G Nq. This means that the set X  generates all 
our complete lines from some column m', and so we can define
F" = 5 n
in order to write
S' = <  7b  u  y '  U % >
and conclude that S  is finitely generated. Another way to prove this implication 
is to see S as a finite union of subsemigroups of N (one in each line), which is 
clearly finitely generated.
(iv) Straightforward consequence of (in) by using the anti-isomorphism H
In this section we will consider automaticity of the subsemigroups of the bicyclic 
monoid and our main result is the following:
T h eo rem  8.2 All finitely generated subsemigroups of the bicyclic monoid are 
automatic.
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To prove this theorem we will use Proposition 1.15 and the following
L em m a 8.3 For any numbers p ,m  G No with p < m, d G N and sets I  Ç 
{0, . . .  ,p — 1}, PC. {0, . . . ,  d -  1} such that 0 G P , each of the following subsets 
of the bicyclic monoid is automatic whenever it is a subsemigroup:
(zzz) G Aj^ p^ d] (^ '^ ) Ep^ d,p G A[^ p^ d-
P roof. We observe that although the semigroups (ii) and (iv) are obtained from
(i) and (in) respectively by using the anti-isomorphism'", our notion of automatic 
structure involves multiplication on the right and so we cannot just apply to 
obtain the latter automatic structures and we need to prove each of the four cases 
separately.
(i) Let i +  Uid = min{z + ud : i F u d >  m} for i G I. Fixing zo G 7 and u — U{q 
we define the alphabet
A =  [J{A(z, 0 ) , . . . ,  A(z, w ~  1)}
i€l
and the homomorphism
/  : A* A(i,i) M.
Defining U — l
L = [ j { { J { X( , i , j ) \ { i o , o r : n> 0 }
i£T j = 0
it is clear that 7  is a regular language and we will show that it is a set of unique 
normal forms for S  =  Aj^rn4 - Given s G 5  we can write s = 
some z G 7 and A: > 0. Dividing A: by zz we obtain k — nu + j  with n > 0 and 
0 < j  < u. It is now clear that the unique word in L representing s is the word 
A(7i)A(zo, 0)^. To prove that the pair (A, L) is an automatic structure for S  we 
only have to show that the languages
Lx(k,i) =  {{wi,W2 ) 6  : Wi,W2  G L,WiX{k,r) = W2 }
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are regular for every X{k, I) E A. We can write
and dividing j  +  zz/g +  Z by zz we obtain jFUk + l =  çzz+r with q > 0  and 0 < r  < zz
and so we have
X(i,j)X{io ,or\(k ,l)  =  c*6‘+(“<+’-)‘‘+("+«)“‘' =  A(«,r)A(:o,0)"+".
Therefore we have
=  Uef(U":o{(Ak;)A(zo,Or,A(z,r)A(zo,Or+'^)(^ :
Uk P j  + I = qu F r , 0  < r < u ,n  > 0 }).
Each inner set in the union,
= {(A(z,;)A(zo,0)"', A(z,r)A(zo,0)''+^)d : zzt+j+Z =  gzz+r.O < r < zz,7z > 0}
is a regular language because the numbers q and r are uniquely determined by 
the fixed numbers /c, l ,i  and j ,  and we have in fact
=  {(A(z,j), A(z,r))} . {(A(zo,0), A(zo,0)r ' { k  A(zo,On<5}.
Hence 7 a(A;,z) is a finite union of regular languages and so is regular.
(ii) We define zz* (z E /) , ^ and the alphabet A as in the proof of (i) but
now our homomorphism is
/ :  A ^ 5 ;A ( i ,i )h -> c ‘+'“<+^W
and our regular language is
u —l
L = \ J { [ J { X ( io ,O r H h j ) - - n > 0 },
i e i  j = o
where S  — H is clear that 7  is a set of unique normal forms for P, since
we have
A ( i o , 0 ) " A ( i , i )  =
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and we will prove that the languages
^A(M) =  {(wi, '^2 ) 0  : wi,W2 G 7, wiX{k, r) =  W2 }
are regular for every X{k^ I) G A. We can write
and dividing j P U i  + l by zz we obtain j  P U i P  I =  q u p r  with q > 0 and 0 < r  < zz
and so we have
A(îo,0)"A(i,j)A(A;,0 =  =  A(;o,0)"+"A(A:,r).
Therefore we have
u —l
Lx(k.i) = U(lJ{(A{io,0)"A(i,i), A(îo,or+n(A:.r))rf :
i€l  j - 0
U i P  j  P i  =  q u P r , 0  < r  < u , n >  0})
which is a finite union of regular languages and so is regular.
( i n )  Let T  =  A U {æ, y} U F, where A =  {A* : i  G 1} and F =  {%. : r  G P}, be 
an alphabet and
7  =  |J({A*a;" : zz > 0}) U (J ({z/7,.æ“ : i&,z; > 0}
i£l reP
a regular subset of We are going to prove that (T, 7) is an automatic structure 
(with uniqueness) for the semigroup S  = Ep^d,p U Aj p^^ d with respect to
/  : y +  ^  P; A* 7r <^+"6^+% a; ^4 c f z / 1-4 V
where i  P  zz*d =  max{z P  u d  : i P  u d  >  p }  îor  i G I .
To show that each element in S  has a unique representative in 7  it suffices to 
observe that
A*a;" =  (z G 7; zz > 0),
=  (r G P;zz,u > 0).
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Therefore we only have to show that that languages Ly = : Wi,W2  G
L^wiy -= W2 } are regular for every y G Y .  We will first consider the case where 
y = Xt G A. Since > p > t = <5(AJ) and > p > t =
0 (Af/) we have
7/At =  A * a ;" + " ^ )6  : u  >  0 }  U  | J  { ( 2 / " 7 r 3 : " ,  : z z ,u  >  0 }
iei reP
which is a regular language. We will now consider p =  7  ^ G F. Since for u > 0 
we have T((A*æ^)/), T((p^7ræ^)/) > p +  d > ^ ( 7^/) we have
T'lt =  |J({(A*æ^, A*a;")6 : w > 0} U {(A*, w)S : w G L, A*7( =  w})U 
iei
u flvX^)à  : u > 0,zz > 0} U
r e P
where
_  /  {(l/“7r,?/“7r)(5 : u > 0} if r  > t 
I {(y“7rj 2/^ 7z)<^  : zz > 0} otherwise .
We note that, for each i G I, the set {(A*, w)ô : w G L, A*7 ( — zz;}) has only one 
element because 7  is a set of unique normal forms for 5, and so the language L.y^  
is a finite union of regular languages and therefore it is regular. The language Lx 
is clearly regular since we have
Lx =  {{w,wx ) 6  : w G 7}.
Finally, we have
L y  =  ^J({(Aj.T“ , X i X ^ ~ ^ ) 5  : zz >  0} U {(A*, w)d : zu G 7, A*p =  zu})U
i e i
: z; > 0,zz > 0} U {(y'"7r,y'''*'^7o)(  ^ :  ^ >  0})
r e P
because, for zj > 0, we have
(j/”7 r ) y  =  (c>'+’'+''‘'6''+’') (c '’+''6'’) =  =  f + ' - y o .
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Again, for each i  G I, the set {(A*, : w  G L ,  A*p — w } )  is regular because it
has only one element and so Ly is a finite union of regular languages and hence 
is regular. We conclude that S  is automatic.
(iv) We define the alphabet Y  as in the proof of (in) and our regular language 
over y ’"*' is now
L =  |J({z/"A* : u > 0}) U (J ' u , v >  0}.
i e i  r e P
We are going to prove that (Y, L) is an automatic structure (with uniqueness) for 
the semigroup S  = Ep^d,p U Aj^p^ d with respect to
/  : P; A* 7*. a; -^4 z/ ^
again with i  +  zz*d =  max{z P ud : i  P ud > p} îot i  G I.
It is again clear that 7  is a set of unique normal forms for P and we will show 
that the languages Ly — {{wi,W2 )ô : zui, W2  G L,w iy  =  W2 } are regular for every 
y g Y .  We start by showing that, for any Xt G A, we have
i e i
U  p''7ra7"""')6 : z; > 0, zz > zzj U 7(A,,r)
re PUt-1
U  {(y^7r3;^, : V > 0, k = p P r P {u -  U t ) d } )
u~l
where
I  _  . {(y''7r, y''At)6 ; u > 0} if p +  r < t +  zztd 
 ^  ^ {(y"7r,y^'^^^~'^^Xk)5 : k — p p r  — utd} otherwise.
We have 
If zz > zzfc then
=  ^ P + T + v d ^ + r -^ - u d ^ + u td y .  _  y p - \ r T + v d y ) + r + { u - u t ) d  _
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For a 6  {1, . . . ,  Mt -  1 }  we define k = p  + r + (u — Ut)d and we have
2:= ~  (f+r+^dyp+r+udy+utdy _  y>+r+vdyp+r+{u-ut)d
— yc+{v-\-ut~u)d^ k _  ^k+ukd+{v+ut—u—uk)dyk^
Since P is a semigroup and k < p we have 2: G and therefore, observing the 
definition of Uk, it must he v + Ut — u — Uk > 0 and we can write z =
We will now consider the multiplication of a word of the form y'^jr by Xt and so 
we define
If p +  ?" < t P Utd then z =  U+' *^^ d+vdy — If p +  r  > +  utd we have
z — observe that zzf > 0 because t < p and t +  Utd > p and
therefore z G Hence, defining k = p P  r — Utd we can write
^ _  yc+{v+ut)dyk _  yc+U{.d+{v+ut-Uk)d^ k
and, from the definition of it follows that v P Ut — Uk > 0 and so we have
We conclude that Lx  ^ can be defined as a finite union of regular languages and 
so it is a regular language.
It is easy to see that
L-r, : Î) > 0} U
i e i
: U > 0,U > 0}
r e P
where
^  _  . {{y'^Jr, y''7 r)d : U < 0} if r  >  t
 ^ {(y^Trj : u > 0} otherwise
and so it is a regular language. The language is regular because we have
L x  =  [ J { 0 / A * , z / “ * '^ ''7 o a ;)d  : u  >  0 }  U  | J  { ( ' / 7 r a : ' ' ,  z / 7 , . a ; “ ' ' '^ ) d  : >  0 }
i e i  r e P
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and since
Ly : u > 0}U
i e i
[J{WlrX'^,y'''yrX'^~^)ô :v  > 0 , u >  0 }U W'Tr^y'^'^ho)^ : f  > 0}) 
re P
Ly is a regular language as well. We conclude that {Y, L) is an automatic struc­
ture for S. B
Proof of Theorem 8.2 We know from the previous section that any 
finitely generated subsemigroup is either a finite subset of the diagonal, and so it 
is automatic, or it has one of the forms:
Fd U F  U U , Fd U F  U A/,p,j U Sp,d,p,
Fd U F  U Af,p,d, Fd U F  U A/^ p^ ^
where I  C {ç, g + 1 , . . . ,  p — 1} for some numbers q,p G Nq and the sets F  and Fd 
are finite. In each case we can remove the finite set F dU F  from our subsemigroup 
and we still have a subsemigroup, because we are in fact intersecting it with the 
set Sq^ p U Ep (or the set Sq^ p U Sp), which by Lemma 7.4 is itself a subsemigroup. 
Hence every finitely generated subsemigroup S of B has a subsemigroup U such 
that S \U  is finite and that, by the previous lemma, is automatic. It follows from 
Proposition 1.15 that S  is automatic as well. B
3 Finite presentability
Let A  be an alphabet and F  be a relation on A~^ . We say that the semigroup 
S  is defined by the presentation (A | F) if P =  A"^jp where p is the smallest 
congruence on that contains F  (see Appendix A).
Given a semigroup P with a presentation (A | F) , for two words w ,v  G A"^  
we write w -4* u, and we say that w — v is a consequence of R  (or that the
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word w can be reduced to v by applying relations from F), to mean that either 
w ^  V ov there is a sequence a words w ~  Wi,W2 , ..  ^ ,Wn ^  v where w* =  u)\viw" 
with w" G A* and % in A+ [i =  1, . . .  ,?t-) such that either (u*, G F  or 
{vi+i^Vi) G F  for each z =  1 , . . . ,  n  — 1. We will need the following result:
P ro p o s itio n  8.4 Let S  be a semigroup generated by a set A and let F  Ç A+xA+. 
Then {A \ R) is a presentation for S  if and only if the following conditions hold:
(i) S satisfies all the relations from R;
(ii) I f  u ,v  G A'^ are two words such that u — v in S, then u = v is a 
consequence of R.
P roof. See [42]. B
The following straightforward consequence of this proposition will be used, when­
ever we have a set of unique normal forms L C A"** for the semigroup P, to prove 
that a given pair (A | F) is a presentation for P.
P ro p o s itio n  8.5 Let S  be a semigroup generated by a set A, let F  Ç A"*" x A+ 
and let L  Ç A ^ be a set of unique normal forms for P. I f  the following conditions 
hold then (A | F) Z5 a presentation for P.
(i) P satisfies all the relations from R;
(ii) Any word w G A*^  can be reduced to the corresponding unique 
normal form in L by using relations from F .
For further details about semigroup presentations we refer the reader to [42]. 
Our main result of this section is the following:
T h eo rem  8.6 All finitely generated subsemigroups of the bicyclic monoid are 
finitely presented.
From [43] we have the following:
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P ro p o s itio n  8.7 Let S  be a semigroup and T  be a subsemigroup of S  such that 
S \ T  is finite. Then S  is finitely presented if and only if  T  is finitely presented.
Our main result will be proved using this proposition and the following result:
L em m a 8.8 For any numbers p, m G Mq with p < m, d g N and sets
7 Ç  { 0 , . . . , p - l } ,  P  C { 0 , . . . , d - 1 }
such that 0 G P, each of the following subsets of the bicyclic monoid is finitely 
presented whenever it is a subsemigroup:
(i)
(ii) O Tip^ (i,P-
P r o o f , (i) We consider the automatic structure (A,L) obtained in the proof of 
Lemma 8.3 (i), which gives us a finite generating set and a set of unique normal 
forms for Ai r^n,d- We are going to prove that < A | F  > is a finite presentation 
for T, defining F  to be a set of equations that allow us to re-write each product 
of two generators into a word in L. More precisely, F  consists of the following 
relations:
A(z, j)X(k,  I) = X{i, r)A(zo, 0)^ where j  + Uk P I = qu + r, 0  < r  < u
{iy k G I  y jyl G {O, . . . , ZZ “  l}) .
That the relations hold follows from the definition of 7^(6,q in the proof of 
Lemma 8.3 (i). We are going to show that any word w G A+ can be reduced 
to a word in 7  by applying relations from F, using induction in the length |zz;| 
of the word w. If |zu| =  1 then zu G 7  by definition of 7. If |zu| =  2 then 
w — X{iyj)X{kyl) and therefore
w —)■* A(z, r)A(zq, G 7
with
j  P Uk P I = qu P r (0 < r  < u ) ,
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which is a relation in R. Let n > 2 and suppose that any word w such that 
\w\ < n  can be reduced to a word in L  by using relations from R. Let zu G A+ 
with |w| =  n  4- 1. We have w =  A(zi, j i )  • •. A(zn, jn)A(zn+i)in+i)- Therefore
W -4* A ( A ,J l )  • . . X { i n - l , j n - l ) K i n , r ) K ' ^ O y 0 y
where
j n  +  +  i n + 1  =  q u P r  {0 < r  < u ) .
Letting w' =  A(A, J i)  • • • A(z„_i ,  jn-i)A(zn,^) we have \w'\ ~  n and, using the 
induction hypothesis, we have
w' —>* A(z, j)A(zo, 0)"  ^ G L
for some z G / ,  j  G { 0 , . . . ,  zz — 1}, m  G No, im ply ing
A(z,;)A(zo,Or+^G7.
(ii) We will use the automatic structure (Y, L) obtained in the proof of Lemma 
8.3 (Hi) to prove that T  = 'Lp,d,p U A/^p,j is finitely presented. We will show that 
< y  I F  > is a finite presentation for T, defining F  to be a set of relations that
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allows us to re-write words of length smaller than three into words in L: 
X =  7oa;
y =  y7o
AjAj — Xj^ x  ^
xXi
y A* =  yx^^
7r A* =  7ra:"*
xy =  7o 
A*y =  Xj 
A*z/
7ry
æ7r
^ilr  — Aj 
X i'J r
T r i t  ~  1 r
7r7z
7o
y
X
Ay
7i
i j e l )  
i e i )  
i e I)
r e P ,  i e i )
(8 .1)
(8 .2)
(8.3)
(8.4)
(8.5)
(8 .6)
(8.7)
(8 .8) 
(8.9)
(8 .10)
(8 .11)
(8 .12)
(8.13)
(8.14)
(8.15)
i e I , U i > l , j  =  p +  d — Uid) 
i e i ,  Hi — 1) 
r e P )  
r e P )
i e I , r  e P, i  +  Uid >  p +  r)  
i e I , r e P,  i +  Uid <  p +  r, j  p +  r — Uid)
r > t )
[r < t)
To see that a relation holds we just have to prove that both sides of it corre­
spond to the same word in {c'b’ : i , j  >  0, { i , j )  (0,0)}. We will only prove that
equations (8 .8 ), (8.9), (8.12) and (8.13) hold since for the others it is straightfor­
ward.
To prove that relations (8 .8 ) and (8.9) hold we observe that, by definition of 
Ui, we have
XiV =
If Uj =  1 then Xip =  c”lf  =  70  and relation (8.9) holds. If Mj > 1 then p + d —Uid <  
p  and so, defining j  =  p +  d — Uid, we have Xip =  g  At,p,d- But we
have j  -t- (uj — l)d  =  p  which implies, by definition of Uj, that Uj — 1 =  Uj which 
means that Xip =  Xj and relation (8.9) holds as well.
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To prove that relations (8.12) and (8.13) hold we start by writing
If z +  Uid > p - h r  then A*7*. =  =  A* and relation (8 .12) holds. Otherwise
we have A*7  ^ =  y i + r - u i d y + r  ^ because u* > 0. Defining j  =  p- hr  — u i d  we 
have A*7r =  and, since j  +  U{d = p + r  <  p + d and using the definition of
Ujy it must be Ui =  Uj what implies A*7 ,. =  Xj and relation (8.13) holds as well.
We are now going to prove that any word inw  G Y'^ can be reduced to a word 
in Ly using our relations, by induction on the length of zu. If |zu| =  1 then either 
w G L 0 Ï it can be reduced to a word in L  by using one of the relations (8.1) and 
(8.2). We now consider words of length 2. The word A*At reduces to A*a;“‘ G L 
using relation (8.3); A*æ G L; A*p either reduces to 70 G 7  using relation (8.9) or 
to Xj G  7  for some j  using relation (8 .8); A*7,. reduces to Xj G 7  for some j  using 
relations (8.12) or (8.13); xx  reduces to 70^^ G 7  using (8.1); xy  reduces to 70 G 7  
using relation (8.7); xXi reduces to 70a ; G 7  using relations (8.4) and (8.1); 
x j t  reduces to 70a; G 7  using relations (8.11) and (8.1); yx  reduces to y^ox G  7  
using (8.1); y y reduces to z/^70 G 7  using (8.2); z/A* reduces to z/7oa;"' G 7  using 
(8.5) and (8.2); y‘jt G  7; jiX G  7; 7*2/ reduces to y'yo G  7  using (8.10) and (8.2); 
7*A( reduces to 7*3;"^  G 7  using (8 .6); finally 7*7*. reduces to j j  G  7  for some j  
using (8.14) or (8.15).
In the following induction step we use that fact that if a word w belongs to 
7  then zua;" belongs to 7  as well for any zz G No, which follows immediately from 
the definition of 7. Let zz > 2 and suppose that all words w G Y~^ with |zu| < zz 
can be reduced to a word in 7. Let w G  T'*' be a word of length zz +  1. Then 
we have w = Wigig2  with wi G Y~  ^ and pi ,y2 G Y.  We will consider all possible 
pairs of generators p i, p2 E Y  and prove that in every case w reduces to a word 
in 7  using the relations.
Case 1: gig2  G {A*z/, A*7t, æp, a:7f, 7 2^/, 7z7*}. In these case we can apply one of 
the relations to reduce gig2  to a generator g. We can then apply the induction 
hypothesis to reduce Wig to a word in 7.
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Case 2; giÇ2  =  gix. In these cases we can reduce wigi to a word W2  G L using 
the induction hypothesis and so we can reduce w  to W2 X 6  L.
Case 3: pip2 =  Using relation (8.3) we have w  —>* and, since
\wiXi\ — n, using the induction hypothesis we have wiXi -4-* W2 E L  and therefore 
W  - 4 *  U)2X'^  ^ G 7.
Case 4: pip2 =  xXt. Using relation (8.4) we have w -4* Since
|wi| < n, using the hypothesis we can write w\ -4* W2  E L and so w -4* 
-4* W2X^ '^ '^ <^  E 7.
Case 5: gig2 = yA&. Using relation (8.5) we reduce yXt to yx^h We can 
then apply the induction hypothesis to w i y  to obtain W i y  - 4 *  W2  E L  implying
w  -4* W2 x'^ *' E 7.
Case 6 : pip2 =  VV- We start by reducing Wiy to a word W2 E L  using the 
induction hypothesis. It can be W2  — A*a;“ or W2 — y^jrX^. If W2  =  A* then 
w  - 4 *  Xi y  and applying relations (8 .8) or (8.9) it reduces to a word in 7. If 
W 2 =  X iX  then w  - 4 *  X i x y  - 4 *  A*7 o by applying relation (8.7). Therefore by 
applying now relations (8 .12) or (8.13), w  reduces to word in 7. If W2  =  A*a;" 
with zi > 1 then
w  - 4 *  Xi X^~^xy  - 4 *  XiX^~'^x^Q - 4 *  XiX^~^ E 7,
by applying relations (8.7) and (8 .11). If W2  = y^'jr then
w y"7r2/ -4* i f  y -4 * z/''+^7o G 7,
using relations (8.10) and (8.2). If W2  ~  y'^jrX  then w  -4* y^'yrXy  and we can 
apply relation (8.7) to reduce x y  to 70. Then we can reduce 7 * .7 0  to 7  ^ by applying 
relation (8.14) and so w  -4* z/ 7^ *. G 7 . If zug =  y^'YrX^ with u > 1 then
w - 4 *  y^jrx ‘^ ~^xy - 4 *  z/^ 7 a^;““ .^T7o -4* if'yrX^~^ E 7
by applying relations (8.7) and (8.11).
Case 7: g\g2 =  z/7 t. We start again by reducing wiy to a word W2  G 7. It 
can be W2  = A*æ" or W2  =  z/^ 7,.a;“. If W2  — A* then w  - 4 *  A*z/ and applying
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relation (8.8) or relation (8.9) we can reduce zn to a generator that belongs to L. 
If IÜ2  = XiX^ with zz > 0 then we can apply relation (8.11) giving
w —y* XiX^'yt —y  XiX^ G L.
If W2  = i f^ r  then w ->* and so applying relations (8.14) or (8.15) we have
yj £ 7  with g e {7r, 7f}. Finally, if u>2 = with zz > 0 then we have
zu f  7ra;"7z E 7
by applying relation (8.11).
Case 8: gig2  = 7(A*. Applying relation (8.6) we get 7(A* -4* Since
|zui7t| < n, using the hypothesis, we have w ijt  -4* W2 E L and so w -4* W2 x'^  ^ E 
7. a
Lemma 8.9 I f  S  is a finitely presented subsemigroup of the bicyclic monoid 
B = < 6, c | 5 c = l >  then the semigroup T  =  {Utd : UP G S} is finitely 
presented as well.
P roof. If < A | F  > is a finite presentation for S  then < A | F ' > is a fi­
nite presentation for T where x i . . .X i  =  y \ . . . y j  belongs to F  if and only if 
X i.. .x i  = z/j. . .  yi belongs to B!. In fact, T  is the opposite of S  and so it is 
finitely presented if and only if S  is finitely presented. H
P roof of Theorem 8.6 We know from Section 1 that any finitely gener­
ated subsemigroup is either a finite subset of the diagonal, and so it is finitely 
presented, or it has one of the forms:
F d  U F  U U Ep,d,p, F d  U F  U U 
Fd U F  U Ai,p,dy Fd U F  U Aj^ p^ d
where I  Ç {g, g +  1, . . .  ,p — 1} for some numbers g,p G No and the sets F  and 
F d  a r e  finite. The previous lemma allows us to consider only subsemigroups of
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the form
Fd U F  U U Ep^d,p, Fd U F  U A/^ p^ .^
In both cases we can remove the finite set Fd U F  from our subsemigroup and 
we still have a subsemigroup. Hence, in both cases, our subsemigroup S  has a 
subsemigroup U such that S \U  is finite and that, by Lemma 8.8, is finitely pre­
sented. It follows from Proposition 8.7 that S  is finitely presented as well. ■
4 R esidual fin iteness
In this section we give necessary and sufiicient conditions for a subsemigroup of 
the bicyclic monoid to be residually finite.
We say that a semigroup S  is residually finite if, for any two elements Si, S2 E 
Sy there is a finite semigroup F  and a homomorphism 4> : S  ^  F  that separates 
Si and S2 (such that Sifi f  S20). We start by showing that the bicyclic monoid 
B  ~  {b, c \ be 1) is not residually finite.
We need the following facts:
Lemma 8.10 Let Cj — {x,  . . . ,  1} be a cyclic group of order j ,  for some
j  € N. Then the function (j) : B  ^  Cj] ^  ^ ^ homomorphism.
P roof. Let c^b^, c^P G B arbitrary. We have 
If n > p then
and otherwise we still have
which concludes the proof. B
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L em m a 8.11 Let F  be a finite semigroup and let (j) : B  -+ F  be an onto ho­
momorphism. Then F  is a cyclic group Cj = {æ, . . . ,  1} of order j ,  for
some j  G N, and {c^b'^)fi = x^~'^ for any m, n G No.
P roof. Let ccj) ~  x  and bfi — y. Then F  is a monoid with identity Ifi =  {bc)(j) = 
yx = I. The subsemigroup of F  generated by x  is finite and so we can take 
minimum i , j  with i < j  such that x^^^ = x^, and the elements Xyx'^y. . .  ,x^ are 
all distinct. But x^ = x^ ~^  ^ implies =  y^ x^ ~^^  and so
=  z/*rr* =  (PU)(j) = l<p = 1 .
Supposing that i > 1 we have j  +  1 — z < j  and so 7  =  } +  1 — z +  1 < Hence
what contradicts the fact that the elements x ,x ^ , . . .  ,x^ are all distinct. There­
fore it must be z =  1 and the semigroup (x) is in fact the cyclic group, of 
order j ,  Cj = {Xyx"^,. . .  1}. Moreover, the associativity in F  implies that
y — y(xx^~^) — [yx)x^~^ =  x^~^ = x~^ and so for any n ,m  G Nq we have
=  a;"-"". «
T h eo rem  8 .12  The bicyclic monoid is not residually finite.
P roof. It follows from the previous lemmas that, for example, two different idem- 
potents c^b^yd^b^ G B cannot be separated by any homomorphism <f \ B  ■+■ F  
with F being a finite semigroup. H
The following was shown in [31] and we include our proof for completeness.
Lem m a 8.13 A subset of the form Ip = {did : 0 < i < jy j > p} (p e Nq) is an 
ideal of U.
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P roof. Let a  — did  G Ip and — f P  G U. We first consider the product afi. 
1 Î j  > k then afi = c^p-k+i ^ since j ~ k  + l > j > p  and otherwise we have
afi =  d~H ^p  G Ipy since I > k > j  > p. We now consider the product /3a. If 
I > i then fia  =  G Ip since I ~  i + j  > j  > p, and otherwise we have
fia  =  since j  > p. B
Our main result follows.
Theorem  8.14 A subsemigroup of the bicyclic monoid is residually finite if  and 
only if it does not contain elements both above and below the diagonal.
P roof. We first show that a two-sided semigroup is not residually finite. In fact, 
a two-sided semigroup S  contains a subset of the form
% =  > 0},
which is a subsemigroup isomorphic to the bicyclic monoid; the function
^ : B -4 i-4
is clearly an isomorphism. If S  was residually finite then, for any two elements 
371,3:2 E X  there would be an homomorphism (j) : S  —y F, with F  finite, sepa­
rating 3:1,372 and so there would be an homomorphism : B -4 F  separating 
xijj~^, , which would imply, since ■0 is a bijection, that the bicyclic monoid
is residually finite.
We will now show that a subsemigroup S  contained in U (an upper semigroup 
or a subset of the diagonal) is residually finite. Let a ~  did and fi =  c^P be two 
arbitrary elements of S. Taking p > max(j. I) the set Sp — S  C Ip ib an ideal of 
S. Hence the Rees homomorphism 0  : 5* - 4  {S\Sp) U {0} separates a  and fiy and 
5 ' \5 ' p U { 0 }  is finite, since S\Sp  Ç 2} .^ Analogously, any subsemigroup contained 
in U is residually finite. ffl
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We have seen that the bicyclic monoid is strongly automatic (all its finitely 
generated subsemigroups are automatic). Combining this chapter with Chapter 
6 we have the following natural question:
Q ues tion  8.15 Let S' — B * B be the free product of two copies of the bicyclic 
monoid. Is S  strongly automatic?
We can consider generalizations of the bicyclic monoid, as for example in [1], 
and a natural problem is the following:
Q ues tion  8.16 Consider generalizations of the bicyclic monoid that are still 
strongly automatic.
In Chapter 5 we saw that Bruck-Reilly extensions of a finite monoid are 
automatic. We can ask:
Q ues tion  8.17 Are the Bruck-Reilly extensions of a finite monoid strongly au­
tomatic?
Appendix A 
Semigroups
For completeness and clarity we list here the basic definitions and results used in 
the thesis which are not included in the introduction. This material can be found 
with more detail in [29].
Basic definitions
Let 5  be a semigroup. An element e G S' is a left identity if for all s G S we 
have es ~  s and a right identity if for all s G S we have se =  s. An identity 
is an element 1 G S such that for all s G S we have Is =  5l =  s .  We denote 
by S^ the monoid obtained from S by adjoining an identity (S^ =  S U  {1} and 
the operation is extended by s i =  Is =  s ,s  G S, 11 =  1). An idempotent is an 
element e G S such that ee =  e and, finally, a zero is an element 0 G S such that 
for all s G S we have sO =  Os =  0.
Given a set X ,  the full transformation semigroup on X  is the semigroup 
(T%, o) where T x  is the set of all functions from A  to X  and the operation o is 
the composition of functions. A transformation semigroup is any subsemigroup 
of (Tlx, o).
Let A be a set. A (binary) relation on A  is a subset p of the cartesian product 
A X A; we normally write Xi p X2  instead of (x\^X2 ) G p. Given two relations 
p, r  on A  we can define their composition p o r  by the rule that s (por) u if there
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is t e  X  such that s p t and t r  u. An equivalence relation on A  is a relation p 
that is
reflexive: (Va; G A) x p x\
symmetric: (dxi ,X2  G A) Xi p X2  X2  p x\\
and transitive: {flxi^X2 ,Xz E: X )  X\ p X2  ^  X2  p xz = >  X\ p ^3.
An equivalence relation p defines a partition on A  and each element of the par­
tition is called an equivalence class', we denote by ap the equivalence class of the 
element a G A  and by A /p  the set of all classes. A (partial) order on A  is a 
relation, normally denoted by <, that is reflexive, transitive and
antisymmetric: {yxi ,X2  E X )  xi < X2  ^  X2  < xi Xi =  X2 .
Finally, an operation on A  is any function from A x A  to A.
Ideals
Let S' be a semigroup and let A be a non-empty subset of S. The set A  is called 
a left ideal if S X  Ç A, a right ideal if A S  Ç A  and a (two-sided) ideal if it is both 
a left and a right ideal. Evidently every ideal (whether right, left or two-sided) 
is a subsemigroup, but the converse is not true. Given a E S, the smallest left 
ideal of S containing a is S^a =  Sa U {a} and we call it the principal left ideal 
generated by a. Analogously, the principal right ideal generated by a is aSL 
A semigroup without zero is called simple if it has no proper ideals. A semi­
group S with zero is called 0-simple if {0} and S are its only ideals and S^ ^  {0}.
G reen’s relations
The equivalence on S is defined by the rule that a £  6 if and only if a and b 
generate the same principal left ideal, that is, if and only if S^a =  S^b. Similarly, 
we define the equivalence TZ by the rule that aTZ b iî and only if aS^ =  &SL The
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relation 71 is the intersection of C and IZ. Since C o I Z  = 7 Z o C w e  define the 
relation V  = Co'JZ = TZoC.  Finally we define the relation J  by a j b  if and 
only if S^aS^ ~  S^bS^,  The following notation is used for equivalence classes of 
the Green’s relations: the £ -class (7^-class; 7/-class; P-class; J ’-class) containing 
element a is denoted by {Ra\ Ra] Da\ Ja)- A D-class can be represented by 
a table, called an egghox, where each row represents an 7^-class, each column 
represents a £-class, and each cell represents an ?i^-class.
C om pletely sim ple semigroups
There is a natural (partial) order defined on the set of the idempotents of a 
semigroup S' by the rule that
e < /  if and only if e f  = fe  = e.
If S is  a semigroup with zero then the zero is the unique minimum (e is minimum  
if e < /  for every idempotent / )  idempotent. The idempotents that are minimal 
(e is minimal if /  < e implies /  =  e for every idempotent / )  within the set of 
non-zero idempotents are called primitive. We say that a semigroup is completely 
0-simple if it is 0-simple and has a primitive idempotent, and we say that a 
semigroup is completely simple if it is simple and has a primitive idempotent. 
Completely simple semigroups are known to be Rees matrix semigroups over 
groups. Completely 0-simple semigroups are Rees matrix semigroups with zero 
over groups where the matrix is regular (no row or column consists entirely of 
zeros).
Congruences
Let 5* be a semigroup. A relation p on the set S  is called compatible (with the 
operation in S) if
(Vs, t, s ',t ' e  S) s p t h  s' p t' = >  ss' p t t ' .
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A compatible equivalence relation is called a congruence. Given a congruence p 
on the semigroup S  the set 5"/p is a semigroup with operation {ap){hp) — {ab)p.
Rees quotient
Given a proper ideal /  of a semigroup S  the relation p/ =  ( / x J) U Is  is a 
congruence (here I 5 stands for the relation {(s, s) : s G S}),  called the Rees 
congruence, and we can consider the semigroup 3 / pj, called the Rees quotient. 
This semigroup can be seen as the set [S\I)  U {0} where the product of elements 
of S \ I  is the same as their product in S  if this lies in S  and it is 0 otherwise. We 
have the natural homomorphism
(j) : S  3 / Pi] s  5 (s G 3\I)', s  Q [ s  E I),
called the Rees homomorphism.
Presentations
Let A  be an alphabet. A semigroup presentation is a pair {A | R) where is a 
relation in A~ .^ In this context, we normally write u ~  v instead of u R  v and 
we say that u = v is a (defining) relation. If A =  {&i,. . . ,  a„} and R = {u\ = 
Vi , . . . ,Um — Vjn}i we wi'ite (a i, , . .  ,an \ ui = Vi , . . .  ,Um = Vm) for {A I R). We 
say that the semigroup 3  is defined by the presentation (A | R) if 5  =  A+/p 
where p is the smallest congruence on that contains R. Replacing A"^  by A* 
in the previous definition we obtain the definition of a monoid presentation] in 
this context we normally write 1 instead of e (for example, the bicyclic monoid is 
defined by the monoid presentation {b,c | be — 1)).
A ppendix B
G A P  program
*** GAP PROGRAM ***
## SUBSEMIGROUPS OF THE BICYCLIC MONOID
Print(" \n") ;
Print("Subsemigroups of the bicyclic monoid <b,c | be = l>.\n")j 
Print("Function \"subsembimon\" displays the subsemigroup given the\n"); 
Print("generating set.\n\n");
PrintC'An element c'i b“j is represented by [i,j] and so\n");
PrintC'the generating set must be a list of pairs of numbers (>=0).\n\n"); 
Print("Example:\n");
PrintC'x := [[1,2] , [5,4]] ;\n") ;
Print("subsembimon(x);\n");
Print (" \n") ;
MIDDLE SEMIGROUPS
# # The sets f,x must be contained in F_{q,p>
Returns a list with the elements in f \cup f.x 
## that are on the left of column p 
actright := function(f,x,p) 
local k,j,r; 
r := ShallowCopy(f); 
for k in f do 
for j in X do
if k[2] <= j [1] then
Add(r, Ck[l]-k[2]+j [1] , j[2] ]); 
else
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if (k[2]-j [l]+j [2] < p) then 
Add(r.[k[1],k[2]-j Cl]+j [2]]);
fi;
fi:
od;
od;
return Set(r); 
end;
if# u is a subset of B, 1 is a list of line numbers smaller then p 
if# returns the list of line numbers in 1 \cup u.l 
if# that are smaller then p 
actleft := function(u,l,p) 
local r,k,j,n; 
r := ShallowCopy(l); 
for k in u do 
for j in 1 do
if j > k[2] then 
n := k[l]-kC2]+j; 
if n < p then 
Add(r,n);
fi;
fi:
od;
od;
return Set(r); 
end;
if# MAIN FUNCTION - middle semigroups 
if# Assumes $X \cap D_1 \neq \emptyset$,
#if $X \cap D_2 \neq \emptyset$,
it# $\iota(X) \le \kappa(X)$ and
if# $S \cap F_{0,\iota(X)} = \emptyset$
computemid :=function(x)
local q,p,d,IO,Il,k,u,r,FO,Fl,i,setP,n,xO;
if# Compute d,q,p and setP
d ;= AbsInt(Gcd(List(x, k -> k[l]-k[2])));
q := Minimum(ListX(x,k -> k[l] < k[2],k -> k[l]));
p := Minimum(ListX(x,k -> k[l] > k[2]. k-> k[2]));
setP := Set(ListX(x, k -> (k[l] >= p) and (k[2] >= p), k -> ((k[l]-p) mod d)));
if# Creates initial F
FI := ListXCx, k -> k[l] >= q and k[l] < p and k[2] < p, k -> k); 
xO := ShallowCopy(Fi);
FO := [] ;
if# Iteration to construct final F
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while (FI <> FO) do 
F0:=F1;
FI := actright(FO,xO,p):
od;
## Construct initial I 
II := □  : 
for r in setP do 
u := 1; 
k := p+r-d; 
while (k >= q) do 
if (k < p) then 
Add(Il,k);
fi;
u:=u+i; 
k := p+r-u*d;
od;
od;
for k in X do
if k[l] >= q and k[l] < p then 
Add(Il,k[l]);
fi;
od;
II := Set(Il);
10 := []:
## Iteration to produce final I 
while (II <> 10) do
10 := II;
11 := actleft(Fl,IO,p):
od;
return [q,p,d,Fl,II,setP] ; 
end;
M  UPPER SEMIGROUPS
## returns a list of the lines that form the received set 
splitinlines := function(y) 
local n,i,k,l;
i := y[l][l]; 1 ;= □; n := 1; l[n] := [] ; 
for k in y do
if k[l] = i then 
Add(l[n],k) ;
n := n + 1;
I C n ]  : =  □ ;
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AdddCn] ,k) ; 
i:=k[l] :
fi;
odj
return 1; 
end;
## Returns the line numbers in a list of lines 
linesin := function(l)
return List(l, k -> k[l][l]); 
end;
## Receives a list of lines and a list columns numbers from which 
i t# regularity starts.
i t# returns the a set with the elements of S on the left of column 
## max(m)
formf := functional,m,d)
local s,setF,i,t,j,k,mmax;
s := Size(l); setF :=[]; mmax := Maximum(ra); 
for i in [l..s] do 
k := iCi] ; 
t:=k[l] [1] ;
setF := Set(Concatenation(setF,k)); 
j := m[i]+d; 
while (j < mmax) do 
Add(setF,[t,j]);
j := j+d;
od;
od;
setF := Filtered(setF, k -> k[2] < mmax); 
return Set(setF); 
end;
it# Checks if the subset of the line i determines a number m 
i t# such that it generates F \cup \Lambda_{i,p,d} 
linegen := function(l,d)
local h,i,j,k,s,sucesso,jmax.t; 
h: = [] ; s := Size(l) ; 
for i in [l..s] do 
h[i] := l[i] [2] ;
od;
t:=l[l] [1] ; 
i:=i; 
k:=h[i];
sucesso := false;
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while i+(k-t)/d-l <=s and not sucesso do 
sucesso;=true; 
j :=0;
jmax:=(k-t)/d-l;
while sucesso and j < jmax do
if h[i+j] <> k+j*d 
then sucesso := false;
fi;
od;
i := i+1; 
if i <=s then 
k := h[i];
fi;
od;
if sucesso then 
return h[i-i]; 
else return -1 ; 
fi; 
end;
if# Check if a set (already split in lines) generates the final 
if# subsemigroup. If not returns []. If it generates 
if# returns the vector with the columns numbers from 
## where regularity starts for each line in S 
linesselfgen := function(l.d) 
local s,m,i,k,flag;
s := Size(l); m := []; i := 1; flag := true; 
while (i <= s) and flag do 
k := linegen(l[i],d); 
if k <> -1 then 
m[i] := k; 
i i +1; 
else
flag := false;
fi;
od;
if flag then 
return m; 
else
return [] ;
fi;
end;
it# returns setl \cup setF.setl
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addlines := function(setF,setI) 
local r,k,j; 
r := ShallowCopy(setl); 
for k in setF do 
for j in setl do 
if j > k[2] then
Add(r,k[l]-k[2]+j);
fi;
od;
od;
return(Set(r)); 
end;
## Multiplies subsets of the bicyclic monoid 
multiplica := function(a.b) 
local c,i,j; 
c := [] ; 
for i in a do 
for j in b do
if (i[23 >= j[l]) then
Add(c, [i[l], i[2]-j[l]+j[2] ]);
else
Add(c, [i[l3~iC2]+j[l],j[23]);
fi;
od;
od;
return Set(c); 
end;
## Checks if the operation is already closed 
test_issemigroup := function(setF,setI,m) 
local mmax,flag,prod,setI2; 
mmax ;= Maximum(m); flag:=false; 
prod := multiplica(setF,setF); 
prod := Filtered(prod,k -> k[2] < mmax); 
prod := Set(Concatenation(setF,prod)); 
if setF = prod then 
flag :=true;
fi;
if flag then
setI2 := addlines(setF,setI); 
if setl <> setI2 then 
flag := false;
fi;
fi;
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return flag; 
end;
it# Checks if we have all we need 
issemigroup := functionCy,d) 
local 1,setl,setF,m,done; 
done := false;
1 := splitinlines(y); 
m := linesselfgen(l,d); 
if m <> [] then
setl ;= linesin(l);
setF := formf(l,m,d);
done := test_issemigroup(setF,setl,m);
fi;
return done; 
end;
it# Returns the parameters 
semigroup := functionCy,d) 
local 1,setl,setF,m;
1 ;= splitinlines(y); 
m := linesselfgen(l,d); 
setl := linesin(l); 
setF := formf(l,m,d); 
return [d,setF,setl,m]; 
end;
it# MAIN FUNCTION - upper semigroups
# # Assumes X \cap \hat{U} = \emptyset, X \cap U \neq \emptyset,
## X \cap F_{0,\iota(X)} = \emptyset 
coraputeabove := function(x) 
local done,d,y,p,k,m;
d := AbsInt(Gcd(List(x, k -> k[l]-k[2])));
done := false; y :=ShallowCopy(x); p :=ShallowCopy(x);
done := issemigroup(y,d);
# # main cycle - in iteration n, y is equal to X"1 \cup ... X"n 
# # and it is checked if y gives us already the semigroup 
while not done do
p := multiplica(p,x); 
y := Set(Concatenation(y,p)); 
done := issemigroupCy,d);
od;
return semigroupCy,d); 
end;
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## Find the kind of semigroup 
isdiagonal := function (x) 
local i,s;
s ;= Size(x); i := 1 ; 
while x[i][l] = x[i] [2] and i < s do 
i := i +1;
od;
if i = s and x[i][l] = x[i][2] then 
return true; 
else
return false;
fi;
end;
# Are all elements above (or in) the diagonal? 
isabove := function (x)
local i,s;
s := Size(x); i := 1; 
while x[i] [1] <= x[i] [2] and i < s do 
i := i +1;
od;
if i = s and x[i][l] <= x[i][2] then 
return true; 
else
return false;
fi;
end;
# Are all elements below (or in) the diagonal? 
isbelow := function (x)
local i,s;
s ;= Size(x); i := 1; 
while x[i][l] >= x[i][2] and i < s do 
i := i +1;
od;
if i = s and x[i][l] >= x[i][2] then 
return true; 
else
return false;
fi;
end;
# Assumes it is two-sided checks if it is two-sided upper 
istwosidup := function(x)
local q,p;
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q := Minimum(ListX(x,k -> k[l] < k[2],k -> k[l])); 
p := Minimum(ListX(x,k -> k[l] > k[2], k-> k[2])); 
if q <= p then 
return true;
else
return false;
fi;
end;
## Apllies the anti-isomorphism to the generating set 
invert function(x) 
local k;
return List(x, k -> [k[2],k[l]]); 
end;
m  MAIN FUNCTION 
## receives the generating set 
## returns the subsemigroup 
subsembimon := function(x)
local d.setFD,setF,setl,setP,m,l,q,p,xl;
if isdiagonal(x)
then
Print("Contained in the diagonal\n"); 
elif isabove(x) 
then
Print(" \n") ;
PrintC'Upper semigroup: F_D \\cup F \\cup \\Lambda_-Cl,m,d}\n") ;
Print (" \n") ;
q := Minimum(ListX(x, k -> k[l] < k[2],k -> k[l])); 
xi := ListX(x, k -> k[l] >= q, k->k);
1 := computeabove(xl);
d:=l[13; setF:=l[2]; setl:=l[3]; m:=l[4]; 
setFD := ListX(x, k -> k[l] < q, k -> k);
Print("d=",d,"\nm=", Maximum(m),"\n");
Print("F_D=\n",setFD,"\n");
Print("F=\n",setF,"\n");
Print("I=\n",setl,"\n"); 
elif isbelow(x) 
then
Print ("-------------------------------------------------------- \n") ;
PrintC'Lower semigroup: F_D \\cup F \\cup \\wh{\\Lambda_{I,m,d}} \n");
Print ("-------------------------------------------------------- \n") ;
q := Minimum(ListX(x, k -> k[l] > k[2],k -> k[2])); 
xl := ListXCx, k -> k[2] >= q, k->k); 
xl := invert(xl);
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1 := computeabove(xl)J
d:=l[l] : s0tF:=l[2]; setl:=l[3]; m:=l[4]; 
setF := invert(setF);
setFD := ListX(x, k -> k[2] < q, k -> k);
Print("d=",d,"\iun=", Haximum(m),"\n");
Print("F_D=\n",setFD,"\n");
Print("F=\n",setF,"\n");
Print("I=\n",setl,"\n"); 
elif istwosidup(x) 
then
PrintC \n") ;
PrintC'Two sided upper semigroup :\n");
Print("F_D \\cup F \\cup \\Lambda_{I,p,d} \\cup \\Sigma_{p,d,P} \n");
Print ( " \n") ;
q := Minimum(ListX(x, k -> k[l] < k[2],k -> k[l])); 
xl ;= ListX(x, k -> k[l] >= q, k->k);
1 := computemid(xl); p := 1[2]; d := l[3]j setF := 1[4];
setl := 1[5] ; setP ;= 1[6];
setFD := ListX(x, k -> k[l] < q, k -> k);
Print("d=",d,"\np=",p,"\n");
Print("F_D=\n",setFD,"\n");
Print("F=\n",setF,"\n");
Print("I=\n",setl,"\n");
Print("P=\n",setP,"\n") ;
else
PrintC \n") ;
PrintC'Two sided lower semigroup :\n");
Print("F_D \\cup F \\cup \\hat{\\Lambda_{I,p,d}} \\cup \\Sigma_{p,d,P}\n");
PrintC \n") ;
q := Minimum(ListX(x, k -> k[l] > k[2],k -> k[2])); 
xl := ListXCx, k -> k[2] >= q, k->k); 
xl := invert(xl);
1 := computemid(xl);
p := 1[2]; d := 1[3]; setF := 1[4]; setl := l[5]j setP := 1[63; 
setFD := ListXCx, k -> k[l] < q, k -> k); 
setF := invert(setF);
Print("d=",d,"\np=",p,"\n");
Print("F_D=\n",setFD,"\n");
Print("F=\n",setF,"\n")j 
Print("I=\n",setl,"\n")
Print("P=\n",setP,"\n")
fi;
end;
*** GAP session *»*
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gap> ReadC'bimon.g") J ;
Subsemigroups of the bicyclic monoid <b,c i be = 1>. 
Function "subsembimon" displays the subsemigroup given the 
generating set.
An element c~i b~j is represented by [i,j] and so
the generating set must be a list of pairs of numbers (>=0)
Example :
X := [[1,2],[5,4]]; 
subsembimon(x);
gap> x: = [[l,2],[5,4]]; ; 
gap> subsembimon(x); ;
Two sided upper semigroup:
F_D \cup F \cup \Lambda_{I,p,d} \cup \Sigma_{p,d,P}
d=l
p=4
F_D=
[ ]
F=
[ [ 1, 2 ], [ 1, 3 ] ]
1=
[ 1, 2, 3 ]
P=
[ 0 ]
gap> x: = [[l,l],[4,7],[10,13],[18,24], [23,17]]; ; 
gap> subsembimon(x); ;
Two sided upper semigroup:
F_D \cup F \cup \Lambda_{I,p,d} \cup \Sigma_{p,d,P}
d=3
p=17
F_D=
[ [ 1 , 1 ] ]
F=
C [ 4, 7 ], [ 4, 10 ], C 4, 13 ], [ 4, 16 ], [ 7, 13 ] , [ 7, 16 ] 
[ 10, 13 ], [ 10, 16 ] ]
1=
[ 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15 ]
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p=
[ 0 , 1 ]
gap> x: = [[l,l],[7,4],[13,10],[24,18],[17,23]]; ; 
gap> subsembimoii(x) ; ;
Two sided lower semigroup:
F_D \cup F \cup \hat{\Lambda_{I,p,d}} \cup \Sigma_{p,d,P}
d=3
p=17
F_D=
[ [ 1 . 1 ] ]
F=
[ [ 7, 4 ], [ 10, 4 ], [ 13, 4 ], [ 16, 4 ], [ 13, 7 ], [ 16, 7 ],
[ 13, 10 ], [ 16, 10 ] ]
I -
[ 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15 ]
P=
[ 0 , 1 ]
gap> x: = [ [ l , l ] ,[3,13],[5,9],[10,16]]; ; 
gap> subsembimon(x); ;
Upper semigroup: F_D \cup F \cup \Lambda_{I,m,d>
d=2
m=20
F_D=
[ [ 1 . 1 ] ]
F=
[ [ 3, 13 ], [ 3, 17 ], [ 3, 19 ], [ 5, 9 ], [ 5, 13 ]. [ 5, 17 ], [ 5, 19 ] , 
[ 6, 16 ], [ 10, 16 ] ]
1=
[ 3, 5, 6, 10 ]
gap> x: = [ [ l , l ] ,[13,3],[9,5],[16,10]]; ; 
gap> subsembimon(x); ;
Lower semigroup: F„D \cup F \cup \wh{\Lambda_{I,m,d}}
d=2
m=20
F_D=
[ [ 1 , 1 ] ]
F=
[ [ 13, 3 ], [ 17, 3 ], [ 19, 3 ], [ 9, 5 ], [ 13, 5 ] , [ 17, 5 ], [ 19, 5 ]
[ 16, 6 ], [ 16, 10 ] ]
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1=
t 3, 5, 6, 10 3
gap> x: = C[l,l3,[2,2],[3,3],[5,5],[8,833 ; ; 
gap> subsembimon(x); ;
Contained in the diagonal
gap> x: = [[9,12],[12,18],[15,24],[18,30], [21,36]]; ; 
gap> subsembimon(x); :
Upper semigroup: F_D \cup F \cup \Lambda_{I,m,d}
d=3
m=36
F_D=
[ ]
F=
[ [ 9, 12 ], [ 9, 15 ], [ 9, 18 ], [ 9, 21 ], [ 9, 24 ], [ 9, 27 ],
[ 9, 30 ], [ 9, 33 ], [ 12, 18 ], [ 12, 21 ] , [ 12, 24 ] , [ 12, 27 ],
[ 12, 30 ], [ 12, 33 ], [ 15, 24 ], [ 15, 27 3, [ 15, 30 ], [ 15. 33 ]
[ 18, 30 ], C 18, 33 ] ]
1=
[ 9, 12, 15, 18, 21 ] 
gap> x:=[[3,6],[15,12]]J: 
gap> subsembimon(x); ;
Two sided upper semigroup:
F_D \cup F \cup \Lambda_{I,p,d} \cup \Sigma_{p,d,P} 
d=3
p=12
F_D=
[ ]
F=
[ [ 3, 6 ], [ 3, 9 ] ]
1=
[ 3, 6, 9 ]
P=
C 0 ]
gap> x:=[[3,12],[15,12]];; 
gap> subsembimon(x); ;
Two sided upper semigroup:
F_D \cup F \cup \Lambda_{I,p,d> \cup \Sigma_{p,d,P}
d=3
p=12
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F_D=
[ ]
F=
C ]
1=
C 3. 6, 9 3 
P=
[ 0 ]
gap> x:=[[3,21],[15,12]];; 
gap> subsembimon(x); ;
Two sided upper semigroup:
F_D \cup F \cup \Lambda_{I,p,d} \cup \Sigma_{p,d,P} 
d=3
p=12
F_D=
[ ]
F=
[ ]
1=
[ 3, 6, 9 ]
P=
[ 0 ]
gap> LogToO;;
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